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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: TALE OF A PENGUIN

During my work as a technical writer at software companies in Austin, Texas in
the late 1990s and early 2000s, I was fortunate enough to work with some of the brightest
software developers and IT professionals in the business. Almost universally, these
highly technological professionals praised open source as a superior alternative to other
technologies. Whether they talked about Perl or PHP scripting languages, the Apache
web server, the Mozilla web browser, the MySQL database system, or the Linux
operating system, they each saw open source as a revolutionary way to create and
maintain software that resulted in something much more advanced than anything
Microsoft could develop.
My interest was piqued. Why would these experts shun more common and
familiar technologies like Microsoft’s Windows or Internet Explorer in favor of these
mysterious and unknown (to me) alternatives? I considered myself to be a fairly
technologically advanced computer user, and I had never even heard of open source
before. As I asked, I heard a lot about stability, flexibility, and the absence of licensing
costs. In comparison, Microsoft’s products were said to be error-prone and likely to fail
under hard use. These users were interested in Linux/Apache web servers that could run
for weeks and months without restarting and without crashing.
The fascinating part to me was that there were seemingly an endless number of
volunteer developers who would tinker with these open-source systems and contribute
their code back to the “core” project on the Internet. It resulted in a kind of organic,
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unscripted growth that seemed to respond to users’ needs by allowing them to change the
system in ways they saw fit.
Early on, I was also fortunate to meet and befriend a “celebrity” in the world of
open-source software: Larry Ewing. While Larry has been active in open source since
the early 1990s, slinging code (as the vernacular would say) for applications like GIMP,
Evolution, and F-Spot, he’s more famous as an artist. Larry was the original artist for
Tux, the penguin mascot and logo for the Linux operating system.
According to email listserv archives from 1996, Linus Torvalds, the creator of the
Linux operating system, asked the Linux community to create a logo that incorporated a
penguin to represent the Linux system for its 2.0 release. Larry (a talented artist as well
as a software developer) attempted to capture Linus’ request for a cuddly, cute, and
contented penguin using the open-source graphics program GIMP. Linus loved the
creation, but due to an outcry by other would-be artists in the Linux community, the
community held a contest for the best penguin design.
The competing designs flooded in, and the community commenced discussion
and deliberation and finally voted. Larry’s design didn’t win a vote (in fact, it lost in
multiple votes). However, as the leader of the Linux community, Linus Torvalds decided
to use Larry’s design because it was his favorite. And, in the spirit of open source, Larry
gave his work away for free. His website1 (still active from his days as a student at Texas
A&M University) states: “Permission to use and/or modify this image is granted provided
you acknowledge me lewing@isc.tamu.edu and The GIMP if someone asks.”
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Larry Ewing’s “Linux 2.0 Penguins” website can be accessed at
http://www.isc.tamu.edu/~lewing/linux/.
2

Figure 1: The Tux Penguin design was created by Larry Ewing using The GIMP
Of course, the story of the penguin reveals an interesting contradiction in the
world of open source. How could Linus Torvalds simply decide on his own to accept
Larry’s penguin if it didn’t win in a popular vote? Isn’t open source all about democratic
values and allowing the community as a whole to make decisions about the development
path of the software? In essence, doesn’t open-source software belong to the community
of developers that creates it?
As the penguin example suggests (and as the research that follows in this study
proves), there is a cognitive dissonance at work in the world of open-source software. On
the one hand, open-source software development has the appeal as an open, collaborative
work environment driven by volunteers and the desire to give software away for free. On
the other hand, project leaders maintain the ultimate authority to determine the direction
of the software project and decide which volunteers’ contributions are accepted and
which are rejected. These project leaders, or “maintainers,” tightly control individual
open-source projects. The resulting organizational structure more closely resembles a
technoligarchy rather than a democracy.
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What about the User?
Technical communication, a field that often represents itself as applied rhetoric, is
ultimately concerned with audience. In the case of software and computing technology,
the “audience” is the user. Technical communicators, then, often find themselves acting
as user advocates by studying usability, user-centered design, and human-computer
interaction. To technical communicators, the development process of open-source
software sounds promising, but may not be as beneficial to users as it first appears.
Technical communicators must ask themselves some important questions. Is open source
a revolutionary software development paradigm that offers a user-centered, democratic
alternative to proprietary software development? Or is open source simply another way to
create software that has no interest in users whatsoever? Or, in practice, is open source a
continuum of activities between these two extremes?
The purpose of this study is to uncover the representation of the “user” in texts
related to open-source software development in order to better understand how opensource software development practices either benefit or neglect users. Determining
representations of the “user” in open source begins with clearly defining what open
source is. Open-source software is software that is developed by a loosely associated
group of volunteers who all contribute to the project by coordinating efforts through the
Internet. This coordination is only possible because the source code, the basic building
blocks of the software, is freely available on the Internet. Anyone who cares to can view,
modify, and share new versions of the software without restriction.
The fact that this genre of software is labeled by the term “open” naturally leads
some people to believe that the development process is open to anyone who cares to
participate. It sounds like a democratized, participatory method of software development.
4

However, the truth is that the term “open” as it is used in “open source” doesn’t refer to
the development process at all. Instead, the key feature of open-source software—the
reason for the user of the term “open”—is that the licensing structure that allows the
source code is freely available to anyone on the Internet.
Source code is the raw information that is transformed (or compiled) into an
executable (or program). In the case of proprietary software (like Microsoft software, for
example), source code is much like a secret recipe, and is closely guarded by software
companies. The executable in this analogy is like the food or beverage produced by the
secret recipe. Open source shares its “recipe” so that anyone may reproduce the program
or alter it to meet their needs. Therefore, open source does not usually cost any money to
purchase and is easy to customize for a specialized task.
The development process, however, is not truly open. This study attempts to
demonstrate that while the communication among developers does occur in the public
sphere on the Internet, developers rarely, if ever, listen to “non-hacker” (or nondeveloper) users for input into their designs. Because the user base of most open-source
software is largely made up of hackers, the issue of non-hacker users rarely comes up.
The process results in software developed by experts for experts: a system-centered
technology. The open source is only important to the development process in the way it
facilitates the distributed volunteer developer base that creates and tests the programs. If
the label for the software was based on this development process rather than the source
code licensing, it would likely be called “distributed development” software, not “open
source.”
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In order to better understand how users are represented in open-source software
development, researchers must go much deeper than a simple understanding of the
technological details of the development process. By locating representations of users in
the communication practices of the open-source community, this study discovers how
these representations influence the development process and, in turn, the technology
itself. The next few paragraphs briefly trace some of the writings of two influential opensource software advocates in order to introduce some of the primary threads in the opensource community and the influence those threads have on the representations of users.
Richard Stallman, one of the principal proponents for freely available source
code, is generally recognized as the father of the “Free Software Movement,” a precursor
to the movement that uses the term “open source.” In 1998, Eric Raymond, another
primary voice in the open-source movement, and others began to use the term “open
source” in response to confusion over the term “free.” Stallman, in many cases, found
himself explaining that he was using the term “free” in the sense of “freedom” or
“liberty” rather than “without monetary cost.” Therefore, Raymond and others began
using “open source” to refer to any software with source code available without
restriction. While Stallman and Raymond do agree at some level that software
development benefits from the free distribution of source code, they see this free
distribution in two completely different ways.
Stallman’s theorizing about software rests on what he identifies as four main
“freedoms” of his “Free Software Definition.” According to Stallman, these freedoms
are:
Freedom 0: The freedom to run the program, for any
purpose.
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Freedom 1: The freedom to study how the program works,
and adapt it to your needs. (Access to the source code is a
precondition to this.)
Freedom 2: The freedom to redistribute copies so you can
help your neighbor.
Freedom 3: The freedom to improve the program, and
release your improvements to the public, so that the whole
community benefits. (Access to the source code is a
precondition to this.) (Stallman 18)
In other words, Stallman directly relates his views about software development to a set of
freedoms for users of that software. In the rhetoric of these main “freedoms,” at least,
Stallman is concerned more with the users of a software program than with the program
itself.
Raymond, however, does not necessarily relate open-source software
development to freedom for users. Instead, he sees it primarily as a superior development
process. In his work The Cathedral and the Bazaar, he identifies his interpretation of the
tenets of open source. These tenets point to ways in which the open-source development
process distributes work among a large pool of developers who, in turn, collaboratively
and (relatively) efficiently produce a piece of software with fewer bugs. Rather than
limiting himself (like Stallman) to four, Raymond offers 19 “lessons” including “Release
early. Release often. And listen to your customers” (29), “Given a large enough betatester and co-developer base, almost every problem will be characterized quickly and the
fix obvious to someone” (30), “The next best thing to having good ideas is recognizing
good ideas from your users. Sometimes the latter is better” (40), and “Every good work
of software starts by scratching a developer’s personal itch” (23). In each of these cases,
Raymond emphasizes what a large user/developer base can do to improve the program,
not how such a development process directly benefits those users.
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While many developers and researchers of open-source software (myself
included2) typically lump free software and open-source software together, both Stallman
and Raymond adamantly insist that there are fundamental differences between the two
groups. In his essay “Why ‘Free Software’ is Better than ‘Open Source,’” Stallman
explains that the two groups “disagree on the basic principles, but agree more or less on
the practical recommendations” (55). In other words, free software and open-source
software are essentially the same in practice, but not in principle.
Because it is difficult to measure principles directly, my study attempts to identify
the characterizations of the “user” in the communication practices of the open-source
community. By observing these practices, I hope to locate the role the concept of “users”
plays in the development of open-source software. Clearly, Stallman’s “freedoms” place
users and their rights as the central reason for choosing free software over proprietary
software. While the field of technical communication has adopted the ideas behind
usability and user-centered design, they have not recognized “free software” as the only
way (or even the primary way) to develop user-centered software.
Raymond, in contrast to Stallman, provides a practical and realistic approach to
software design, but it does not offer much room for users other than the most

2

The most inclusive and technically accurate description of software with freely
available source code is Free/Libre/Open Source Software (F/L/OSS or FLOSS) because
it accurately maintains portions of each of the various movements in the software
community. However, the term “open source” has proven to be the most popular, partly
because of the deliberate attempt by open-source advocates to make the licensing
structures more business-friendly. Apart from its popularity, I have chosen to use “open
source” almost exclusively in this study because its influence on the broader culture has
resulted in the application of the term “open source” to products as varied as soft drinks,
t-shirts, and music—none of which use source code like a software project does. “Open
source,” more than FLOSS, represents both a software development phenomenon as well
as a cultural one.
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technologically advanced. In the New Hacker’s Dictionary, Raymond writes that “users
are looked down upon by hackers … because they don’t understand the full ramifications
of the system in all its glory” (429-430). He continues, “Very often they are annoying or
downright stupid … see luser” (429). Rather than considering users to be experts in their
own work and value their input as legitimate, he only values users if they can contribute
to the technological excellence of the system.
This brief look at the role of users through the eyes of Raymond and Stallman
reveals that free/open-source software advocates do not agree on the issue of users. This
study will attempt to examine this disagreement more carefully in the works of Raymond
and Stallman in future chapters, but it will also triangulate that examination with data
from open-source programmers’ communication on the Internet as well as surveys and
interviews of open-source programmers to see whether any one view is dominant. In this
way, the representations of the user can be examined from multiple angles.
A Technical Communicator’s Introduction to the Open-source Movement
The history of open source goes back more than thirty years. In order for
technical communicators to appreciate the widespread impact open source has on our
society, it is appropriate to understand the origins, history, and influence of open-source
software.
The open-source movement grew out of the software development practices in
academic settings during the 1970s. During those early years of software development,
computer scientists at colleges and universities worked on corporate-sponsored projects.
The software developed for these projects was freely shared between universities,
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fostering an open, collaborative environment in which many developers were involved in
creating, maintaining, and evaluating code (Raymond “Hackerdom”).
In his “A Brief History of Open Source” article, Charlie Lowe describes the end
of open and collaborative methods of developing computer software in the 1980s when
the corporate sponsors of academic software projects began to copyright the code
developed for them. Corporations claimed that the university-run projects created
valuable intellectual property that should be protected under law. This, of course, was
just one of the signs of the shift from the commodity-based economy in the U.S. to a
knowledge-based one. The wave of copyrights threatened to end the collaboration
between computer scientists and slow the evolution of important projects. It looked as if
the computer scientists would be required to work in smaller groups on proprietary
projects.
Richard Stallman reports that he created the GNU General Public License (GPL)
to maintain the ability to collaborate with other computer scientists on software projects,
without restriction. The name GNU is a self-reflexive acronym meaning “GNU’s Not
UNIX,” a play on words that pays homage to and differentiates itself from the UNIX
legacy.3 Stallman was concerned that the UNIX operating system, created during the
collaborative era of the 1970s, would no longer be supported by new programs that used
its stable and robust architecture when access to the source code was cut off. Stallman
started the GNU initiative to ensure that new software would be freely available.

3

It is common for developers to use reflexive acronyms, partly as a tongue-in-cheek
recognition of the overuse of acronyms in technology. Other examples include PHP
(PHP Hypertext Protocol) and WINE (WINE Is Not an Emulator).
10

The GNU GPL gave programmers the freedom to create new applications and
license them to be freely distributable. Specifically, the GNU GPL gives anyone the right
to modify, copy, and redistribute source code with one important restriction: any new
version or copy must also be published under the GNU GPL to insure that the improved
code continues to be freely available. Many programmers (both those accustomed to the
academic practices of the 1970s and new computer enthusiasts) adopted the GNU GPL
and continued to work in open, collaborative systems.
Arguably the most important piece of software developed under the GNU GPL is
the Linux operating system. Linus Torvalds, while still a student at the University of
Helsinki in 1991, created a new operating system based on the ideas found in the UNIX
operating system. This new piece of software, Linux, not only proved the success of
GNU GPL, but it also represented a further shift toward a widely cooperative effort in
software development. According to Eric Raymond, Linux debunked the myth that there
were software projects with an inherent “critical complexity” that necessitated a
“centralized, a priori approach” (Cathedral, 21). With wide adoption among software
developers and computer scientists, Linux proved to be a stable and powerful system
despite its complexity and rapid development schedule.
In his essay, “A Brief History of Hackerdom,” Raymond contends that the
example of Linux demonstrates an influence on software development that goes beyond
the technological to the sociological:
Quality was maintained not by rigid standards or autocracy
but by the naively simple strategy of releasing every week
and getting feedback from hundreds of users within days,
creating a sort of rapid Darwinian selection on the
mutations introduced by developers. To the amazement of
almost everyone, this worked quite well. (28)
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Because of its commitment to incorporating comments from users, Linux seemed to be a
successful experiment in democratized software development processes.
The Success and Legacy of Open Source
Today, open-source software directly or indirectly reaches a wide spectrum of
users. Technical users (software developers and enthusiasts) prefer open-source
alternatives to proprietary software and therefore interact with open-source software
directly by installing it on their personal computers. Examples of these direct-interface
tools include the GNOME X Windows user interface desktop (comparable to Microsoft
Windows), the Firefox web browser (comparable to Microsoft Internet Explorer), and
OpenOffice productivity applications (comparable to the Microsoft Office application
suite). Non-technical novice and intermediate users also experience open-source
software, albeit indirectly. According to a January 2005 Netcraft Web Server Survey, the
Apache web server runs 67% of the sites on the World Wide Web. That means that even
casual users of the Internet are accessing open-source software on two out of three
websites they access.
Because of the success of open-source development processes, private companies
traditionally associated with closed software development practices have begun their own
open-source initiatives to benefit from the development processes pioneered by GNU and
Linux. By using software that is freely available to solve common technological
problems, companies benefit from the work of the open-source community and create
reliable proprietary software more quickly. Apple computer’s OS X operating system is
based on the BSD UNIX open-source project codenamed Darwin
(developer.apple.com/darwin). Sun Microsystems opened the source code for their
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StarOffice suite of productivity applications to create the OpenOffice project in an effort
to align themselves more directly with the open-source movement (OpenOffice.org). In
August 2003, Novell announced its purchase of a high profile open-source company
called Ximian to expand its commitment to open-source software projects, including the
Novell Linux Desktop, a replacement for Microsoft Windows (Ximian, Novell).
As governments around the world search for an alternative to Microsoft software
worldwide, Linux finds itself in a perfect position to take market share from Microsoft
Windows. Governments in France, Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain, and the
United Kingdom use Linux to encourage open standards, promote decentralized software
development, provide improved security, and reduce software costs (Bloor). The Chinese
government strongly supports Linux as its operating system of choice because Chinese
experts have complete access to the source code and can examine it for security flaws
(Andrews; Yi). In Brazil, leftist activists gathered to promote the use of open-source
software (Clendenning).
In addition, open-source software practices have entered into the standard
procedures of proprietary software companies in the form of development techniques
such as eXtreme Programming (XP). In these instances, the development processes
emphasize rapid prototyping methods and frequent release cycles that simulate the act of
constantly testing subsequent iterations of a piece of software. Far from being a truly
democratized software development ideology that attempts to directly include a large
user base in the development process, techniques such as XP typically still rely on the
work of a few experts operating in a closed system.
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During the SuperBowl in 2004, IBM paid $2.5 million to air a 30-second
advertisement starring Mohammed Ali. The advertisement promoted Linux, an opensource operating system, and contained the tagline “The Future is Open.” IBM’s
partnership with Linux began in 1999, when IBM pledged to spend $5 billion on Linux
and Linux-related projects to drive the purchase of IBM servers pre-installed with the
Linux operating system (Vaughan-Nichols).
In September of 2004, the Chronicle of Higher Education printed a special edition
of their Information Technology section. All of the articles discussed open-source
software on college and university campuses in the U. S. In everything from controlling
spam email messages to finding less expensive alternatives to proprietary courseware
offerings, open-source software provided a solution for many institutions.
Open Source Influence Beyond Software
The success of open-source software reaches beyond the world of technological
development practices. In fact, “open source” has been used as a descriptor for
everything from yoga to t-shirt designs.4 When these non-technological instances of
open source are used, the suggestion is that the development of these particular creative
endeavors is open to many. While the derivative uses of the term clearly owe their
lineage to the movement in software, it is important to remember that software
development is a specialized kind of development, and may not offer the most logical
analogue to other kinds of invention.

4

For more information about some of the ways “open source” is being used outside of
software, see Stuart Luman. “Open Source Softwear.” Wired 13.06: June 2005. and John
Pallatto. “Yoga Suit Settlement Beggars Open Source Ideals.” eWeek: 13 May 2005.
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The attraction to the open source way of thinking begins with its seemingly
communal approach to knowledge. The GNU GPL is built on the idea that knowledge
should not be proprietary and that intellectual property should belong to everyone
(GNU’s Not UNIX). Lawrence Lessig, an important critic working in the area of
intellectual property law and culture, considers open-source software to be an excellent
example of technology that enables the public to participate in and take ownership over
the development of technology (46). The concept of communal intellectual property that
exists for the public good suggests a shift in power away from individual owners of
copyright to ownership shared by the general public. This socialistic worldview attracts
people in many fields who believe that a development paradigm that allows individuals to
directly influence the final product promises a more equitable balance of power and, in
turn, superior technological products as a result.
Because open source represents a kind of socialistic alternative to traditional
“closed” or proprietary systems, its foundational concepts are easily applied to other
areas. The initiative most directly related to the typical work of technical communicators
in the high tech industry is the GNU Free Documentation License (GNU FDL). Richard
Stallman, the originator of the GNU GPL, created the GNU FDL to cover written works
that could be freely available and adapted for future use. Some version of the FDL has
been applied to many books, articles, and documentation that comment on or support
open-source software (GNU’s Not UNIX).
However, writing for or about open-source software is not the only endeavor that
encourages open and freely distributable knowledge. The Public Library of Science, a
not-for-profit organization of scientists and physicians who endorse the ideas of open
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source in terms of scholarly publication (Lowe), calls for signatures on an open letter to
publishers, stating that the scientists whose signatures appear on the letter "will publish
in, edit or review for, and personally subscribe to, only those scholarly and scientific
journals that have agreed to grant unrestricted free distribution rights to any and all
original research reports that they have published ... within 6 months of their initial
publication date" (Public Library of Science). Assisting to make this promise a reality
(and because few scientific journals agree with the terms outlined in their open letter), the
Public Library of Science publishes a peer-reviewed, not-for-profit journal called PLoS
Biology. An additional journal, PLoS Medicine, published its first issue in the fall of
2004.
Still other fields have open-source movements. The Open Audio License is
designed for musicians who want to make their digital music freely available. However,
as Graham Lawton points out in his article “The Great Giveaway,” the ideas behind open
source do not clearly apply to music. He writes: “In computing, the open source method
lets users improve software by eliminating errors and inefficient bits of code, but it's not
obvious how that might happen with music.”
The online encyclopedia Wikipedia.com is an open knowledge repository where
users freely contribute and modify information on a wide variety of subjects. Wikipedia
currently includes over 461,000 articles in its English version, and has an active
contributor pool (Wikipedia). While a recent Nature article points out the errors in
several Wikipedia articles, it also notes that a similar number of errors can be found in
the Encyclopedia Britannica.
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I-Open, the Institute for Open Economic Networks, calls its work open-source
economic development. According to the I-Open website, “I-Open is defining a new
approach to economic development, an approach based on networks and collaboration.
We call our approach Open Source Economic Development, because we borrow
important insights from open source software development.” While it may be
enlightening to “borrow important insights,” it’s quite unclear how economic
development activities can have anything akin to source code in open-source software
development.
The Berkman Center for Internet and Society at Harvard Law School created the
OpenLaw project, using open-source software practices as a model. The OpenLaw has
taken on the challenge of arguing against US Copyright law, and has used the opensource concept to allow other lawyers and the public to find errors in their arguments,
correct them, and put the improved versions into the source. (Lawton).
Lawrence Lessig is hosting a website designed to invite others to collaborate with
him on an update of his book Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace. According to the
site, Lessig wanted to “open the editing process to all” and update his 1999 work to
incorporate the changes in law and technology of the past several years
(codebook.jot.com). His plan is to republish the updated book as Code v.2 and donate the
proceeds to Creative Commons, a nonprofit organization that “offers flexible copyright
licenses for creative works” (creativecommons.org).
Each of these initiatives credit open source as its inspiration and foundation.
Therefore, each of these examples brings with it the general understanding of open source
as a democratic approach to creative development—technological or not. While this
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study limits itself to research about the open-source movement in computer software, its
findings also shed light on these related, secondary instances of open-source ideology.
Importance of this Study and Research Questions
As open-source software grows more popular and pervasive, technical
communication scholars have been influenced by the ideas driving open-source
development practices and have included them in their scholarship and teaching.
However, most of the scholarly activity at the intersection of open source and technical
communication typically assumes an uncritical stance toward the software produced by
open-source development processes. Technical communication teachers and scholars,
however, should be aware of the implications of this radical departure from traditional
proprietary software development practices, practices that both support and contradict the
concepts and values that govern user-centered design methodologies.
This study hopes to answer some questions about the open-source method of
software development by examining the communication practices of various groups
involved in the open-source movement. In particular, I am interested in answering the
following research question: What can the communication of developers in the opensource software community tell us about the role of users in open-source software
development? In addition to this primary research question, I hope to find answers to
other, related questions, such as: How are users portrayed in the writings of open-source
software advocates? What does this portrayal imply about open-source software and
user-centered design practices? How do open-source software developers reveal their
individual attitudes toward users in their communication practices on the Internet? How
do open-source software developers understand their own motivation for developing
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software? What do open-source software developers report about their own usercentered design and usability practices? What do developers’ reports (in surveys and
interviews) reveal about the role of the user in open-source software development?
As reports about the rise of the new paradigm in software development continue
to appear in publications as varied as U. S. News, The Economist, and Wired, it is clear
that open source is making an impact. It is imperative, then, that technical
communication scholars (as experts in research about technology) understand both the
real and perceived implications of this new way of developing software.
Chapter Outline
The following sections briefly describe the remaining chapters of this project.
Chapter II
Situating Open Source within Technical Communication Research
Chapter Two situates the current research project within sources in intellectual
property, user-centered design, and open-source software. This chapter demonstrates the
ways in which the current characterization of open source in academic writing tends to
take the view that the open-source paradigm is a liberating force in software
development. By digging deeper into the theories of user-centered design and providing
an overview of the open-source stance toward intellectual property, I reveal several areas
in which open-source principles are mischaracterized in academic writing. While opensource and user-centered principles are often characterized as compatible, the
compatibility is not borne out in practice.
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Chapter III
Methods for Examining Open-Source
Communication Practices
Chapter Three describes my methodological approach. Essentially, my study uses
multiple methodologies to study the role of the user in the communication practices of the
open-source community. Following the theories of John Law in his work about social
science research, I describe how my decision to use multiple methodologies generates a
broader, more complete picture of my research in open source than could be revealed
using only one method. In this chapter, I outline and justify my use of rhetorical criticism
and discourse analysis as well as the primary research methods of surveys and interviews.
Chapter IV
Rhetorical Analysis of Texts Authored
by Open-Source Advocates
Chapter Four examines the representations of the user in three selections written
by open-source advocates. Specifically, I analyze “The GNU Manifesto,” a 1984 essay
by Richard Stallman designed to rally development support for software with freely
available source code, “The Cathedral and the Bazaar,” an often-cited work by Eric
Raymond that outlines the fundamental differences between open source and proprietary
software development, and the Halloween Document, a commentary by open-source
advocates to an internal Microsoft memo that outlines strategies for dealing with the
open-source threat to Microsoft market share.
For each of these documents, I use one of three methods of rhetorical criticism:
ideological criticism, feminist criticism, and argumentation theory. These specific
methods represent a sampling of rhetorical-critical approaches that each offer a different
vantage point from which to view the issue of power in the open-source movement. My
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use of ideological criticism focuses on the issue of power relationships, and, in this case,
users’ lack of power over technological development processes. Feminist criticism
allows me to examine ways in which open-source software development adopts the
traditionally masculine values of the typically male hacker community. Finally,
argumentation theory focuses on the adversarial relationship between open-source and
proprietary software (usually Microsoft) and the various assertions and arguments put
forth by both sides.
Chapter V
Critical Discourse Analysis:
Texts and Ideologies
Chapter Five uses discourse analysis to study the content and propositions of the
distributed development communication practices in the open-source community. The
communication that supports open-source software development in the public sphere
includes e-mail listservs, online bug-tracking systems, and blogs. Email lists send
messages addressed to the list to all members who are subscribed to the list. Email lists
allow developers to post messages or reply to messages asynchronously, but all
developers or other people interested in a particular project may subscribe to the list and
monitor the work of the group. Bug-tracking systems like Bugzilla are used by
developers to log problems with a particular program, assign the work of fixing the
problems to a specific person, and marked problems as “fixed” when the appropriate code
has been changed. Bug tracking systems also allow many people to make comments
about the same problem, including the person who discovered the bug and the developer
responsible for fixing the bug. Blogs (short for weblogs) maintained by individual
developers provide a journal of progress on a particular project, and may include entries
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that ask blog readers for feedback on a particular feature or programming problem. The
blog interface provides an easy way for readers to add their commentary directly to the
developer’s blog. In addition, blogs may contain more personal, diary-like entries that
will provide insight into the interests and attitudes of developers.
Chapter VI
Questioning the Open-Source
Development Community:
Surveys
Chapter Six reports the findings of a web-based survey of 126 open-source
developers about their user-centered design practices and motivations for volunteering
their time to the open-source community. In addition to gathering demographic data that
reveals that the open-source community is a homogeneous group of young, white, males,
the survey discovered how open-source developers consider users, user-centered design,
and usability in their roles as creators of software. In addition, I employed the moral
behavior theories of Lawrence Kohlberg to craft questions aimed at gathering
informaiton about the motivations of open-source developers. The use of Kohlberg also
enables an analysis of the rationale behind the seemingly altruistic motivations of the
open-source developers.
Chapter VII
Questioning Open-Source Developers: Interviews
Chapter Seven presents the results of a series of interviews that follow up on the
findings of this study. The interview questions were designed to give developers an
opportunity to describe the role of users in greater detail. In particular, the interviewees
describe the ways non-developer users are treated as outsiders in the open-source
community. They explain the implications of the complex social community that sets up
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a hierarchical system of influence that excludes the less technical users and favors those
users who are able to contribute to the technological aims of the software project.
Chapter VIII
Conclusions and Recommendations
Chapter Eight draws conclusions about the findings presented in each of the
chapters and answers the primary and ancillary research questions. In addition, it
presents a framework within which to judge software development for its ethical
treatment of users. By examining software development in the areas of usability,
empowerment, and democracy, I condend that technical communication scholars can
both critique the practices of the open-source community and offer a model of a favorable
alternative.
Conclusion
As experts in user-centered design and usability, technical communicators must
understand how software development paradigms determine the degree to which
development processes represent truly democratic ideals. While many technical
communication scholars believe that open source represents a possible pathway to an
open development process, this study will ascertain whether open source can deliver on
that promise. Examining the communication practices of the open-source community
will also help us understand the implications of a pseudo-democratic or technoligarchic
development process—a development process that purports to remain sensitive to the
needs of users while simultaneously empowering lead developers who often give
preference to technological power.
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CHAPTER II
SITUATING OPEN SOURCE WITHIN TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH

The previous chapter identifies a tension in the open-source software movement
between open-source values and the principles of user-centered design. In this chapter, I
situate the open-source movement within scholarly research in technical communication,
including technical communicators’ work in intellectual property and user-centered
design. Rather than providing the traditional litany of sources that offer a comprehensive
accounting of all works on a particular topic, I will focus on select works that provide a
the most suitable frame for my study. In addition, my approach to situating open-source
in the current thought in the field of technical communication leads me to draw
conclusions in this chapter rather than saving all of my thoughts on the topics raised for
later chapters. In short, this chapter provides more than a summary and synthesis of
others’ work. Instead, it attempts to ground the reader in important texts and the
ideological approaches I take in the balance of this study.
In the following sections, I examine the issue of intellectual property as it pertains
to open source, describe the intersection between user-centered design and open source,
and identify the shortcomings of open-source software in practice. This chapter
concludes with a recommended response that serves as the rationale for my study.
Open Source and Intellectual Property
Intellectual property law plays a crucial role in the definition of open source and
is an issue important to open-source advocates and opponents alike. However, it is likely
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that open-source advocates operate on an understanding of intellectual property that
limits the ways in which it can be interpreted. While open source believes that
intellectual property (particularly the issue of software copyright and patents) represents a
debate over absolute right and wrong, other experts in the field of intellectual property
disagree. According to the current work in the field of technical communication5,
intellectual property law exists to balance the rights of individuals with the rights of the
general public.
Richard Stallman is careful to point out that the term “intellectual property” often
blurs the distinctions between copyright, patent, and trademark law (Stallman, “Words to
Avoid”), and suggests that the areas of law under the umbrella of “intellectual property”
should be addressed separately for the most clarity.6 Specifically, Stallman contends that
using the term “intellectual property” is a “simplistic overgeneralization” (190) that leads
people to focus on only the commonalities between copyright, patent, and trademark law,
not the ways in which they differ. He writes: “If you want to think clearly about the
issues raised by patents, copyrights, and trademarks, or even learn what these laws
require, the first step is to forget that you ever heard the term ‘intellectual property’”
(190).

5

One of the leading thinkers in intellectual property in the field of technical
communication is TyAnna K. Herrington, whose works include the books Controlling
Voices: Intellectual Property, Humanistic Studies, and the Internet and A Legal Primer
for the Digital Age as well as articles such as “The Interdependency of Fair Use and the
First Amendment” and “The Unseen ‘Other’ of Intellectual Property Law.” Rather than
offer my own summary of legal writing in the area of intellectual property law, I freely
use Herrington’s treatment of the subject as representative of the current research in
technical communication.
6
In Controlling Voices, Herrington offers a detailed treatment of various areas of
intellectual property law.
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Stallman is correct when he claims that patent, copyright, and trademark law each
contribute in different ways to the public understanding of intellectual property law, but
he does his audience a disservice when he claims that the umbrella term “intellectual
property” prevents people from developing an inclusive, well-informed understanding of
all of the various areas. In fact, I believe that addressing them together is important for
the discussion of the open-source movement. Whether Stallman approves of the practice
or not, the term “intellectual property” is here to stay and must be addressed in any
discussion of the open-source software movement. Software licensing issues deal most
directly with copyright issues, but they also depend on patent law. The interrelated (and
perhaps complicated) nature of the various areas of intellectual property law make the
term “intellectual property” both convenient and appropriate to the current discussion.
The open-source movement is based on a stance toward intellectual property that
differs from the typical approach of the software industry. In most cases, software
companies make a deliberate effort to apply for patents and register copyrights to protect
their work from infringement. To these proprietary software producers, intellectual
property, like physical property, is privately owned (usually by a corporation) and
protected by law. Advocates of the open-source development process, however, reject
the premise that intellectual property should be privately held. Instead, they believe that
intellectual property most rightly belongs to the public at large rather than any single
entity. (The rejection of the ability to own intellectual property is part of the reason why
Stallman objects to the term “property” applied to intellectual works.) To accentuate
their disagreement with copyright law, open-source advocates such as Richard Stallman
use the phrase “copyleft” to describe licensing structures such as the GNU GPL.
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Open-source advocates characterize the disagreement over copyright as a battle
between good and evil. In their writings, open-source proponents often refer to Microsoft
as the “evil empire,” setting open source up as the more ethical and moral way to develop
software. Microsoft and companies like it are immoral because they limit the public’s
ability to repurpose intellectual property to their own uses. By setting up the two sides of
the question of intellectual property and copyright law as a simple matter of right and
wrong, the open-source advocates effectively rule out the opportunity to include a more
balanced understanding of intellectual property. According to Herrington’s Controlling
Voices: Intellectual Property, Humanistic Studies, and the Internet, the “framers of the
Constitution developed the intellectual property provision to maintain a balance between
the public’s need for information and authors’ rights to benefit from the work they
produce” (121). In other words, the question of copyright and intellectual property is not
one of binaries. There are not two sides to the issue with one “right” and one “wrong.”
Instead, the purpose of copyright is to maintain balance along a spectrum of possibilities
with innovation and development at one end and the interests of the public at large at the
other.
The discrepancy between these two views of intellectual property (one that sees
the argument as a binary of right and wrong and one that understands intellectual
property is a balance of interests) parallels a fundamental difference between software
development and law. Software development relies on strict logic and a limited set of
structured rules in a formalized programming language to build systems. At its very core,
all computers operate on a simple binary language that interprets every computation and
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returns one of two answers: 0 or 1. It’s no wonder that software developers see the world
in black and white with a clear distinction between the two sides.
The law, on the other hand, is anything but black and white. Instead, in the
United States and many other countries the law is based on deliberations, negotiations,
and precedents. It is not an immutable system of static rules, but volatile and always
subject to the revision of legislators, the administration of executives, and the
interpretation of judges and juries.

“[L]aw is a society of people and of ideas, and …

the legal society, including all the elements of the community (lawyers, judges,
legislators, politicians, and the general public) is socially constructed: ‘Law is people’”
(Herrington Voices 97).
By neglecting the human element in intellectual property law, open-source
advocates oversimplify the issues surrounding copyright, and effectively create a
narrative within which they are the “good guys” fighting the good fight against
unspeakable evil. While Microsoft’s business practices and aggressive competitive
tactics may be criticized, it is not the entirety of intellectual property law that is at fault as
some open-source advocates may suggest. Instead, copyright and intellectual property
law is the very thing that gives creators like open-source developers the ability to give
their work away for free under licensing agreements such as the GNU GPL. Without
copyright law, the open-source movement would have no way to legally ensure that their
source code would remain freely available.
Open Source and User-Centered Design Theory
As chapter one suggested, open-source development practices bear a strong
affinity to practices of user-centered software development. In this section, I will identify
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some of the prominent scholars writing about user-centered technology and compare their
ideas to the open-source movement.
User-centered design approaches to software development are essentially
approaches driven by the belief that software should be designed with users’ needs in
mind. Designers have traditionally viewed software as a “technological problem” rather
than a “people problem,” which resulted in computer programs that are difficult to use.
User-centered design exists as a reaction to that mentality. Scholars who advocate usercentered design come in the form of software design scholars (such as Wixon and
Ramey, Beyer and Holtzblatt, Hackos and Redish, Namioka and Rao, and Albers),
usability specialists (such as Nielsen, Barnum, Dumas and Redish, and Rubin) and
theorists (Feenberg and Johnson).
Andrew Feenberg, a philosopher of technology, advocates the concept of a
democratized technology, which posits that the users of a system should actively
participate in the design of that system (147). Feenberg’s understanding of user-centered
design goes well beyond the basic idea of usability: that technologies should be easy for
people to use. His theories, which he derives from Habermas and others, advocate a
“deep democracy” in the form of an “emerging technical public sphere” (131). For
Feenberg, it is not enough that software designers advocate for users and represent their
needs as they create programs. According to Feenberg, “representatives substitute
themselves for the ‘people’ and pervert their will” (133). Feenberg offers up the
alternative of seeing users as experts and using techniques like Participatory Design in
which real users play an important part of the design process and are allowed to create the
technologies they will eventually use in their work. Aki Helen Namioka and Christopher
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Rao state that Participatory Design methods view “the users as the experts—the ones
with the most knowledge about what they do and what they need—and the designers as
the technical experts” (284).
Feenberg’s strong view of the development process echoes Stallman’s claim that
users must have the freedom to control their own software designs. By publishing source
code on the Internet for anyone to use, the open-source movement seems to be inviting
users’ involvement in the development process. To some degree, then, open source
embodies the idea of democratic intervention in the creation of technology. The opensource efforts of Linus Torvalds, Eric Raymond, Richard Stallman, and others proved
that even users outside of a small, core group of developers can provide valuable
feedback and development resources—even for a software project as complex as the
Linux operating system. In essence, they proved that a distributed development
environment could, in fact, produce a viable piece of software.
The ideas of democratized technology and the user-as-expert have become
popular among technical communication scholars. In his book User-Centered
Technology, Robert R. Johnson advocates for the kind of user empowerment suggested
by democratized technology and Participatory Design. Specifically, Johnson calls for
user-centered iterative design techniques that allow users of a system to become involved
in the design process.
To better understand open-source software from a technical communication point
of view, I have applied Johnson’s theories of user-centered design to represent
graphically the difference between user- and system-centered design. Figure 2 illustrates
the role of the user in a system-centered design methodology (see also Johnson, 123). In
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this case, the software system is the source of all knowledge, and that knowledge is
pushed out to the user: first through the designer’s concept of the system, then through
the documentation of the system. A system-centered model fails to consider the user’s
situation or the situated tasks the user attempts to accomplish.

Figure 2: System-centered software design
A user-centered design, however, situates the user as the center of the design.
Figure 3 extends Johnson’s vision of user-centered documentation (see also Johnson,
130). In this case, the situated user is of primary importance, and knowledge flows
naturally from the user’s tasks and activity with the medium to the design of the software.
Rather than a one-way transmission of knowledge, a truly user-centered design allows for
feedback from the user to be incorporated into the design flow, a process that sets up the
continual adaptation and improvement of the system. Johnson envisions user-centered
documentation “that is customized to the context of use instead of generically explained
to a universal user who is the construct of a writer’s imagination” (130).

Figure 3: User-centered software design
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According to Johnson, the main difference between the two development approaches is
the “focus on tasks within a user’s context” (131). A focus on the users’ tasks
emphasizes discrete work tasks rather than elements of the overall software system.
In his article “Documentation, Participatory Citizenship, and the Web: The
Potential of Open Systems,” Clay Spinuzzi extols the virtues of two systems that meet
users’ needs by virtue of their openness. According to Spinuzzi, the most user-centered
(and, therefore, most usable) systems are those that allow users to participate in a
democratized development process that gives voice to users’ concerns. In their chapter
entitled “Knowledge Politics: Open Sourcing Education,” Brenton Faber and Johndan
Johnson-Eilola suggest that open-source software can operate as an alternative to
proprietary courseware in distance and on-site instruction situations. Specifically, they
provide a concrete example of Clarkson University’s online courseware, Crateware.
They suggest that for-profit, proprietary educational software is at odds with the
fundamental mission of the university: the creation and free dissemination of knowledge
(411).
Both of these works are based upon the idea that open technological systems
result in a free exchange of ideas that feeds back into the design of the interface. Inherent
in both the Spinuzzi article and the Faber and Johnson-Eilola chapter is an assumption
that users and developers are one and the same. Both of the “open” systems discussed in
these articles are, in fact, only open to those users who have the level of technological
expertise that allows them to participate in the development process. Essentially, these
systems are open to users, but the openness is limited to those users who possess software
development skills.
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Like the work of many technical communication scholars interested in open
systems, these articles never fully acknowledge that a system open for only a few doesn’t
meet the standards of a truly user-centered technology. Johnson’s concept of usercentered technology is not limited to users who have a certain level of expertise. Instead,
Johnson envisions technologies that are open to everyone by virtue of the fact that the
development process is sensitive to the needs of all users. In fact, I would argue that
Johnson’s user-centered design is most useful to those users who are novice technology
users because these users are more in need of highly usable software that matches their
concept of the work task they are attempting to complete through the technology.
User-centered Technology and Open-source Software
Typically, open-source evangelists tout the technical superiority of their software
over Microsoft’s (and the software of other proprietary software companies) as a valid
reason for promoting their products over those of the mega-corporation in Redmond.
Raymond claims that Microsoft’s developers “sacrifice technical excellence” by
“dumbing down each release cycle of software” and “selling worse products each
generation” (Raymond “Halloween”). However, technical excellence is only one part of
overall software quality. Relatively little work has been done in the area of user-centered
design practices (as defined by Johnson) in open-source software projects, though there
are a few examples that represent a change in this trend (see www.openusability.org or
www.flossusability.org for examples of open-source usability online communities). One
of the published open-source usability projects, a usability study of the GNOME desktop
(Smith et al.), has found that open-source software operates on a system-centered
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paradigm, largely due to the fact that its users are highly skilled software developers who
themselves favor a system-centered view of technology.
By its very nature, a system-centered view of technology tends to shut out
potential users who do not approach work tasks as something that exists within the
system. In reality, users understand their tasks as something that can be accomplished by
using the computer as a tool, not as something controlled and directed by the computer’s
programming. This essential disconnect between the ways system-centered and usercentered conceptions of technology view the work of users typically results in technology
that is, at the least, unusable for most users.
But why is open-source software system-centered? Don’t technical
communication scholars generally recognize open systems as a positive example of usercentered development practice? The confusion surrounding this issue mainly comes from
the term “open source” itself. The fact that this genre of software is labeled by the term
“open” naturally leads many people to believe that the development process is open to
anyone who cares to participate. It sounds like a democratized, participatory method of
software development. However, participation in the development process is restricted to
highly technological software developers. Because they don’t include the opinions and
contributions of non-developers, their creations tend to be system-centered.
Open Source in Technical Communication Practice
Still, the fact that open-source software may not be as “open” as its name suggests
does not mean that it hasn’t inspired interesting work in the field of technical
communication. Some technical communication theorists and scholars have adopted
elements of open-source theory in their own work (Berglund and Priestley, Faber, and
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Blakesley and Lowe). These researchers are drawn to the idea that this radical departure
from more traditional development practices can inform the way technical
communicators write and teach. They have borrowed ideas that govern open-source
software development practices and applied them to the technical communication
workplace and classroom.
Open-Source Documentation
At the SIGDOC Conference in 2001, Erik Berglund and Michael Priestley
presented a paper entitled “Open-Source Documentation: In Search of User-Driven, Justin-Time Writing.” Rather than a look at how open-source software projects generate
documentation, Bergland and Priestley developed a documentation strategy based on
some of the tenets of open-source software development, namely the user-driven and
timely traits of the method. The authors believe that a community of users working with
a select group of moderators would produce documentation directly applicable to users’
situations in a timely manner.
The process as the authors present it would depend heavily on the presence of an
active user community in the form of mailing lists or user forums. Ideally, content
created in these forums would evolve into a useful form of documentation. The
moderators of the community (both employees dedicated to the documentation task and
members of the user community in high standing) would be in charge of either providing
answers to questions raised in the forum or verifying and editing answers provided by
other users in the community. Instead of a truly democratic development process, there is
a technoligarchy operating with a select few leaders who make final decisions, include
and exclude certain public input, and determine the final form of the product.
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Bergland and Priestley’s vision of a democratic documentation project involves
the empowerment of users to freely change and customize the documentation that serves
them. However, the necessity for documentation to be reliable would require the use of
oversight by writing staff or other user community members who have proven themselves
worthy of greater authority. Other than human review of the documentation, it is
impossible to check the content of a documentation review automatically in the same way
tests can be written to automatically check some elements of software programs.
In addition, the highly evolved social structure and tight-knit community
paradigm envisioned by Bergland and Priestley would be difficult to create, to say the
least. A large number of users would most likely generate the most content, but they
would also generate a greater amount of work for the technoligarchs. Even in the most
highly organized social structures, it would be difficult to manage the content of so many
users. Surely this is not more efficient (nor much more democratic) than a group of
professional technical writers who attempt to create content with a user-centered focus.
Open-Source Educational Models
Another essay by Brenton Faber explores the ways in which open-source ideas
can inform the pedagogy of the technical communication classroom. In his paper
delivered at the SIGDOC 2002 conference, he suggests that open-source development
practices presented in Eric Raymond’s The Cathedral and the Bazaar can be applied in
classroom settings. Faber posits that the assignment strategies based on Raymond’s ideas
“will be complex and open-ended enough to require multiple approaches, starts and stops,
risk taking, significant and real user testing, model releases, and collaborations” (35). He
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also suggests that instructors could endorse an open-source education strategy to
implement this kind of education.
David Blakesley and Charles Lowe have taken Faber’s ideas one step further by
launching the Open Source Development and Documentation Project (OSDDP), which
offers students the opportunity to study, support, and use open-source software in
technical communication courses at Purdue University. Described as a new breakthrough
in collaborative writing education, the OSDDP is modeled on the distributed
development networks of open-source projects and facilitates most of its collaborative
efforts through an open-source content management system called Drupal.
While the applications of open-source paradigms by Bergland and Priestley,
Faber, and Blakesley and Lowe do offer innovative ways to promote user-centered design
and democratized development environment, they leave unexplored the full implications
of an open-source strategy applied to endeavors outside of software development. In
order to understand the broader applications of open source, scholars must recognize the
limitations of the open-source movement in software development.
The Problem of the User: Developer-Users and User-Centered Design
Despite all of the apparent promise of open-source software to provide a truly
democratized, open system within which users are truly the center of design, open-source
software represents a more system-centered design paradigm overall than its proprietary
counterparts. This problem results from the fact that most open-source software users are
developer-users. Because users of open source are the same people who write the code
that makes it work, these developer-users do not represent the computer-literate
population at large. In fact, the majority of computer users sees the computer as a tool
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that will help them complete a specific work task and are not interested in becoming
technology experts. It follows, then, that the open-source developer-users program opensource software to fulfill their own ideas of what the technology should do, not
necessarily what less expert end-users may need to complete their task.
In an article that attempted to explain this problem of usability in open-source
software, two researchers, David M. Nichols and Michael B. Twidale, enumerate several
issues that contribute to the overall failure in open-source software usability. Among
other problems, these researchers posit that the open-source community values power
over simplicity and functionality over usability. What this means, then, is that
programmers of open-source software would rather add features than make existing
features easier to use. In addition, if a particular feature works (despite its possible
difficulty of use), programmers do not necessarily see the value in making the software
work in a different way. The programmers do not see usability issues as flaws in the
software.
To better understand the problem, I examined a usability study that tested one of
the most important user interfaces in the open-source community, the GNOME desktop
for Linux. In 2001, a usability team at Sun Microsystems conducted a series of tests to
determine the usability of the software for a non-programmer user audience. While the
usability test did reveal specific issues with the user interface, the most relevant issues
were more global in nature. These issues included poor menu organization, complex
terminology and jargon, and an overwhelming amount of complex detail all displayed at
the same level.
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The issues of organization, jargon, and detail all point back to the underlying
issue of system-centered design. Because the developer-users responsible for the design
of the GNOME system understand the system in a different way than typical end users,
they accept its unnecessary complexity or, in some cases, even welcome it. The menu
structures may be complicated or poorly organized simply because of the way the system
has evolved due to the influence of so many developers. However, a developer-user
would understand the rationale behind the menus, leading him or her to believe that they
are not poorly organized. The jargon, of course, is simply the technical terminology
familiar to software developers, specifically those developers working with open source.
Finally, the developers welcome the complex detail of the GNOME system because of
their intimate familiarity with the overall system structure. This command of the system
would leave developer-users at ease in the face of a seemingly infinite array of options.
Nichols and Twidale suggest several reasons for the lack of usability in opensource software. They cite the fact that open-source software values power over
usability. Because many open-source projects rely on volunteers to contribute
functionality, project leaders may feel pressured to include volunteer code that adds
attractive functionality even if that code is not usable. The number of features in a
program, then, rather than its usability, becomes the primary measure of a program’s
value. This tendency can create systems with multiple, configurable alternative options.
More alternatives or features may not seem like an inherent flaw, but such proliferation
does embody the system-centeredness of open-source software. Developers value the
sophisticated ability to customize and choose between multiple options to personalize an
individual computing experience. However, a typical end user can be hampered when
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they are bombarded by several operations that seem to be (and, in fact, are) competing to
perform the same task.
The pursuit of power over usability gives open-source software a tendency toward
software bloat. One example from the GNOME desktop is the inclusion of multiple and
virtually identical clock programs. Though open-source projects provide suitable
incentives for developers to generate new code (esteem in the open-source community,
technical challenges), there are fewer incentives for developers to delete or prune the
code base. In this way, open-source software fails to live up to its evolutionary promise.
Instead of modeling Darwin’s theories of evolution to generate superior code, there is no
analogue to natural selection in open source. There is no survival of the fittest. Instead
of presenting only the best of each competing feature, multiple instantiations of similar
features remain in the code base, making a clear path to complete a task an impossibility.
The Role for Technical Communicators in the Open-Source Movement
So, how does the problem of system-centeredness in a system open only to highly
technical users apply to technical communicators? Because the open-source movement
centers on a foundation of freely shared knowledge and communities open to all who
wish to participate, technical communicators can contribute to open-source projects.
Some grass-roots projects such as the Linux Documentation Project offer an outlet for
individuals to become involved in documentation efforts, but other real opportunities for
both technical communicators and the open-source community extend far beyond writing
assistance on individual projects.
As the open-source emphasis in the professional communication program at
Purdue University demonstrates, classes that deal with software documentation (manual
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writing, editing, or online help authoring) have access to a working developer community
in need of willing writers. As instructors construct class assignments around ongoing
open-source projects, students have the opportunity to observe the process of writing or
editing documentation in a real, dynamic development environment. The open-source
project benefits from the effort of several writers guided by a knowledgeable instructor,
and the writers contribute to the development effort through the documentation.
However, the essential element missing in the open-source community is not the
writing expertise of technical communicators, but the concern for users. A more
effective use of classroom instruction might be the integration of open-source
development processes with classes in usability testing. In a usability course, projects
often ask students to look not at the documentation, but the interface of software.
Because usability theories operate on the basic tenets of user-centered design, students
would have the opportunity to directly suggest ways in which the design could be more
user-centered rather than system-centered. They could observe the project beyond the
completion of the course to see when and if the designers implement any of their
suggestions, and if those implementations actually improve the usability of the product.
The role of technical communicators in the open-source community, then, is
twofold: get involved and stay critical. Current projects, such as the OSDDP at Purdue
University described earlier in this chapter, provide an excellent model of how to become
involved in the open-source movement. However, a stronger emphasis on user-centered
design as it relates to open source could offer an even more influential effect on the
software developed by open-source projects. More importantly, technical communicators
should act as critics of the open-source community. More academic research into the
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open-source projects can reveal insights into the ways in which open-source software is
produced and can point out ways in which users can be more valued in that process. As
scholars interested in communication technologies, we should investigate the ways in
which the communication practices of open-source developers influence their attitudes
toward novice users. As rhetoricians, we should analyze the writings of open-source
advocates to understand how these leaders in the movement construct the concept of “the
user” in their rhetorical choices.
Conclusion
As researchers who contend with aspects of intellectual property law and usercentered design, technical communication scholars stand as a particularly apt group to
analyze and critique the open-source software movement. This chapter describes a body
of scholarly work that leaves many assumptions about user-centered design and opensource software development unaddressed. As the next chapter will explain, technical
communicators’ grounding in the rhetorical analyses of texts gives them the tools to
uncover the assumptions of the open-source software movement and examine the role of
the user in the communication practices of open-source developers.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS FOR EXAMINING OPEN-SOURCE
COMMUNICATION PRACTICES

When faced with the challenge of finding a methodological approach conducive
to the investigation of various texts that reveal the role of the user in open-source
software development, my desire was to choose a comprehensive approach that involved
overlapping methods of inquiry. Each method I considered (rhetorical criticism,
discourse analysis, surveys, interviews) is designed to uncover a particular kind of
findings or range of findings, and, together, they provide a richer, more complete picture
of the communication activities in the open-source community.
In searching for a suitable framework for my multi-layered methodology, I looked
in a place familiar to technical communicators concerned with methodology: the social
sciences. There is a long tradition of technical communication scholars who have
borrowed methods such as ethnography, survey research, and interviews from social
science to answer their research questions about the communication practices of various
individuals and groups. Therefore, it seemed appropriate to consult some of the more
current literature pertaining to method generated by scholars working in the social
sciences.
John Law, an influential thinker in the social sciences and one of the main
developers of Actor-Network Theory, suggests that most current thinking about method
and methodology comes up short in explaining how social scientists investigate the
world. In his After Method, he essentially applies social constructionist theory to the field
of social science. A social constructivist view of science has been advanced by various
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postmodern sociologists, philosophers, and rhetoricians of science who assert that
scientific facts are constructs of the methodologies and culture of scientific investigation.
Perhaps the most well-known study of socially constructed knowledge in science is that
of Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar, whose Laboratory Life follows biologists as they
build facts about the human endocrine system in the laboratory and in journal articles. In
other words, social constructionists believe most scientific “facts” are nothing more than
collections of conventional scientific knowledge that only operate as facts because the
scientific community accepts them as such. While social constructionists point to
examples in scientific and medical research to explain their viewpoint, they do not
typically see their own research as socially constructed.
Law applies some social constructionist thought to social science research. He
writes: “The argument is no longer that methods discover and depict realities. Instead, it
is that they participate in the enactment of those realities” (45). In other words, he argues
that the findings of social science research do not exist outside of the application of
method to a particular line of inquiry. The “realities” reported in social science journals
and books are not revealed by research, the “realities” are created by the research. At
some level, social science researchers know this fact instinctively: ethnographic research
provides a much different result than survey research. Ethnographies are typically
thought of as “deep” research that results in highly descriptive and detailed results with a
limited number of participants. Surveys, on the other hand, can offer a broad data set that
can gather limited detail from a large participant pool and can suggest trends in even
larger groups.
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Does the selection of different methods, then, determine the quality of the
research? Are some methods better than others? While there have certainly been trends
in social science research that have favored some methods over others, the overall history
of research suggests that while some specific methods are in favor at any particular time,
the cycle eventually reverses itself and another method emerges as a favorite and appears
in several published studies. If quantitative analysis is in favor and qualitative studies are
out of favor, it is only a matter of time before researchers crave the specific, individual
detail of qualitative studies and revert back to that approach.
Bruno Latour characterizes this tendency to cycle as a tension between
researching “actor and system, or agency and structure” (16). Social scientists interested
in researching the global find it too abstract; those researching the local sites find that
their data cannot be explained without looking for another level that includes “values,
culture, structure, social context”—things that give “shape to micro interaction” (17).
According to Latour, this tension has resulted in researchers who “have alternated
between two types of equally powerful dissatisfactions” (16). Latour’s vision of Actor
Network Theory was “a way of paying attention to these dissatisfactions” (16), but Law’s
understanding of method transcends the concern for looking at both the macro and the
micro simultaneously.
Law suggests that the important thing for researchers to realize is that method as
defined in most research offers only a limited view of the activity of researchers. “The
argument is that method is not just what is learned in textbooks and the lecture hall, or
practised in ethnography, survey research, geological field trips, or at laboratory
benches…. [M]ethod is always much more than its formal accounts suggest” (144).
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Particular applications of method differ from researcher to researcher, often without the
awareness of the researchers themselves. In Law’s view, researchers bring along with
them all of the assumptions of their particular background and education, which plays a
part in their application of method.
Rather than understanding each formal methodological approach as a separate,
discrete, and untainted activity by the researcher, Law encourages the use of the term
“method assemblage” to more accurately represent research. According to Law, “method
assemblage can be understood as a resonance…. [I]t detects all the periodicities, patterns
or waveforms in the flux, but attends to, amplifies, and retransmits only a few whilst
silencing the others” (144). Whether or not a researcher makes a conscious decision to
construct a method assemblage, each researcher operates under various influences that
determine the results of the research.
Law stops short of suggesting a way for researchers to design a research project
that accounts for all of the hidden approaches and variable applications of methods that a
researcher unknowingly and inadvertently assembles as part of the investigative process.
Instead, I think his main goal in After Method is to make researchers consider the possible
implications that the traditions in their field as well as their own presuppositions and
prejudices bring to their research as they are creating the findings they are reporting.
For researchers in the social sciences who see themselves as simply reporting on a
preexisting, true reality that exists apart from the work of the researcher, Law’s assertions
can be debilitating. However, if researchers see their work as a sculptor who hews away
all of the marble that isn’t the work of art they see in their mind’s eye, then Law’s
theories offer a new way to approach research that does not deny the researcher’s
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inevitable influence on the topic of study. Admitting that researchers influence their own
findings does not negate the value of the research; it simply provides an additional level
of self-awareness that allows researchers to understand that the source of their results
resides as much within a researcher as it does in the object of study.
Assembling Method
In the case of my own line of inquiry for the present study, Law’s theories help
me to develop a framework and justification for my particular methodological approach.
Understanding my methodological approach as an assemblage offers the benefit of seeing
the application of many different formal methods as something other than a random
selection of multiple methods for the sake of triangulating the results of multiple findings.
Instead, using several formal methods acts as a coherent whole that purposefully and
deliberately amplifies specific parts of the object of my study that are of interest.
Specifically, my aim is to amplify the ways in which participants in the open-source
software community understand the role of the user in the development process.
While working in the tradition of rhetoric is at the core of my study in the way I
am studying various texts, my research methods select, generate, or amplify specific texts
through different means. As with many fields, technical communication borrows freely
from a variety of research methods to arrive at a rich and comprehensive set of methods
to answer specific research questions relevant to the discipline. In the same way, the
various methods I employ to arrive at my body of texts borrows from a variety of fields
and traditions.
In the tradition of rhetoric, rhetorical criticism allows the researcher almost
complete freedom in selecting existing texts and applying various lenses to those texts to
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amplify and critique their content. The only possible restriction to the researcher is the
well-crafted justification of the selections and cogent rationale involved in the analysis of
those texts. In my current study, I selected three texts from the “canon” of writings
contributed by open-source advocates and analyzed each using three lenses of rhetorical
analysis: ideological criticism, feminist criticism, and argumentation theory.
From the tradition of linguistics, discourse analysis typically compels a researcher
to determine a frame that limits and focuses the researcher’s attention on a specific set of
discourse or set of texts. Rather than selecting one or two convenient texts, discourse
analysis often attempts some kind of limited comprehensiveness by either analyzing a
complete collection of texts or by sampling a collection. In the current study, I examine
the various texts related to a single open-source software development project. These
texts include developer blogs, emails in the development listserv archives, and messages
included in the bug-tracking system.
Broadly part of the tradition of social science research, survey research and
interviews provide direct responses to specific questions of the research population.
Rather than extracting specific details by examining texts produced by individuals after
the fact, surveys and interviews allow research subjects to speak directly to the
researcher. In the case of surveys, researchers typically attempt to collect enough
responses to reliably extrapolate their findings to a large population. In the case of
interviews, researchers typically attempt to use the dialogic communication to prompt for
more complete answers or follow up on interesting lines of inquiry during semistructured encounters with subjects. In the case of the current study, the texts produced
by surveys and interviews include survey responses and interview transcripts.
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Through the various methods of inquiry, there appear to be a quite haphazard
collection of texts that must be interpreted and analyzed. The following figure suggests
the possible variety of different kinds of texts collected for this study:

Figure 4: Texts
While the collection of texts does provide the benefit of offering a sampling of
many different genres present in the communication practices of the open-source
movement, there does not at first glance appear to be a strong unifying principle that ties
these disparate genres together into a coherent whole. Essays contained in books, for
example, bear little resemblance to an instant message transcript. However, each of these
texts may contain various forms of the same ideas. The main way these texts are
differentiated from one another is the degree to which they are reified. While an instant
message conversation may seem incredibly ephemeral and may actually never be
recorded, an essay reprinted in a hardcover book in black text on white paper carries with
it an ethos that suggests permanence. The following diagram adds an additional variable
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to the diagram of texts that suggests the degree to which the genres of texts are reified:
the variable of time.

Figure 5: Textual reification over time
When viewed with the overlay of time, it becomes clear that the various texts
exist on a spectrum of interrelated genres. While it is outside the scope of the current
project, a longitudinal study that traces ideas back and forth along the flow of time would
surely uncover ideas that were first introduced in email messages that eventually found
their way into Web-published essays that were then reprinted in book form. In the same
way, ideas reified into a bound volume would surely be recycled in instant message
conversations that drifted naturally to topics already addressed in another genre. In any
case, the variable of time rewards those ideas that survive and resurface in more reified
genres. And as those ideas gain in popularity (partly due to the reification), they are
reinforced as they are repeated in the more ephemeral genres. The following diagram
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revisits the selection of methods to understand how they work in this intersection of texts
and time:

Figure 6: Methods based on textual reification
Finally, overlaying the methods on the diagram of texts and time shows that each
individual method in the assemblage employed in this study lends itself to the
examination of texts in various stages of the reification process. Rhetorical analysis
traditionally works well with published texts that have at least been carefully crafted by
their authors and are intended for a wide audience. Discourse analysis is typically used
with texts that have a narrower intended audience and may not have had the benefit of a
careful and contemplative composition process. Survey responses and interviews exist at
the ephemeral end of the temporal spectrum because they rarely encourage a deliberative,
complex response. Instead, surveys and interviews attempt to get at immediate
impromptu opinions from research subjects.
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In the methodological assemblage constructed to uncover the representation of the
user in open-source software development communication practices, I have attempted to
employ a variety of methods that will offer a sampling of texts in various contexts in
order to offer a broader view of the open-source software movement. By examining
reified texts, ephemeral texts, and texts that exist in between, I hope to provide a more
complete analysis that captures ideas woven throughout the fabric of ideas in the opensource movement.
Methods
Each of the following chapters will include a brief description of the particular
method or methods employed in the chapter as an effort to explain in greater detail the
specific use of method in each aspect of the study. Chapter four uses three different
methods of rhetorical analysis to examine three textual artifacts produced by open-source
advocates Eric Raymond and Richard Stallman. The three methods of rhetorical analysis
are ideological criticism, feminist criticism, and argumentation theory. Chapter five
employs the methods of discourse analysis to collect and examine various texts generated
during the development of an open-source program called Evince, a document viewer
that supports multiple formats. Chapters six and seven use survey and interview research
to ascertain the usability activities of open-source software developers.
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CHAPTER IV
RHETORICAL ANALYSIS OF TEXTS AUTHORED
BY OPEN-SOURCE ADVOCATES

This chapter uses three different methods of rhetorical analysis to analyze three
important documents prepared by open-source advocates. Using ideological criticism,
feminist criticism, and argumentation theory, I examine the essays “The GNU Manifesto”
by Richard Stallman and “The Cathedral and the Bazaar” by Eric Raymond as well as a
memo nicknamed “The Halloween Document.” The documents themselves were
selected because they are representative texts that have had significant influence and
contain some foundational ideas for open-source advocates. Because these influential
texts are more important as historical documents rather than as recent texts, they can’t (on
their own) be relied upon to offer a view of current trends in open source. However, their
influence certainly informs current practice in the open-source movement. The next few
chapters deal with more contemporary texts in order compensate for the historical
perspective.
The analyses that follow in this chapter are not intended to be exhaustive of each
artifact. While each method of rhetorical analysis could conceivably be applied to each
document, I have instead chosen to pursue only the most applicable method for each
selection. This kind of selective analysis is sufficient in this case because the documents
in question make their claims readily available when viewed through the three critical
lenses of rhetorical analysis I apply in this chapter. The authors of the texts, while they
are arguably the most important theorists of the open-source community, are primarily
computer scientists instead of philosophers of technology. Their texts do not hide or
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leave implicit their claims about power relationships. Even a relatively cursory analysis
reveals significant evidence of the power relationships in the open-source community.
Methods of Rhetorical Analysis
Broadly, rhetorical analysis operates as an umbrella term for a large number of
approaches to the analysis of communication in many forms, including both spoken and
written texts. For the purposes of this chapter, however, I will focus on three methods in
particular: ideological criticism, feminist criticism, and argumentation theory. I selected
these methods because of their focus on uses and misuses of power in various rhetorical
situations. I do not claim that these three approaches constitute a comprehensive list of
rhetorical methods, but they do offer three separate ways of looking at power
relationships in texts. I also acknowledge that identifying separate methods of rhetorical
criticisms with labels such as ideological, feminist, or argumentation does not accurately
convey the reality that these separate approaches are not necessarily self-contained, well
defined, or mutually exclusive. For the purposes of this project, however, such categories
provide a useful way to organize my analysis. In other words, while such labels may be
imperfect in the sense that they represent parts of an overlapping network rather than
independent approaches, they are sufficient for this project.
Ideological rhetorical criticism is a method that owes its lineage to Marxist
criticism. Where Marxist criticism typically analyzes documents for examples of
misappropriation of power and pro-capitalist views, ideological criticism attempts to
uncover any underlying ideology present in a text, not just capitalist ideologies. As such,
ideological rhetorical criticism offers a highly flexible interpretive lens through which to
examine texts. While ideological critics are certainly free to use Marxist thought to
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uncover oppressive ideologies present in rhetorical artifacts, they are equally able to use
ideological criticism to discuss Marxist thought in a particular text. An ideological
critique of open-source software can be used to examine both the ideologies that opensource advocates claim and the ideologies that may be less visible, but still inherent in the
claims of open-source advocates.
Feminist rhetorical criticism examines artifacts for evidence of traditional
patriarchal assumptions and claims. As a rhetorical tradition that grows out of the
feminist political movement, feminist criticism can take many forms and offer many
stances toward a particular text. Generally, however, feminist criticism recognizes the
marginalization of women in a traditionally male-dominated society and the social
construction of gender. As an extension of the marginalization of women, some feminist
theory extends its reach to any marginalized group, regardless of sex. In the maledominated world of software development, a feminist critique of open-source texts can
reveal particularly male assumptions that result in the marginalization of groups in the
interrelationships among software developers, software users, and the technology itself.
Argumentation theory itself is a broad term that encompasses theories of
rhetoricians such as Stephen Toulmin and Chaim Perelman, among others. The basic
strength of argumentation theory in the case of this study is the ability to analyze the
exchange of two parties engaged in a dialogue and identify the explicit and implicit
claims made by each. Identifying the basic claims of the open-source advocates engaged
in dialogue can reveal specifics about the representation of users even when the topic of
conversation, or argument, is only tangentially related to users in particular. In fact,
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claims that are made in unrelated arguments can reveal hidden assumptions and tacit
assertions that may not be explicit in straightforward discussion about a topic.
The following analysis introduces three documents and three methods of analysis.
First, I analyze “The GNU Manifesto” using an approach based on ideological criticism.
In that analysis, I contend that Richard Stallman’s Marxist rhetoric only applies his call
for freedom and sharing to a limited group of technological individuals, effectively
limiting the freedom of more typical, less sophisticated users of technology. Second, I
analyze “The Cathedral and the Bazaar” using feminist criticism. In that analysis, I
discuss Eric Raymond’s promotion of the individual over the communal and the
subjugation of users for the good of the technology. Finally, I analyze the “Halloween
Document” using theories of argumentation. In that analysis, I discuss the claims made
by open-source advocates that suggest their tendency to ignore the needs of novice
computer users in favor of appealing only to highly technological users. Each of these
analyses begins with an introduction of the document followed by a justification of the
chosen method, a discussion of the analysis, and concluding remarks.
Introduction to the GNU Manifesto
In 1984, Richard Stallman was beginning work on the GNU Project, an effort to
develop a family of UNIX-compatible programs and utilities. In order to recruit
participants for the project, Stallman wrote “The GNU Manifesto,” which appeared in
Dr. Dobb’s Journal of Software Tools in March of 1985. Since then, the “Manifesto” has
been cited by scholars and software enthusiasts alike, but perhaps the most important way
the document as been proliferated is through free software programs. The full text is
included in the documentation of the free software text editor Emacs, which is likely the
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most popular tool used by developers to create code. In the essay, Stallman outlines his
basic rationale for advocating for free software over the emerging (at the time)
proprietary software market.
Stallman’s use of the term “manifesto” clearly links his work to Marxism and
suggests that Stallman’s vision of software development was a revolutionary overthrow
of the status quo. In the work itself (as my analysis below shows), Stallman echoes ideas
of communist thought to provide a rationale for his claims about software and his plan for
a different way of developing software. Among other things, Stallman claims that
sharing programs is a fundamental part of being an ethical software programmer and that
wealth and money are less important than sharing programs.
Analyzing the Ideology of the GNU Manifesto
In her work Rhetorical Criticism, Sonja Foss identifies many rhetorical critics
working in what she has labeled “ideological rhetorical criticism.” According to Foss,
among the most influential are Teun A. van Dijk, Philip C. Wander, Michael Calmin
McGee, Raymie E. McKerrow, Janice Hocker Rushing, Thomas S. Frentz, Lawrence
Grossberg, Celeste M. Condit, and Omar Swartz. Rather than representing these scholars
as a cohesive group, Foss recognizes that they “have been influenced by a number of
different perspectives and philosophies” (240). In order to gather together this diverse
group under one method of rhetorical analysis, Foss says ideological rhetorical criticism
involves “analyzing an artifact for a particular ideology and exploring its implications”
(243). She goes on to suggest that the “primary components are evaluative beliefs—
beliefs about which there are possible alternative judgments” (239). By using ideological
criticism rather than Marxist criticism, the analysis of a specific text is not limited to a
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critique that focuses on the ways the author’s claims fail to support Marxism or, perhaps,
the ways in which a capitalist ideology is at work. Instead, ideological criticism can be
used to uncover any ideology in a text7. The critic, in other words, is free to examine a
text for any number of ideologies. As such, ideological criticism offers a vision that can
be sensitive to ideologies other than Marxism, or, as in the case of Stallman’s work,
variations on a Marxist theme. Neither argumentation theory nor feminist criticism are as
overtly attuned to the political claims of a text, and therefore are not as attractive as
ideological criticism for this seemingly Marxist work.
Ideological Rhetorical Criticism
The flexibility of ideological rhetorical criticism allows an examination of “The
GNU Manifesto” for the ways in which it both supports and contradicts Marxist thought.
On the surface, Stallman’s claims are so closely associated with Marxism that he appears
to be advocating a proletarian view of software development that empowers users of
technology to wrest control from the oppressive proprietary software companies who are
only interested in the ways software development can be used to generate profits.
However, the following analysis shows that the call for free software may not be as
inclusive as it first appears.
Marxist ideology has been applied to the development of technology, but it does
not always suggest the course of action proposed by Stallman and other open-source
software advocates. Andrew Feenberg’s vision of a “deep democracy” calls for the
involvement of typical software users in the development process, not just experts.
7

As a method open to analyzing texts for any kind of ideology, ideological criticism can
also take a feminist approach. However, in this study, I have chosen to treat feminist
rhetorical criticism separately later in this chapter.
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Rather than seeing the sharing of work among developers, Feenberg looks to the users of
technology as true experts in the activity supported by technology. In other words,
Feenberg uses his Marxist interpretation of technological development to arrive at the
assumption that the way to empower users is to adopt a user-centered approach to
development. Stallman, in contrast to Feenberg, offers his own Marxist vision of
software development that emphasizes the sharing of code rather than the empowerment
of end-users.
The Ideological Claims
“The GNU Manifesto” allows Richard Stallman to make impassioned arguments
about his stance toward proprietary software development and offer an alternative. “I
consider that the golden rule requires that if I like a program I must share it with other
people who like it” (32), he writes. “So that I can continue to use computers without
dishonor, I have decided to put together a sufficient body of free software so that I will be
able to get along without any software that is not free” (32). He constructs his call for
radical change in the way software development occurs with several ideological claims.
Explicitly, Stallman claims that sharing is fundamental and that free software offers the
only ethical alternative for software programmers. However, there is an implicit belief
system at work in the “Manifesto” that alienates software users who are not experts. I
will first examine the rhetoric that Stallman uses to support his claim for the superiority
of free software, then I will examine the ways in which Stallman reveals a bias against
common software users in his work.
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Sharing is Fundamental
Stallman’s rationale for calling programmers to work on an alternative to
proprietary software is based on what he calls the “fundamental act of friendship of
programmers”: the “sharing of programs” (33). Stallman suggests that “[m]any
programmers are unhappy about the commercialization of system software. It may
enable them to make more money, but it requires them to feel in conflict with other
programmers in general rather than feel as comrades” (32-33). More than simply
suggesting that the sharing of programs is ideal or simply important, Stallman argues that
it is a fundamental imperative and a source of conflict. He goes so far as to suggest that
programmers “must choose between friendship and obeying the law” (33), implying that
the law, on the issue of software availability, is in error.
The metaphors Stallman uses to expand on the idea of the centrality of sharing
among developers make it sound as if restricting software use is against nature itself. He
writes: “Copying … is as natural to a programmer as breathing, and as productive. It
ought to be as free” (34). He goes on to equate software with air itself: “Once GNU is
written, everyone will be able to obtain good system software free, just like air” (34).
Denying people the right to free software, in other words, would be like trying to regulate
and restrict breathing itself. According to Stallman, restricting software use results in a
kind of “police state” employing “cumbersome mechanisms” (34) in the enforcement of
copyright law.
While Stallman characterizes a software development community that shares all
of its resources as a utopian society, he harshly criticizes proprietary software. He claims
that restricting use of a program through intellectual property law constitutes “deliberate
destruction” (36) and a failure to be a good citizen. Stallman’s rhetoric sets a scene with
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only two alternatives: free software based on the ideas of camaraderie, friendship,
freedom, good citizenship, community spirit, and sharing or proprietary software based in
the ideas of restriction, destruction, commercialization, and materialism. Clearly,
Stallman’s purpose is to set up a binary in which the only good is free software and the
only evil is proprietary software. Any programmer who chooses to develop software in
the capitalist proprietary software environment is choosing to be less moral than his or
her free software counterparts.
Setting up a dichotomy between proprietary software and free software in which
free software offers the only ethical outcome for developers denies developers the
opportunity to understand the differences between Stallman’s approach and others in a
more inclusive, thoughtful way. For Stallman, the only critical issue in software is
whether or not the program is restricted in some way, and his main concern is the
restriction over sharing of code among developers. He does not consider the potential for
proprietary software companies to behave ethically. Stallman’s all-or-nothing approach
is problematic for developers who may be employed by proprietary companies but who
choose to support free software on a volunteer basis.
Some Users are more Equal than Others
Despite his rhetoric of sharing and equality, Stallman is not concerned with the
welfare of the masses as his Marxist associations might suggest. His concerns over the
restrictions of software are inseparable from his concerns as a developer. The freedoms
he continually emphasizes for his readers are, in fact, only freedoms that developers
enjoy.
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Instead of competition in a free market economy to drive the development of
software, Stallman puts the burden on users themselves. When those users are
developers, this opportunity is a great benefit: according to Stallman, “the user who needs
changes in the system will always be free to make them himself” (34). When the users
are not developers, they are free to “hire any available programmer or company to make
[changes to the system]” (34). In other words, the freedom to make changes to a program
is a real benefit to programmers, but if you don’t have the skill to make changes to a
program, you must pay a programmer. It’s curious for Stallman to claim that this is a
superior alternative to commercial off-the-shelf programs. It’s difficult to believe that
paying an individual programmer or consulting firm to customize software would be
more cost-effective than buying a product from a proprietary software company—a
company whose very success depends on their ability to meet the needs of their target
customers at a price they can afford.
While Stallman believes in advancing the technological superiority of software,
he does not make an argument for making software more accessible for novice users.
Among the advances he planned for GNU in 1985 were “longer file names, version
numbers, a crashproof file system” (31), and he specifically mentioned that the system
will only run on high-end computers. “The extra effort to make it run on smaller
machines will be left to someone who wants to use it on them” (32). Rather than make
GNU accessible to computer users who could not afford expensive hardware, Stallman
wanted to focus on the segment of the user community who have access to better
computers. Moreover, he believed that the best plan for GNU is adopting a UNIX-based
approach to development in which the system as a whole is made up of “hundreds of
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utility programs, each of which is documented separately” (33)--a recipe for creating a
completely incoherent system that would be difficult to use.
More disturbing than limiting the use of software to those who have cutting-edge
computers, however, is Stallman’s belief that support of technology is unnecessary. In
his words, “We must distinguish between support in the form of real programming work
and mere hand-holding…. [T]he users who know nothing about computers need handholding; doing things for them which they could easily do themselves but don’t know
how” (34-35). Stallman’s solution for users who do not know anything about computers
is to charge them for services. In Stallman’s view, “Such services could be provided by
companies that sell just hand-holding…. [T]hose of us who don’t need the service should
be able to use the program without paying for the service” (35).
Clearly, Stallman sees the support of novice users as outside of the responsibility
of the audience of technological elite addressed by his “Manifesto.” In his mind, some
users are entitled to the benefit of sharing and freedom, and some users (less experienced
ones) must pay more experienced users to help them learn to use technology. Given
Stallman’s apparent attraction to Marxist thought, it’s surprising that he would so easily
include certain groups while excluding others. Essentially, Stallman contends that
sharing is fundamental, but only for developers. There is essentially no concern for the
needs of novice users or less technical users who need good support, documentation, or
educational materials.
The User in the Manifesto
Richard Stallman’s “GNU Manifesto” demonstrates a myopic vision of the future
of technology in which only highly technological insiders are the heirs to the
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advancement and sharing of technology. His freedom is only freedom for a few. For
those users who are outside of the inner circle of software development, their only
recourse is to pay third parties for the development and support of software. For
Stallman, paying advocates of free software is much more ethical than paying proprietary
software companies. However, choosing free software over proprietary alternatives
seems to benefit only the free software advocates themselves. Without any real added
ethical value, common users have no significant incentive to choose free software.
Introduction to The Cathedral and the Bazaar
In 1997, Eric Raymond wrote one of the most popular8 philosophical articles
about open-source software development. “The Cathedral and the Bazaar,” which was
later published as part of a collection with the same title, outlines some of the
development practices that define open-source software development. Raymond
identifies these 19 tenets of open-source using the narratives of the history and
development of fetchmail (an open-source email program developed by Raymond
himself) and Linux (a popular and successful open-source operating system based on
UNIX). The rules that govern open-source development provide a glimpse into how
open-source software development happens and how Raymond understands open source
as a superior alternative to proprietary, commercial software development practices.
The “cathedral and bazaar” metaphor referred to in the title describes competing
software development practices. The “cathedral” development method refers to typical
proprietary or commercial software development where a plan for software is centralized
8

According to the search engine Google Scholar (scholar.google.com), “The Cathedral
and the Bazaar” (in both the online and book versions), has been cited over 1400 times in
scholarly works.
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and handed down from an authority figure. According to Raymond, commercial software
companies like Microsoft use the cathedral method. The “bazaar” development method
refers to open-source software development where there is no centralized plan. Instead,
the development process is widely distributed and decentralized. Ideas about features
and maintenance come from the constant exchange of ideas in a community of
developers.
Raymond’s bazaar analogy suggests that open-source development projects
operate under a democratized method of development that redistributes power to a
broader community of users. As such, it appears (on the surface) to be a shining example
of an approach to technology that elevates common users and opens up the software
development process to allow for a more participatory, citizenship-based development
model. However, as my analysis will show, the “open” moniker of open-source software
is a misnomer when it is applied to the development process described by Raymond.
While open-source software may provide some real advantages over software developed
by proprietary methods, it does not open up the technology to common software users.
Analyzing Power Relationships in The Cathedral and the Bazaar
The analysis that follows makes the case that open-source software maintains
traditional technological power structures that fail to empower users. This domination of
a few over many makes open-source software practices apt for feminist critique. Sonja
K. Foss’ Rhetorical Criticism provides a synthesis of the works of major feminist
scholars who contributed to the development of a feminist method of rhetorical analysis.
Rather than seeing themselves as working with a new method, Foss situates scholars such
as Karlyn Kohrs Campbell, Cheris Kramarae, Sally Miller Gearhart, Kathryn Carter and
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Carole Spitzack “generated a feminist method of rhetorical criticism” by making an effort
to “incorporate feminism into the communication field” (154). According to Foss,
“[f]eminist criticism … focuses on artifacts associated with traditionally marginalized or
subordinate groups as they function within … the ideology of domination” (243).
Therefore, the following analysis will focus on “The Cathedral and the Bazaar” as a
representative artifact of open-source software development practices to identify the ways
in which “traditionally marginalized or subordinate groups” function within an ideology
of domination. In this case, the marginalized or subordinate group in question is not
women; it is users. As I will argue later in this analysis, users are subordinate to the
developers and to the technology itself. Feminist criticism, in the analysis of “The
Cathedral and the Bazaar,” offers a superior perspective because of its focus on
traditional power relationships, something to which neither argumentation theory nor
ideological criticism are particularly attuned.
Many technical and professional communication scholars have identified feminist
research interests in the field. It is in the spirit of these scholars’ work that I analyze open
source for an ideology that promotes the domination of users. Mary Lay’s “The Value of
Gender Studies to Professional Communication Research,” outlines a few concerns in an
area of research that she calls gender and content analysis, in which she includes feminist
critiques of science and technology. Specifically, she describes studies that question the
dominance of masculine understanding in science and technology. In the area of
computer science, Lay cites several articles that deal with the ways that computer games
that depict war and violence, the association of computer science with math and
engineering, and the analytic architecture of computer designs all contribute to the
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alienation of women (76). Lay ends the section on feminist approaches to science and
technology with this question: “Is the technology or science depicted in technical
documents gender free?” (77) While “The Cathedral and the Bazaar” isn’t a technical
document in a traditional sense, it does describe the technology in ways that may be
analyzed for traditionally male structures of domination and power.
Linda LaDuc and Amanda Goldrick-Jones, in “The Critical Eye, the Gendered
Lens, and ‘Situated’ Insights—Feminist Contributions to Professional Communication,”
calls for a broader approach to feminist theory in the field of technical communication.
Specifically, they see the importance of feminist viewpoints in professional
communication that involve social action and “questions of ethical and civic
responsibility” (245). More importantly for my research, perhaps, she attempts to make a
call for more inclusive feminist research that may “encourage men in professional
communication to scrutinize power relations, research methods and design, daily
practices, teaching, and issues of social responsibility through the lens of gender” (255).
LaDuc and Goldrick-Jones, then, try to open up feminism and feminist research to more
than women. As a male interested in questions of gender and technology, I appreciate the
inclusive definition of feminism provided by LaDuc and Goldrick-Jones. In my
interpretation of ethical and civic responsibility, feminism falls under Foss’ critique of
the ideology of domination. In this sense, I extend feminist critique beyond the
domination of women to include all people oppressed by gendered technology. In other
words, any user who is undervalued or prevented from participating in an open
development process suffers from a gendered, system-centered view of technology.
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Beverly Sauer’s “Sexual Dynamics of the Profession: Articulating the Ecriture
Masculine of Science and Technology” examines the role of sexually loaded metaphors
that are prevalent in technical manuals. She contends that terms such as “male and
female sockets, male and female couplings, mine shafts, … virgin timber, the big bang,
studs, and screws” (309) all represent sexual metaphors that emphasize male sexuality.
While technical communicators and other groups have attempted to ignore the
phenomenon of sexual metaphors in technical manuals, Sauer attempts to “demonstrate
the pragmatic and theoretical problems of sexual imagery” (311) through an examination
of the term “studgun” in a technical manual. Sauer reveals an extended metaphor or
“male sexual script based on images of increasing force, hardness, and penetration” (315)
at work in the studgun discourse. Sauer contends that this metaphor reveals the imagined
“everyman” audience that naturally excludes women. Sauer concludes her essay with
several questions for technical communication scholars, which asks them to refrain from
ignoring obvious sexual imagery in the workplace. To ignore this imagery, Sauer
explains, impairs our ability to theorize about the language and technology. While “The
Cathedral and the Bazaar” doesn’t use an excessive number of terms referring to male
sexuality, Sauer’s study points to the ways in which a close reading of technical texts can
reveal an inherently gendered approach to technology.
Outside of the field of technical communication, feminist scholars have been
active in their critique of technology in general and software in particular. In Feminism
Confronts Technology, Judy Wajcman is careful to point out that technology’s
relationship with masculinity is a social construct. She writes, “The enduring force of the
identification between technology and manliness, therefore, is not inherent in biological
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sex difference. It is rather the result of the historical and cultural construction of gender”
(137). Other scholars have made a call for more feminist sensibility in the development
of technology. In the introduction to Feminism in Twentieth-Century Science,
Technology, and Medicine, the editors make the following observation about software
development:
Currently there is perceived a need in software engineering
for designers who can carefully attend to the needs of users
and who can make visible the kinds of devalued and
ordinary tasks that go into getting work done in real-world
situations. To the degree that feminist analysis has helped
make clear the process of privilege and devaluation that
often accompanies the gendering of objects and processes,
it has the potential to provide critical new ways of
thinking… (10-11).
In other words, a user-centered design approach to software development can be seen as
an adoption of a sensitivity to users’ tacit knowledge, a traditionally feminist trait. When
the analysis of texts reveals a system-centered approach to the development of
technology, it can also be said that the text takes a masculine approach.
Feminist Criticism of The Cathedral and the Bazaar
“The Cathedral and the Bazaar” promotes two traditionally masculine power
structures that complement each other: the promotion of the individual and the
conscription of others. In his writing, Eric Raymond emphasizes the importance of the
lead developers of projects while at the same time emphasizing the necessity of using
others to complete work on projects. In neither case does Raymond express a concern for
the welfare of the users of a program. Instead, all of the benefits of open source are
directed toward the development of a superior technological artifact.
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Egoism and the Promotion of the Individual
Throughout his essay, Raymond promotes an ego-centric view of technological
development that emphasizes the role of the individual in the process. This egoistic
approach is revealed in many ways—from Raymond’s own self-congratulation to his
description of how developers find incentive to volunteer to participate in projects. The
focus on the individual in the open-source development process stands in direct
opposition to a more inclusive, democratized technology. By promoting individual
concerns over the concerns of others, users are necessarily marginalized in favor of a
dominant system-centered view promoted by developers.
Eric Raymond’s own Egoism and the Personal Itch
Raymond’s tendency to promote individuals over the group begins with his own
tendency to describe himself as a gifted individual. While some of his claims may be
true, it is unusual for a person to sing their own praises quite as blatantly as Raymond
does. Usually, modesty doesn’t allow for such open self-congratulation. In describing
the personality traits common to good leaders for open-source software projects,
Raymond points to his own abilities: “It’s no coincidence that I’m an energetic extrovert
who enjoys working a crowd and has some of the delivery and instincts of a stand-up
comic” (49). His infatuation with his own charming personality illustrates how much he
values the individual over the group. More than once, Raymond cites instances where his
superior programming skills enabled him to make extraordinarily wise decisions that a
lesser programmer might miss. For his programming and writing skills, Raymond
mentions that he got “fan mail” (38) and “help[ed] make history” (61). Clearly,
Raymond’s focus on the individual begins with himself.
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Raymond goes beyond his own egoism, however, when he generalizes about what
constitutes a good open-source software project. According to Raymond, “Every good
software project starts by scratching a developer’s personal itch” (23). This aphorism is
the first of the 19 rules of open-source software development. It is interesting that
Raymond recognizes that the motivation behind good software comes not from a need in
the community but rather from a personal interest or desire. The domination of many
users by a single developer begins at the inception of an open-source project. Raymond
reiterates this emphasis on the individual developer’s primacy in starting a project in
tenet #18: “To solve an interesting problem, start by finding a problem that is interesting
to you.” Again, nowhere in Raymond’s writing does he refer to the needs of users.
Instead, he believes that the curiosity of an individual developer is enough to drive a
successful software project.
Leaders and Followers
The natural conclusion to a system that encourages individuals to involve
themselves in only those projects that they find personally interesting is a hierarchical
system that promotes these individuals. Open-source developers who choose to take on a
particular software problem promote themselves to the role that Raymond calls the “core
developer” (34). This role bestows the leadership upon a single individual who is, in
turn, supported by a “halo of beta-testers” who exist to serve the needs of the leader.
Naturally, this leader wields considerable power over his or her (but usually his) user
community. And, according to Raymond, not every developer possesses the skills to be a
good project leader. Raymond presupposes that any good project leader has superior
technical abilities that are generally recognized in the open-source community. Further,
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he suggests that the core developers have skills “not normally associated with software
development” (48) – people skills.
What Raymond calls people skills is actually an ability to provide incentive to
other developers to enlist their help with a project. Raymond posits that the success of
the Linux project came largely from core developer Linus Torvalds’ ability to keep his
volunteer developers “stimulated and rewarded” by giving them “an ego-satisfying piece
of the action” (30). In his own fetchmail project, Raymond says he made a habit of
“stroking [users] whenever they sent in patches and feedback” (38). In his analysis of
how to encourage participation in members of the open-source community, Raymond
asserts that hackers find rewards in “the intangible of their own ego satisfaction and
reputation among other hackers” (53). A project leader must “connect the selfishness of
individual hackers as firmly as possible to the difficult ends” involved in software
development (53). Rather than provide monetary incentive, then, Raymond encourages
an approach that enables project leaders to conscript users’ assistance through a coercive
appeal to their egoistic, selfish desire for glory. This approach simultaneously reinforces
the leader’s domination over other developers and deemphasizes any development
practice based on goals related to benefit to the community.
Raymond discusses how the paradigm of encouraging egoistic behavior of
volunteer developers affects the individual reputation in the leader in the following
passage: “Interestingly enough, you will quickly find that if you are completely and selfdeprecatingly truthful about how much you owe other people, the world at large will treat
you as though you did every bit of the invention yourself and are just being becomingly
modest about your innate genius” (40). It is difficult to believe that Raymond would ever
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be mistaken as “becomingly modest.” Even when he encourages leaders to give credit to
those that assist with the project, he reveals the underlying motive of additional glory and
recognition in the open-source community. Interestingly, Raymond equates the opensource community with “the world at large,” revealing his insistent claim that the only
people who matter are other highly technical developers. The opinion of more common
computer users (who have likely never heard of Eric Raymond or Linus Torvalds)
doesn’t seem to matter at all.
Conscripting Users
Hand-in-hand with Raymond’s suggestion that project leaders should appeal to
volunteers’ selfishness is the idea that these users must be recruited and conscripted in
order to create a successful open-source project. Raymond quotes Linus Torvalds as
saying, “I’m basically a very lazy person who likes to take credit for things that other
people actually do” (27). While Torvalds is obviously speaking tongue-in-cheek here, it
reveals a common theme that Raymond continues to espouse. Two of the 19
development practices include, “If you treat your beta-testers as if they’re your most
valuable resource, they will respond by becoming your most valuable resource” (38), and
“The next best thing to having good ideas is recognizing good ideas from your users”
(40). Both of these statements imply that the volunteer developers belong to and work
for the project leader. In addition, the project leader can use these volunteers for his or
her own purposes like a natural resource.
Ownership of Users and Technology
The idea of individual ownership extends beyond the volunteers on a particular
project to the software itself. Despite the fact that projects are “co-developed” by many
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individual developers, the lead project coordinator actually “owns” the technology. This
idea is present in another one of Raymond’s main tenets: “When you lose interest in a
program, your last duty to it is to hand it off to a competent successor” (26). Therefore,
the technology can be bequeathed and inherited much like a traditional patriarchal
succession of ownership. And when a software project is passed down to the next
generation of leadership, the volunteer user base comes with it.
Speaking of this volunteer user base, Raymond suggests that “[p]roperly
cultivated, they can become co-developers” (26). In addition to cultivating, Raymond
suggests that users can be “harnessed” (50) to do work for the lead developer.
Essentially, Raymond espouses conscripting volunteers to do the work of the lead
developer. Tenet #6 summarizes his position: “Treating your users as co-developers is
your least-hassle route to rapid code improvement and effective debugging” (27). The
implication of that statement is not that users really are co-developers but rather that
users should be treated as if they were co-developers in order to ensure that they will do
work for the improvement of the system. Raymond seems to believe that core developers
could build open-source software projects on their own, but enlisting the help of users
provides a less difficult way to achieve the goal of creating a powerful system.
Conspicuously absent in this method of project management is the idea that these
volunteer users are better served by participating in the development process. Instead,
Raymond’s main concern is with the technical superiority of the system itself.
Using Users for Debugging
According to Raymond, the true benefit of this conscription model of
development comes from the advantages of using a large body of volunteers to detect and
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fix bugs in the system. Tenet #7 is, “Release early. Release often. And listen to your
customers” (29). However, Raymond’s description of the value of this rule doesn’t
include a plea for technology that is sensitive to users’ needs. Instead, he asserts that this
innovation is simply an effective way to test the software for technological bugs, not
usability problems. The goal is to “maximize the number of person-hours thrown at
debugging and development, even at the possible cost of instability in the code” (30).
Raymond suggests that a “program doesn’t have to work particularly well. It can be
crude, buggy, incomplete, and poorly documented” (47). Therefore, he promotes systems
“exposed to a thousand eager co-developers pounding on every new release.
Accordingly you release often in order to get more corrections, and as a beneficial side
effect you have less to lose if an occasional botch gets out the door” (31). His suggestion
that less-than-usable software can be released shows that his interest isn’t in the value of
the software to users. His interest is in the value of the users to the software.
This concept of the user as a proxy for enhanced development schedules comes
with a price, however. Typical computer users, according to Raymond, are not allowed
to participate in the system. The volunteers pass through several “filters” (32) which
screen out all but the most technical software developers—what Raymond calls the “top
5%” (58)—that are “highly likely to have something useful to contribute” (32). The
implication is that less technical users cannot contribute effectively to the project.
Raymond suggests that “[n]on-source-aware users tend to report only surface symptoms
… [and] seldom include a reliable recipe for reproducing a bug” (33). In other words,
their concerns are focused on work tasks and how the technology can help them, not on
the power of the technology itself. Therefore, open-source systems are organized to
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create powerful technology that dominates novice and intermediate users in the way it
forces them to work within the concept outlined by the system itself.
The User in the Bazaar
According to Raymond’s “The Cathedral and the Bazaar,” users are simply there
to serve the lead developer in the effort to make the software become more
technologically sophisticated and stable. Moreover, the best users are those who are
aware of the way in which the interface is connected with the underlying source code;
less technologically sophisticated users don’t provide the kind of feedback that is useful
to the lead developers. Clearly, Raymond (and, by extension, the open-source
community as a whole) believes that it is more important to listen to advanced users
rather than novice users. And, by listening to those advanced users, the open-source
community is destined to promote a system-centered software approach familiar to and
favored by developers rather than a user-centered approach more appealing to novice
users.
Introduction to the Halloween Document
In 1998, an anonymous Microsoft employee leaked an internal memo to the
public. The memo contained information about Microsoft’s analysis of the potential
threat that open-source software posed to Microsoft’s market share. After reading this
memo, Eric Raymond spent a weekend writing a response to Microsoft’s claims. He
published the memo and his own interspersed commentary on the Internet, and dubbed it
the “Halloween Document” because his commentary was written over the weekend of
October 31-November 1, 1998. The title also reflected his “fond hope that publishing it
will help realize Microsoft's worst nightmares” (Raymond, Halloween Document I).
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Subsequent to its initial release, the document became known as “Halloween I”
because it now exists as the first in a series of eleven documents that represent pivotal
moments in the debate between Microsoft and the open-source community. In a later
revision of Halloween I, Raymond added selections from the commentary of another
open-source advocate, Tom Nadeau. The document (and all subsequent Halloween
memos) are hosted by Eric Raymond on his personal website. The document is now in
its 16th revision, though very little of the content of the commentary has changed since
1998. Most of the more recent revisions simply make the existing content more readable.
Halloween I provides a snapshot of a turning point in the history of open-source software;
it represents the time when Microsoft first recognized (in print, at least) that open-source
software is a viable threat to its status as the largest and most powerful software producer
in the world.
In light of this historical context, this study examines the response to Microsoft
embodied in Halloween I. I examine how the commentary of the open-source advocates
reveals a specific representation of users. For this reason, my focus will primarily rest
upon the counter-arguments raised by open-source commentators rather than the initial
claims of the Microsoft memo. Because the original Microsoft memo was meant for an
internal audience, the writers did not attempt to formulate their analysis as an argument
with the open-source community. Instead, their approach points out the strengths and
weaknesses of the open-source movement in order to generate an appropriate response to
it. So, the Microsoft portion of the memo does not concern itself with much
argumentative discourse directed at the open-source community. The open-source
advocate commentary, however, was conceived as a public response to the claims made
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by Microsoft. The commentators submit themselves and their arguments to the rational
judgment of the public on the Internet.
Analyzing the Argument of the Halloween Commentary
In Halloween I, Eric Raymond and Tom Nadeau respond to Microsoft’s claims
about open source’s inferiority in the areas of marketing, customer relations, user
interface design, and end-to-end ease of use. Each of these categories reveals a systemcentered or user-centered software development approach. In the following analysis, I
will examine the segments of Halloween I that make arguments in favor of open-source
software and reveal its stance toward users.
Pragma-Dialectic Argumentation Theory
Because Halloween I exists as an exchange of ideas in which statements have
been contributed by two opposing sides, argumentation theory offers an appropriate
method to employ in analyzing the claims put forth by the open-source advocates. While
both ideological criticism and feminist criticism could offer additional insights into the
approaches employed by open-source advocates, argumentation theory offers the
additional advantage (in the case of this two-party document) of looking at the text as a
series of exchanges in which one statement leads to another rather than as static positions.
In other words, argumentation theory can account for the influence of one position on
another. While my examination of Halloween I focuses primarily on the claims of the
open-source advocates, the commentary’s nature as a response to proponents of
proprietary software uncovers ways in which advocates of open source differentiate it
from proprietary software especially in its relationship to users.
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My analysis of the counter-arguments made in Halloween I is based on the
pragma-dialectic approach as described in Fundamentals of Argumentation Theory (van
Eemeren et al.). As the name of the theory suggests, pragma-dialectics views all
argumentation as a critical discussion aimed at resolving conflict. Therefore, any
statements (or arguments) made in the course of the discussion that do not facilitate
resolution are deemed fallacious. In order to aid the analysis of fallacious moves, the
creators of the pragma-dialectic approach compiled a list of the ten rules for critical
discussion, sometimes called the ten commandments. A violation of any of these rules
indicates a failure in achieving a critical discussion.
The pragma-dialectic approach offers a suitable method to examine the
argumentation presented by the open-source advocates because it enables a researcher to
reconstruct arguments from their composite speech acts. This reconstruction of argument
discourse generates a reorganized and clarified argument structure that allows for more
direct analysis. This reconstructed or reconstituted approach to argument analysis offers
valuable flexibility to the analysis when the arguers’ turn-taking is out of order or when
the argument is presented textually (rather than orally) and the opponent’s viewpoint is
only imagined.
Because the Halloween I document does not, by its very nature, represent a true
critical discussion according to pragma-dialectics, it is clear that the examples from the
document could reveal a great number of fallacious argumentative moves. For one, the
open-source commentators and the Microsoft authors fail to agree to enter into a critical
discussion by virtue of their intended audiences. Microsoft’s initial document addresses
an internal audience, and the open-source commentary, rather than a response directed at
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Microsoft, is an open letter addressed to a third party: the general public on the Internet.
Therefore, this study will largely be concerned with identifying the major component
speech acts that compose a claim or position of the open-source community. It is in this
handling of speech acts that pragma-dialectics offers a valuable tool for argumentation
analysis in this case.
The Arguments
In the following sections, I will present four arguments that have been
reconstructed from Halloween I. In keeping with the tradition of pragma-dialectic
argumentation analysis, these reconstructions represent the content of the arguments, but
not the exact quotations from the commentary. (For reference purposes, the original text
appears in Appendix A.) In the reconstructions, differing opinions are marked MS: to
indicate a Microsoft claim and OS: to indicate a claim made by the open-source
commentators. Each reconstructed argument is followed by a short analysis that
explicates differences in the definitions of the user. Specifically, the following sections
focus on arguments made that deal with marketing, customer relationships, user interface
design, and end-to-end ease of use.
Argument 1: Marketing
The first argument that clarifies the differences between the conception of the user
in Microsoft and the open-source community appears in the following (reconstructed)
exchange about the value of marketing in software development.
(1)

MS: In an open-source software development process, motivation to improve
software comes from an individual developer solving an immediate problem.

(2)

OS: Solving immediate problems creates great products. (An individual
developer has the ability to make the best decision about a specific problem.)
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(3)

MS: Open-source software is able to create complex software programs without
the support of a marketing organization.

(4)

OS: A marketing organization (that uses research techniques such as focus
groups and psychological studies) is an undesirable tool for gathering
information for making decisions about a software program’s features and
capabilities.

The open-source commentary, by its very nature, has the advantage of responding to the
Microsoft claims without being invited to a critical discussion and without anticipating a
response from Microsoft.
So, while this exchange obviously doesn’t represent a critical discussion in the
pragma-dialectical sense, it does bring to light an obvious disconnect between
Microsoft’s value of a marketing organization and the feeling in open source that such
organizations are not valuable. Specifically, (2) expresses the open-source value that an
individual software developer is qualified to make important decisions about the design
of software when he or she faces a specific problem. In other words, consensus or
outside advice about the most prudent course of action isn’t required. Each individual
software developer is given the power to make the changes that he or she sees fit.
This claim seems empowering for the developer who is the member of the opensource community, but where is the user in this paradigm? What is implied by this
exchange is that Microsoft, in contrast to the open-source paradigm, actually values the
input of the marketing organization, presumably because it provides insight into the
needs, wants, and desires of their target user population. As (4) points out, the opensource community rejects the Microsoft marketing model of software design, claiming
that “focus groups and psychological studies” are inferior ways of designing software.
Taken to its logical conclusion, this statement suggests that open-source developers only
value the opinions and expertise of developers, not general end users.
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Granted, the open-source community didn’t undertake a mission to reach a
general population of PC users. Instead, as the following arguments will continue to
show, the open-source community sees itself as serving a small group of highly skilled
and experienced developers who need robust software tools to maintain, among other
things, servers running the Internet itself. Still, such a blatant disregard for the needs of
general users points to a severe weakness in the open-source movement. According to
this argument, open source limits itself to serving only a small percentage of computer
users, and essentially prevents general computer users from benefiting fully from the
supposed technological superiority inherent in its development process.
Argument 2: Customer Relationships
The second argument deals with the differing approaches to customer
relationships practiced by Microsoft and the open-source community. This entire
argument is wholly contained within an open-source commentary, so the leading
identifiers are omitted.
The first section identifies the open-source commentators’ view of the Microsoft
style of understanding customer needs.
(5)

Focusing on the least technical user (the Microsoft style) sacrifices technical
excellence.

(6)

Focusing on the least technical user enables non-users to begin using computers.

(7)

Focusing on the least technical user forces everyone, not just new users, to use
the lowest common denominator of available technical quality.
The second section identifies the open-source commentators’ view of the open-

source style of understanding customer needs.
(8)

Listening to the smartest customers/developers (the open-source style) limits the
widespread appeal of a software product.
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(9)

Listening to the smartest customers/developers enhances the long term
excellence of a software product.

(10) Listening to the smartest customers/developers creates software products that
appeal to sophisticated users.
The final section expresses the open-source commentators’ suggested approach to
customer relationships.
(11) Open-source software developers could do more to listen to the needs of new
users.
(12) Open-source developers should not let the needs of new users interfere with the
technical excellence of the software.
This series of exchanges represents the open-source commentators’ attempt to
show Microsoft’s approach to understanding customer needs. The Microsoft approach is
characterized as a focus on the least technical user, which leads to a “lowest common
denominator” approach to software design. By their own admission, though, this
approach does open up the world of technology to new or non-users (6).
The open-source community, on the other hand, values the opinions of its
“smartest customers” who are highly technical users, usually developers themselves, who
do not value a software design approach that accommodates a wide variety of user skill
levels. Again, by their own admission, the open-source commentators recognize that this
approach limits the widespread appeal of software products (8). However, they
characterize the excellence of the software (measured, presumably, by technical
superiority) and appeal to sophisticated (or highly technical) users as more valuable than
reaching a wide audience (10).
The section ends with a summary of the open-source position. The commentators
recognize that the open-source community could do a better job of responding to the
needs of new users (11), but assert that open-source projects should be wary of doing so
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at the expense of the needs of its core community of users (12). According to this
argument, the open-source community (if presented with a choice) will always choose the
opinion of its “smartest customer” over the needs of less experienced users. The
implication of this approach to customer relations is that system-centered approaches to
technology represented in the opinions of highly technical users will continue to
dominate the design decisions of open-source software projects.
Though many would argue that there are several factors that contribute to highquality software, the advocates of open source tend to understand the technical
superiority of open-source software as the only factor that matters. Moreover, when the
commentators discuss the Microsoft practice of concentrating on customer issues, they
point to the technical problems with Microsoft software as a critical flaw that negates all
attempts to advocate for users. In other words, the open-source advocates equate
usability with technical effectiveness, a truly system-centered view of technology.
Microsoft concludes that open-source alternatives to Windows do not represent a
threat in the desktop computer market because open-source projects do not offer the
kinds of incentive that desktop users need to make a switch to a different operating
system. The open-source advocates believe, however, that the “superior reliability and
stability of Linux” is the only reason that users need to make a switch. It’s important to
note at this point that open-source advocates fail to realize that typical users are less
concerned with months or years of “up time” and more concerned with usable programs
that allow them to achieve their work tasks with minimal effort. The open-source
advocates clearly lack a critical understanding of what users need (or want) to complete
their tasks.
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Argument 3: User Interface Design
The third argument deals with ideas about effective user interface (UI) design
practices.
(13) MS: UI intuitiveness must be designed from the ground up, not added to a
product at a later point.
(14) OS: Microsoft’s integrated UI architecture leads to products with a slick surface
and a hollow interior.
(15) OS: Microsoft’s UI designs look good.
(16) OS: Microsoft’s UI designs waste time and energy long term.
(17) OS: Microsoft’s UI designs necessitate heavy marketing.
(18) OS: Microsoft’s UI designs make users think that the product is of high quality.
(19) OS: The open-source approach (like that of the World Wide Web itself)
separates the UI from the underlying engine/architecture.
(20) OS: This UI/engine separation results in an overall reduction in complexity.
(21) OS: This separation results in higher reliability.
(22) OS: This separation makes the UI easier to improve and easier to customize.
(23) OS: This enables the creation of independent UI designs for independent
audiences.
This discussion of UI design practices reveals two independent approaches to
designing for the user. In the case of Microsoft, UI designs are an integral part of the
software applications they produce (13), and are not considered to be a separate problem
from the engine or architecture that provides the underlying functionality for the UI.
According to the open-source commentators, this results in an interface that looks good
(15) and inspires confidence in the quality of the product in users (18). However, these
same commentators claim that this presumably successful exterior hides an underlying
product that fails to reach the technical quality of open-source products (14).
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The open-source advocates point to their own approach, the dissection of the UI
from the underlying architecture (19), as a superior approach to UI design. In their
understanding, this approach simplifies the overall product (20) and leads to more
reliable products (21). However, these benefits tend to promote the strength of the
system over the empowerment of the users. In fact, the open-source commentators
conflate two ideas in (22) (customization and UI improvement) that point to an
underlying problem with their system-centered understanding of the UI.
Essentially, open-source developers understand the UI as a programming
problem, not an issue of creating a usable interface. The concept of improvement in (22)
is, in the minds of the open-source commentators, tightly coupled with the idea of
customization. In other words, UI improvement is seen as a series of user preferences
rather than a deliberate, methodical approach to creating an interface that meets users’
needs. In fact, the emphasis on customizability in open-source software can actually lead
to a decrease in usability due to the inconsistencies in interfaces that customizations can
introduce. While more advanced users may appreciate the flexibility that customizable
applications can grant, less experienced users expect applications to behave consistently.
The consistency issue also applies to (23). If each target audience sees a unique
interface, then it is possible that users who do not fit neatly into a specific audience
category would experience inconsistent interfaces based on each of their user roles. This
is a noteworthy contention. Clearly, the open-source community understands that
different user groups (audiences) have different needs. With some careful direction and
planning, multiple interfaces could maintain consistency across different audiences,
especially if users could easily choose an interface based on their level of expertise.
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Novice users, then, would see a simplified interface while expert users would see a fullfeatured interface. Each of these interfaces, however, could retain common elements that
would allow users to recognize familiar commands as they increase their level of
interface complexity.
The open-source commentators disagree with the idea that “ease-of-use and
technical superiority are necessarily mutually exclusive; with good design it's possible to
do both” (emphasis in original). However, the open-source commentary can’t (or at least
doesn’t) provide any examples of open-source software that is concerned with ease-ofuse as well as technical superiority. Instead, they recognize the tendency for ease-of-use
and technical superiority to be set in opposition to one another. Moreover, the opensource community values those projects that choose robust technology over elegant user
interfaces. They point to the Microsoft practice of “emphasizing UI [user interface]” as
“an exploitable weakness” rather than as a strength.
The open-source commentary goes on to point out that Microsoft applications
“defined and dominated by their UIs” may look “user-friendly” but don’t deliver in the
area of technical stability. In fact, the open-source community tends to separate the UI
functionality from the “engine” functionality. Again, it’s important to note what the
commentators are advocating. While this approach does offer some benefits like remote
administration or easily customizable interfaces, the separation of engine from UI tends
to result in a focus on the engine that downplays the need for a good UI. After all, if the
UI is easily replaced or easily customizable, if it is expected to evolve, why would
developers spend time making it good the first time?
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The overall result of the different approaches to UI design is that the open-source
community sees UI design as a separate, and often less important, problem for a software
product. While the open-source practice of developing a UI separately from a product’s
underlying architecture does not prevent the development of a usable interface, the
analysis of these arguments shows that the open-source movement faces a significant
obstacle to effective UI design in its lack of consideration of novice users.
Argument 4: End-to-End Ease of Use
The fourth and final argument reveals opinions about the ability of the opensource development process to address end-to-end ease of use issues in its software
products.
(24) MS: Open-source software is good at solving issues with small components.
(25) MS: Open source is poor at solving issues with end-to-end ease of use.
(26) OS: Open source fails at end-to-end ease of use issues because it doesn’t pursue
ease of use testing with non-technical users.
In this selection, the open-source commentators concede the point that one of the
weaknesses of open source is its failure to provide end-to-end ease of use across multiple
components and multiple software programs. According to the commentators
themselves, this failure stems from the fact that open-source projects typically don’t test
their products with novice users (26). By extension, it is reasonable to believe that endto-end ease of use isn’t a concern of expert users. If it were a concern, then the expert
developer users would address those issues.
What the open-source commentators are promoting with this approach is the
understanding that non-expert or non-hacker users are not good judges of software
quality. Since they can’t appreciate the superiority of a sound technological design (and
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may get distracted by unimportant interface problems), the opinions of these non-experts
are not important. When addressing a Microsoft claim that users look for a professional,
commercial look and feel for their software, the commentators suggest that an appealing
surface “is what the typical, uninformed consumer uses as the judgment benchmark for
what is ‘good code.’” The open-source advocates, however, maintain that the software
can be “junk no matter how pretty their interfaces are.”
While this exchange doesn’t necessarily promise that the open-source community
will address the needs of novice users, it does reveal that they are conscious of their
choice to value the opinions of experts over the opinions of more general users. The
implications of this choice are important to note: listening only to experts results in an
interface that has a narrow appeal. Essentially, (26), the failure to test open-source
program with novice users, leads directly back to (8), a limitation on the widespread
appeal of open-source software.
The User in Open-source Argumentation
The four arguments presented above reveal that open source consistently adopts a
stance toward users that promotes a system-centered approach to software development.
Specifically, open source values the opinions of a small group of highly technical users
and the developers themselves over the opinions of more general users. In addition, the
user interface is seen as a separate, less important component in the overall product
development process. These approaches lead to technically superior products that are
essentially unavailable for general use because novice users are not valued.
Largely, the commentators do not see this devaluation of novice users as a
shortcoming in the open-source development process. Instead, they believe that open-
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source development practices result in products of much higher quality than products
developed by proprietary software companies. Perhaps, because the commentators are
themselves part of the open-source community of highly expert developer/users, their
concept of quality only includes system-centered strengths embodied in the software. A
user-focused view would necessarily result in a different assessment of quality.
Admittedly, this analysis only reflects the position of the open-source community
in 1998. Future research in the area of open-source ideas about the role of the user would
certainly need to be conducted to create a more complete analysis that includes more
recent trends in open-source thought. In addition, this analysis does not conclusively
show that Microsoft adopts a truly user-centered design process. Because most of the
commentary about Microsoft development processes comes from the open-source
commentators, it is unclear whether Microsoft would agree that their approach is
accurately represented in their comments. Further investigations of Microsoft’s practices
could reveal ways in which they approach development as either system- or usercentered.
Conclusion
This brief examination of texts authored by open-source advocates has uncovered
a representation of the user that clearly points to some value judgments about software
and user participation. In each of the three texts, the authors clearly favor the opinions
and advice of advanced users who are already a part of the open-source community.
More casual users of technology who do not have the same expertise are less valued
overall, and aren’t included in the “freedom” or “openness” touted by open-source
advocates. Instead, their opinions are considered to be less valuable, even to the point
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that open-source advocates believe that making programs for less sophisticated users
would be pandering to an audience rather than staying loyal to the goal of technical
superiority.
Still, the field of technical communication as a whole has missed some of these
troubling details about the open-source community. Rather than seeing the limitations
and distortions of the open-source community’s use of “freedom” and “openness,”
technical communicators have failed to conduct even the cursory analyses that would
have certainly revealed the apparent contradictions in the rhetoric of open-source
advocates—contradictions that were evident even in these early, foundational texts of the
movement.
What is conspicuously absent from the rhetoric of the open-source advocates is a
concern for attracting new users to their technology. Despite the fact that commercial,
proprietary software is many, many times more popular than open-source alternatives,
open-source advocates see their software as more ethical and technologically superior.
However, their reasons for believing in open source are limited to the technological elite
themselves. I contend that for more casual users, the ethical claims of open source (the
sharing of the source code, for example) are, at best, unimportant. And technological
superiority, for most users, may come down to ease of use concerns rather than elegance
or efficiency of the source code.
While this chapter certainly suggests that open-source advocates understand users
to be a secondary concern to the technology itself, the texts I have analyzed are
admittedly dated. Like any technology, the family of open-source software programs
have evolved a great deal since these selections were first written in 1984, 1997, and
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1998. The next few chapters examine texts produced much more recently. Chapter five
uses discourse analysis to examine texts produced throughout 2005, and chapter six
discusses the results of surveys and interviews conducted in early 2006. By examining
the representations of the user and the concerns of open-source developers in more recent
writings, this study reveals the ways in which open-source concerns of today enact these
three key texts composed by the founding advocates of the movement.
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CHAPTER V
CRITICAL DISCOURSE ANALYSIS:
TEXTS AND IDEOLOGIES

Discourse analysis has been practiced in various ways by various scholars, but in
the case of the current chapter, I am working in the tradition of critical discourse analysis
as described by Norman Fairclough and Methods of Critical Discourse Analysis edited by
Ruth Wodak and Michael Meyer. According to Fairclough, discourse analysis is one of
many methods applicable to social research and “is not limited to particular theories,
disciplines or research traditions in social science” (7). However, as a method of social
science research, discourse analysis is effective in revealing the (sometimes hidden)
worldview at work in texts. According to Fairclough, “One of the causal effects of texts
which has been of major concern for critical discourse analysis is ideological effects – the
effects of texts in inculcating and sustaining or changing ideologies” (9). In other words,
Fairclough believes that discourse analysis, like some kinds of rhetorical analysis, offers
an especially effective way to critique the power relationships described in various texts.
Ruth Wodak echoes Fairclough’s claims. She writes: “three concepts figure
indispensably in all [Critical Discourse Analysis]: the concept of power, the concept of
history, and the concept of ideology” (3). She continues to say that “[o]ne of the aims of
CDA is to ‘demystify’ discourses by deciphering ideologies” (10). By closely analyzing
a group of texts that represent a discourse within a group or between groups, Wodak
claims that “the effects of power and ideology in the production of meaning obscured and
acquire stable and natural forms” while “[r]esistance is then seen as the breaking of
conventions” (3). In the case of the current study, discourse analysis is an effective tool
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for analyzing the dominant ideology at work in the open-source development movement.
The conventions of the open-source discourse can reveal the power and ideology that has
been “normalized” by typical practice.
Michael Meyer claims that “CDA scholars play an advocacy role for groups who
suffer from social discrimination” (15). In the sense that open-source advocates make a
distinction between two classes of technological ability-- the technological elite and the
lesser experienced--a lack of consideration for end-users may constitute a tangible social
discrimination. By using critical discourse analysis to investigate the representations of
users in the communication practices of the open-source development community, I will
reveal any ideological assumptions at work in the open-source community and explain
how those assumptions deny users power in their interaction with the development
community and with the technology itself.
Traditionally, discourse analysis focuses primarily on a microanalysis of linguistic
features in a particular selection of discourse or text. However, linguistic features may be
only one of many considerations of a critical discourse analyst. Teun A. van Dijk
identifies “paraverbal, visual, phonological, syntactic, semantic, stylistic, rhetorical,
pragmatic, and interactional” (99) as other considerations in a particular text or group of
texts. In light of the multitude of ways an analyst might approach a text, van Dijk argues
that “there is no such thing as a ‘complete’ discourse analysis” (99), and, therefore,
critical discourse analysts should “study those properties that can vary as a function of
social power” (99). Among those power-related elements in the text, van Dijk identifies
an “analysis of ‘content,’ such as choice of topics [and] propositions” (99). I follow van
Dijk in the following analysis in that I have made a choice to focus not on the micro level
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of word order or linguistic features. Instead, I focus primarily on an analysis of the
content and the propositions of the writers. In other words, I am focusing on the role of
discourse as the mediator of power within a community. For this particular group of
texts, it is the content choices made by the authors that reveal the most about the power
relationships at work in the open-source community.
The following sections describe the subject of my analysis: the communication
activity around the open-source program Evince. I begin with a brief overview and
introduction to the program and developers involved in generating texts during the
development process. I then describe my methodology for selecting texts. To more easily
manage the analysis of the various texts generated for a development project, I analyze
each genre separately. Beginning with a generic description of the texts in each category,
I analyze the discourse of the Evince community’s bug tracking comments, emails to the
Evince list, and entries in developers’ personal blogs.
Evince: An Open-Source Document Viewer
Evince is a relatively new open-source program. Initiated in late 2004, the
program is designed to be an updated document viewer (similar to Adobe Acrobat
Reader) capable of opening many different kinds of non-editable documents in a single
interface. According to the development group, “The goal of Evince is to replace the
multiple document viewers that exist on the GNOME Desktop, like ggv, gpdf, and xpdf
with a single simple application.” The project started as an update to kpdf, an opensource PDF reader, but was revised and expanded to provide support for many different
kinds of files, including PostScript files, multi-page TIFF files, and PowerPoint
presentations. Despite the project’s relatively recent arrival on the scene, it has proven to
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be exceedingly popular as the default generic document viewer for GNOME installations,
one of the two major open-source desktop environments. As such, the development
effort has generated a good amount of discourse that represents the typical kinds of issues
raised in an active open-source development project.
Because the size of the Evince development project is small relative to some other
open-source programs, the discourse is not so voluminous that it is impossible to follow
the various threads and participants in the project. Instead, the discourse is relatively
cohesive. Typical to an open-source project of any size, the Evince community involves
discourse generated by various parties: the maintainer or “lead developer” of the project,
several primary developers who contribute major code to the project, and outlying
ancillary users who make suggestions and sometimes supply plug-in functionality for the
program. As a product with an active community of participants of varying levels of
involvement, the discourse of the Evince project offers a manageable analysis
opportunity while still offering a look at how a typical open-source program works.
I do not claim that Evince is so representative that findings from Evince can be
extrapolated to the open-source community as a whole. The individuals who contribute
to open-source projects affect it individually as each person brings his or her own
approach to the development activity. However, examining Evince allows for a greater
depth of analysis than would be possible with a survey of the entire movement. And it is
reasonable to suggest that a mainstream product like Evince doesn’t differ fundamentally
from other similar open-source projects. In other words, because Evince does not follow
an atypical development process, it is not an outlier in the open-source community.
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While Evince can’t represent all of the varieties of projects in the open-source
community, it does offer a snapshot of one typical instance of open-source development.
The analysis of the Evince discourse focuses on texts produced during the
calendar year of 2005. Because the Evince product was initiated in late 2004, 2005
represents the first full year of development and maintenance. During that time, there
was a great amount of communicative activity and development effort, including the
negotiation of features and discussions about functionality.
Bug Tracking
All bugs reported for Evince are available online through a Web-based bug
tracking system called Bugzilla (bugzilla.gnome.org), a central repository for all bug
information for several open-source development projects. In order to gather comments
from the bug tracking system, I first generated a list of all Evince bugs that were
modified during 2005. This list of 925 bugs included any bug that changed in status
(from “New” to “Fixed,” for instance) or to which a developer added information during
2005. From that initial list of 925, I used a random-number generating function in
Microsoft Excel to generate 100 numbers between 1 and 925. I then cross-referenced the
random number list with the collection of bugs to randomly select 100 bugs to examine
more closely. Of those 100, I have only quoted from those that contained relevant
information about the ways in which the open-source development community either
interacts with users or portrays users in its discourse.
The Bug Comment Genre
Developers use bug-tracking systems to track various kinds of feature requests,
enhancements, and problems with software. Bugs have various kinds of tags or attributes
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that determine how they are handled. These attributes include Status (e.g. new, assigned,
reopened, needinfo, resolved, closed), Resolution (e.g. wontfix, duplicate, fixed,
obsolete), Priority (e.g. immediate, urgent, high, normal, low), and Severity (e.g. blocker,
critical, major, normal, minor, trivial, enhancement). In addition, bugs can be assigned to
particular developers who are responsible for resolving them.
In an open-source development environment, all users are essentially “testers” of
the software. In other words, the only thing a user needs to do to report a bug is create an
account in Bugzilla and open a new bug against the appropriate program. Typically, bug
reporters are expected to provide detailed information about the problem, information
about the system where the problem was encountered, and the particular steps taken by
the user that led to the issue. The critical importance to the developers is the availability
of information required to reproduce the problem reported in the bug.
A typical bug will contain an initial comment (description of the problem)
followed by several follow-up comments contributed to gather more information about
the problem, seek advice about various strategies for fixing a problem, report fixes, attach
files or screenshots, or rationalize decisions about changing the state of the bug report.
Users of the bug tracking system can “subscribe” to particular bugs of interest so they can
track the progress of the bug over time and remain informed about a fix that they are
interested in.
Bugs, in other words, provide a rich history of how the open-source development
process is negotiated between developers and users. Specific users and developers often
become advocates for a particular feature or fix, arguing for its importance or relevance
to the project as a whole. Often, the user who submits a bug is the developer who fixes it.
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Because the open-source development community is largely made up of user-developers,
bugs can be detected, reported, and fixed by the same person in his or her various roles as
user, tester, and developer.
The GNOME Bugzilla Point System
The open-source bug-tracking system Bugzilla generates an additional piece of
information about all users in the system, a metric called “points.” Near each user’s
screen name, Bugzilla includes that user’s “points,” which is a rough measure of that
user’s experience in the bug-tracking system. According to Bugzilla, “The points stat is
basically a rough measure of how much the user has done in Bugzilla; it includes the
number of comments made, the number of bugs closed, and the number of bugs reported
by the user.” Therefore, users with more experience will have a greater number of points
reported near each appearance of their screen name.
The importance of the points statistic in the representation of users in the opensource community is that developers almost necessarily have the upper hand in achieving
a larger number of points. For one, users who do not contribute source code to the
project can’t close bugs, and bug closures are part of the statistic. Developers are also
more apt to participate in extended conversations within a bug, where each message or
comment contributes to a higher point rating. Users who simply report problems or
request a feature contribute fewer comments overall, which results in a lower point
rating. So, without my even looking closely at the discourse in the development process,
the interface of the bug tracker itself already contributes to a ranking system in which
developers are much more likely to maintain a higher rank.
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Analysis of Bug Comments
In the following analysis, the user names of the bug commentators have been
removed and, where appropriate, have been replaced with the labels “USER:” and
“DEVELOPER:” (or “DEVELOPER 1:” and “DEVELOPER 2:” for bugs with several
commentators). While the user in the commentary may be a developer by vocation, I use
the label “USER:” because it is in their user role that they are submitting a bug to the
Evince bug-tracking system. For this reason, there are various levels of technological
expertise present in the group of commentators that have the user label. In addition, I
have not attempted to correct any grammatical or style errors in the commentaries, which
serves to reflect the particular syntax used by both users and developers in the bugtracking system.
Source-aware Users
The most well-received kinds of bugs are those submitted by what Eric Raymond
calls “source-aware” users. These users not only understand that the open-source
community encourages users to participate in the development process by reporting
problems with the programs, but also they understand the programming itself, including
the particular limitations that working with such a system might impose.
The most acceptable kind of bug report is one that includes a sufficient
description of the problem. According to developers, a sufficient description may not
include much information produced by a human (or, at least, it’s less important). Instead,
developers look for a stack trace (or backtrace), a computer-generated report of what
happened during the failure of the program. In most cases in which stack traces are used,
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a user is typically reporting a problem with a system or program crash in which the
program or operating system freezes or terminates unexpectedly.
In one such bug, the bug reporter only offered two short sentences in the report:
The reporter offered the title of the bug, “Evince crashed while opening a document,” and
in the description of the crash field, simply wrote, “Nothing more than interesting I
think.” The reporter then copied in a stack trace which contained many pages of
computer-generated output which provided information like “#18 0x0806b0b9 in
pdf_document_get_type () No symbol table info available.” For a typical computer user,
such information would be useless. However, for the developers of this particular opensource project, the stack trace was exactly the kind of information that helps them
determine what went wrong with the program. In fact, less than an hour later, a
developer posted a comment to the bug that included a very congenial answer: “Thanks
for the bug report. This particular bug has already been reported into our bug tracking
system, but please feel free to report any further bugs you find.” Not only was the
developer satisfied with the thin human description (which didn’t even include a
reference to the particular document that caused the crash), but the user was also
encouraged to submit more bugs in the future. Presumably, a description with very little
human-generated information is not only acceptable, but it is also encouraged.
Another kind of bug submitted by source-aware users is a bug that reports an
issue and includes a programmatic fix. In other words, the same user who detects a
problem also solves it. In once case, a user reported that the Evince system did not allow
users to open several documents at one time in the “open” dialog. The same user
simultaneously submitted a “patch” or small subset of computer code that fixed the issue.
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While this patch was not immediately accepted as part of the project (one of the primary
developers wasn’t pleased with the way the fix was implemented), the user was able to
re-work the code and submit an updated patch, which was then immediately added as part
of the project. The entire turnaround time from the time the bug was reported to when
the patch was included as part of the official source was just over two days.
Collaboration among developers within the bug-tacking system is not unusual.
Like the user who submitted multiple versions of the same patch before it was accepted,
users who submit code often rely on the encouragement or advice of other developers as
they work on a project. Much like an apprentice system, users are encouraged to try the
craft of the more experienced developers and learn by doing. In one bug, a developer
took the time to comment on a user’s submitted patch almost line-by-line to point out
small discrepancies and errors. Often, these comments included friendly suggestions
with an inviting tone:
I'd prefer to avoid all these declarations at the top by
placing the static functions just before the functions where
they are used. Sorry, it's really just a stupid nitpick... be
patient ;)
However, the tone can quickly change, as in the critique of the use of tabs (rather than the
space character) to align certain elements of the code:
Are you using tabs instead of spaces here? /me wonder why
he did start yet another project using tabs instead of spaces
:(9
Later in the commentary, the issue of spaces and tabs becomes even more heated, and the
developer asks the question, “Spaces fucked up?”
9

Developers often use syntax and commands from Internet Relay Chat (IRC) and other
kinds of online communication in their messages. Emoticons, or smileys, such as :), ;-),
or :( are often included in their messages. The command “/me” is used as an “emote”
command rather than a direct quote. In IRC, when a user enters “/me smiles” the phrase
“<username> smiles” appears to all other users in the chat.
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Despite the sometimes off-putting tone of developers, users generally appreciate
the criticism and attention of the developers and are agreeable to working out the issues
in their code. In the case of the spaces vs. tabs issue, the user simply offered a reason for
the issue, citing the fact that his code conforms to the GNOME style guide:
No, I think the problem is my .emacs10, it's configured to be
compliant with the GNOME code style guide, so it uses 8
spaces instead of 4.
The user was then willing to work on several iterations of the patch until it was finally
good enough to be accepted. In the case of this patch, the length of time from the initial
bug report until the fix was incorporated into the official source code was 20 days.
Not only do developers prefer source-aware users to submit bugs, they often
expect their users to be source-aware. In one instance, a user suggests a new way for
Evince to handle zooming in on particular areas of a document that would be more userfriendly. Rather than acting on the issue or placing the functionality in an official “to do”
list, an Evince developer simply responded, “At least we should consider this, thanks.
Feel free to submit a patch.” In other words, the developer recognized the idea as a good
one, but also indicated that none of the regular Evince developers would likely handle the
problem. If the user wanted a particular feature implemented, he or she would have to be
responsible for the fix.
Features and Enhancements
When users submit bugs that report a desire for enhancements or features rather
than a specific problem, the negotiation between users and developers becomes more
complex. Rather than discussing technological issues or quality of patch code in the bug
10

EMACS is a popular open-source text editor used by developers to write computer
code.
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report, users and developers enter into a dialogue in which users become advocates for a
particular feature and the burden of proof lies squarely on them. Developers resist
changes to the program that are unplanned or outside the scope of their particular
understanding of how the program ought to be used.
In one particular exchange, a user recommends a technological fix to a failure
when a required third-party component of Evince (Poppler) is out-of-date.
USER: i tried to compile poppler on my machine but didn't
really work out.
i was wondering if it is possible to "detect" if a version of
poppler is appropriate and call the right codes so that it will
compile cleanly?
thanks lots
DEVELOPER: It's possible but I dont see any strong
reason to mess with it...
USER: just an opinion...
but backward compatibility would be one reason..
i have found that Gnome applications always tends to
demand the latest and greatest libraries... but that might not
always be the case for users to be able to get the latest.
but well... you guys are the developers.. not me.. i am just a
user
DEVELOPER: Well, if there was a stable release of
poppler, available through distribution packages than it
would make sense. But poppler is still very much a work in
progress and it's probably going to change even more in the
next weeks, to add features that will be used by evince.
I dont see much of a difference about compiling poppler
0.3.1 or 0.3.2 or 0.3.3 and not using the latest poppler
would give you an inferiror evince... Not to mention the
QA pains of not knowing which poppler version the user is
using...
The user points out the issue that Evince does not work correctly when an older version
of Poppler is used to compile the program. The request only asks Evince developers to
make Evince work correctly with various versions of Poppler so that users are not
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required to update both programs at the same time. Even though the user makes a
legitimate case for making the change, he seems to be resigned to the fact that users don’t
have a voice when their opinions differ from those of the developers. Because he’s “only
a user,” he sarcastically concedes that he can’t possibly have an opinion or viewpoint
valuable to the developers.
Developers don’t always deny users’ requests so hastily, however. When a user
opened a bug report with the simple statement, “It would be nice to have bookmarks for
really big documents,” a developer asks several questions of a user in order to fully
understand the user’s request and reason for filing the bug report:
Could you be very specific about the size of the document,
what type of document it is. How often you open the
document? When you open the document, what are you
looking for; where do you go in the document to get the
information you need? How do you currently get to where
you need in the document? Do you reference a single
document for multiple areas? How are you going back and
forth to those areas now?
In your response please be as explicit as possible. Avoid
giving responses where you just say I need a bookmark to
jump from here to here as they are not useful. Give a clear
example of what you're doing where you believe
bookmarks would be nice, but don't indicate why you think
they'd be nice. Simply describe the situation in as much
detail as possible.
I'm going to keep closing requests for a bookmarks system
until we get clear ideas on what people are doing. I really
need to watch users who are opening and using large
documents with a document viewer. If the best I can get is
interviews like this I need that, I'm not going to just add
any old bookmarks system since I don't want the clutter and
I don't think it will solve the problem (if my hunch of what
the real problem is true).
The developer’s extensive line of questioning ends with the revelation that in order to
effectively implement a bookmarking system, he (as the developer/designer) needs the
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input of users. He admits his “need to watch users who are opening and using large
documents with a document viewer,” which suggests a shift of expertise away from the
expert developer to the user-as-expert.
Unfortunately, this particular developer does not follow through on his promise to
gather critical information from a user in order to deliver what the user wants or needs in
a form that meets users’ needs.
USER: I've been working with the PDF 1.6 reference
document these days. It's huge: 1236 pages. There are a
few parts I often refer to. Although there's an index, since
the document is huge, I have to scroll it a lot to find what
I'm looking for. With bookmarks, I could go where I want
to in 2 key hits.
DEVELOPER: Nope, I've decided against bookmarks. We
have plans to add annotations to Evince and you can use
those like bookmarks, they probably will act just like them.
However I'm not interested in a separate bookmarking
system.
Despite the user’s attempt to explain at a high level how bookmarks would be useful in a
document reader, the developer dismisses the issue out-of-hand and flatly denies the
user’s request for such a system. Granted, there was more than three months of lag time
between the user’s initial response and the developer’s denial, which suggests that a great
deal of negotiation and planning (possibly within the core development group) occurred
between the initial bug submission and the final decision to deny the request.
The interesting part of this exchange is the way in which there was a brief shift
away from maintaining the typical developer-as-expert paradigm toward a user-as-expert
paradigm. It was as if the developer truly wanted user input for the bookmarking issue in
order to better understand users’ needs. However, the resolution of the bug suggests that
developers are only interested in users’ experiences until they have made up their minds
(perhaps independently of the users’ suggestions) to either pursue or abandon a particular
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feature. Rather than taking the time to examine users’ working habits and constraints
more carefully, this developer is more willing to simply hand down a decision to the user
without inviting a deeper level of participation from the user.
In another bug, there seems to be a critical breakdown in communication between
a user and a developer. The entire exchange only features one turn from each of the
parties:
USER: Personally, I am even convinced that one could lose
the "Continous" checkbox altogether with a bit more
adaptiveness (like "cursor keys always scroll in small
increments, even with non-continous mode and best fit
selected"), and not losing much in terms of usability.
DEVELOPER: Hi, could you describe how it works in
more detail. I'm interested, but not sure it will work out.
In addition to asking for more detailed information about what a user means by
“adaptiveness,” the developer marked the bug with the status of “NEEDINFO” to signal
to the user that the developer wanted more information to pursue the issue described in
the bug. However, the bug reporter never responded, and the developer never followed
up with a more direct request for information.
Even if the particular developer was genuinely interested in user input into the
design of the interface, the burden of involvement falls on the user rather than the
developer. In other words, users who submit bug reports to the bug tracking system must
not only take the initiative to write the initial report, but they must also maintain enough
involvement to monitor the status and progress on the bug reports they submit.
Otherwise, bug reports can essentially stall and never reach a resolution. Rather than
relying on members of the development team to act on behalf of users to actively seek out
user input, users must be their own advocates and take an integral role in the development
process.
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In other cases, users are not given a chance to advocate for their fix at all. In
another bug, a user reported that “selecting all text is not possible.” The following
discussion was almost completely monopolized by a discussion between developers.
DEVELOPER 1: [R]ecently there was a fix related to select
all, Can you check CVS11?
USER: sorry, no
DEVELOPER 1: Oh, sorry I missed you are talking about
Postscript document. It makes a problem much more
harder. Currently we can't extract text information from pdf
at all and I don't know if it possible. So probably its
NOTABUG
DEVELOPER 2: Yeah marking WONTFIX for now since I
think it's not doable, at least with current ps backend.
In the developer commentary in the bug report, the developers decide not whether the
user’s bug report and feature request was valid, they only discuss the technological
constraints. Rather than using language that might read “not doable with the current
architecture” or “can’t currently extract text information,” they use language that simply
denies any possibility that such a feature could ever be implemented. Instead of saving
the user’s request in the bug tracking system for some future, unforeseen fix, they simply
close it permanently.
In another bug, a user takes his advocacy role seriously and makes a strong
argument for the implementation of a particular feature despite strong resistance from the
developers:
USER: Sometimes you just want to view a textfile. gedit is
too heavy for this. Evince is a "document viewer". A file
like README is a text document.
11

CVS, or Concurrent Versions System, is the version control system used by many
open-source programs that allows developers to check source files in and out and resolve
discrepancies between different versions of the same files. In an open-source
development environment, the source files in CVS are publicly available, meaning all
updates as well as unstable versions of the software are immediately available to users.
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When starting "evince README" I get the error:
Unhandled MIME type: text/x-readme
DEVELOPER 1: Hi. We're decidedly against editable
formats, it makes the interaction of the viewer more
complicated than we'd like. We'd then have to give options
for editing/viewing and opening other programs to change
documents and other nasty things. :-)
The README idea you point out is somewhat of a special
case since I believe you're assuming that the top usecase for
README is to be read and not edited.
Similar to how we open HTML documents with Epiphany
by default, but also handle them with Gedit. On a technical
level, having this text display would introduce another
backend into the system. On a user visible change level this
would only work for special case document which I think
overall would be pretty confusing.
It's much simipler in the total GNOME case where
everything that's editable opens with and editor/viewer app.
We've had similar bug about OOo and Abi formats because
those are too heavy-weight apps for when you just want to
look at it. The standard response has been 'please fix those
apps and make them faster!' ;-)
USER: I think the special case documents (like README
and INSTALL files) are already being treated differently.
Notice the difference in mime-type. Normal text documents
are of the type text/plain, whereas READMEs and
INSTALLs are text/x-readme and text/x-install
respectively. Those documents are _supposed_ to only be
viewed by end users. They don't have the .text or .txt
extension. And it looks like GNOME has already agreed on
this (because of the mime-type). There are also special
icons for these files.
The technical part: I can understand that a new backend
would be a lot of work. So I can't really say anything about
it, other than having the feeling that a plain-text backend
would be fairly simple. But this opinion is not based on
anything substantial. Just my non-programmer (translator)
gut feeling.
I agree with you on the opinion not to do editable files in
general, like generic plain text files and abiword/OOo files.
DEVELOPER 2: Bryan, WONTFIX?
DEVELOPER 1: yeah
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Rather than engage the user’s well-formed and seemingly logical argument for including
support for readme files, the developers simply dismiss any viewpoint other than their
own. Again, they choose not to leave the option open for a future release, deciding
instead to permanently close the bug with the tag “WONTFIX.”
Conclusion: Bug Tracking
In the case of bug tracking systems, it seems that the most valued users are those
who simply occupy the role of testers of the system. When a user finds a bug that may be
categorized as a quality assurance problem with the software (instead of a request for
enhancement), developers appreciate getting information about the software failure so
that they may fix the issue quickly and help other users avoid the same problem.
According to the bug commentaries analyzed here, these bug reports do not even require
much of a human-generated description because the issues reported are often
technological issues, not issues of human-computer interaction. Even less detail is
required when the users who report bugs simply develop fixes and provide a suitable
patch for the software.
Creating a patch for the software does more than simply allow those users a
temporary or less privileged role in the development community of a particular program.
Instead, by virtue of the users’ ability as a developer, contributions by users outside of the
inner circle of developers are valued just as much as contributions by developers who
provide much more code. The value of individual contributors rests almost entirely on
technological skill, not on frequency of contributions.
When users report bugs that don’t refer to a specific technological problem, the
issue of “fixing” the bug becomes much more complicated. In such cases, the developers
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don’t have an instantly compelling reason to fix the bug. The bug reporter, then, must
convince the development group that the feature or enhancement requested in the bug
report is important and worth the added development effort to pursue. However,
developers may not weigh users’ concerns as highly as they weigh technological
concerns. If a particular request does not fit easily within the existing long-term
development forecast, it will likely be rejected out-of-hand (unless, of course, the user
can independently develop the feature and seamlessly integrate it with the ongoing
development work).
Development Email Lists
Email lists, like bug commentaries, are a public communication method that
allows developers to communicate among themselves, answer questions posed by users,
and communicate with users who are interested in the development progress. For Evince,
all development emails are archived online at mail.gnome.org/archives/evince-list/. In
order to examine the email discourse that occurred on the listserv, I downloaded all
messages from 2005. I examined each of these messages for content that either
represented discourse between the development group and users or otherwise revealed a
stance toward users through the discourse itself.
The Development Email Genre
Development email listservs are systems that allow users to send one email that is,
in turn, delivered to an entire list of subscribers. The content of the emails can vary
widely from announcements about new releases of the software to more specialized
concerns about issues like translation or ongoing development work. Unlike bug tracking
systems, which require users to navigate to a web site and sort through a large number of
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bugs to find the information they are looking for, email listservs have the benefit of
delivering information directly to a user through his or her email account. In this way,
listservs exist as a “push” technology that delivers content to users rather than a “pull”
technology that requires users to actively seek out the content for themselves.
In some ways, development email lists deal with much of the same content found
in the bug tracking systems. Users often post a message to the email list to request
features or enhancements or to report bugs. In many cases, developers direct these users
to open a bug in the Bugzilla system or simply open a new bug themselves. In other
cases, developers engage the user’s concern directly in the listserv itself. In cases where
developers are unsure if a user’s request warrants serious development effort, for
example, developers may choose to resolve the issue outside of the bug-tracking system
so that no bugs are opened for features that will never receive developer attention.
Because email listservs deliver messages to a large, captive audience, email
discourse often includes a much wider number of participants than discourse in bugtracking commentaries. A typical discussion within a bug-tracking system may include
one user and one or two developers. In an email listserv, however, a similar discussion
may attract many more users who are following the thread, each of whom may have their
own opinions on a feature. Multiple developers, too, often discuss the various merits of
implementing a feature. Email listservs, then, seem to offer a more equitable
representation of users by nature of their ability to disseminate information to a wider
audience.
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Analysis of Development Email
In presenting the findings of my analysis of the email discourse surrounding the
development of Evince, I intentionally left out the great deal of discourse that simply
echoed the findings of the bug-tracking commentaries. Suffice it to say that the email
messages in the archives contained even more evidence that developers prefer users who
are source-aware and will contribute to the project by submitting patches to the software
to fix problems or add functionality. And, just as in the bug-tracking commentaries,
users who acted as quality assurance testers who simply reported problems were
preferred over users who reported issues with the human-computer interaction aspect of
the software or who requested additional features not part of the developers’ plan for the
software.
The following analysis, then, focuses on issues not as apparent in the bug-tracking
discourse. In order to capture the nature of email listservs to support longer, more
deliberative discourse, I present three separate cases that reveal some of the ways
developers understand users. Just as in the previous analysis of the bug-tracking
commentaries, I have made no attempt to correct spelling or style errors in an attempt to
capture the particular syntax used in the email listserv.
The Case of Forward/Back Buttons
Early in the development of Evince, the core community of developers began to
question the issue of “forward” and “back” buttons on the interface. Unlike the scrolling
that would allow users to simply move either up or down in the document, the
forward/back buttons were conceptualized as enabling a user to track his or her history
through a document, much like the forward/back buttons on an Internet browser. The
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essential confusion surrounding the use of these buttons is one of competing metaphors.
When using a document within a book or printed matter metaphor, users may cognitively
expect to “turn” one page at a time in the interface using the up/down scrolling option.
However, users who operate on a browsing metaphor which allows them to use
hyperlinks to jump from one part of a document to another may be more comfortable
with the forward/back navigation options.
In order to frame the issue of the forward/back buttons as a problem of competing
metaphors, a subscriber to the email listserv posted the following message, in which he
outlines his personal way of using a computer for information processing:
This question, and some of the questions along the lines of "what
formats will evince support", make me think about my "two modes".
So, in one mode, I'm browsing/scanning/searching for information "out
there". For this I typically use a web browser, and I use navigation
history extensively. Notably, I don't care whether the content I'm
scanning is a pdf, ppt, or html file. I pretty much just want it all
to fit in the browsing regime. I get annoyed when I'm popped out of
browser-land just because the file in question is a pdf.
In the other mode, I'm reading something I keep closer to me, for
returning to. In this mode, I don't care about navigation history
much. I do care about document structure more. Just like the first
mode, I don't really care whether it's a pdf, ppt, or html file.
Being king of my own imagination, I like to pretend that mode B is
evince's domain. If I were king, I'd make my minions fix my browser
to integrate pdf and ppt viewing directly into the browsing UI, thus
eliminating the annoyances of mode A. IMO, overloading evince
(evince the UI) to do both A and B is just the easiest, not the best
choice.

A message like this one is typical in the email listserv. First, it invites further discussion
and dialogue on a particular issue that is troubling the developers. Second, and perhaps
more importantly for the issue of users, it offers a detailed personal use case related to the
software functionality. The use case ends with support for a particular way of proceeding
with development. In this example, the user advocates that Evince work only with the
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printed material metaphor in which users only advance one page at a time rather than skip
about randomly. Rather than portraying a program that handles both modes as flexible or
adaptable, he argues that using both modes in one interface results in “overloading” of
the interface.
Messages like this one seem, at first glance, to be an important step toward
developing a product that meets the needs and desires of its users. However, these
messages are typically contributed by developers themselves, not outside users who may
have a different opinion on the most typical or best use-cases. Outside user input that
could help the development community understand how users see their software is
replaced by developer-generated cases. The developers, in turn, are more likely to
develop software that meets their own needs or supports their own ways of working
rather than those of other end-users.
Another user who posted a message in response to the issue of forward/back
buttons identifies himself as a “mere user” rather than as a developer. Just like email
message discussed above, this user lays out his personal understanding of the various
ways a document viewer can work, but he sees both the book and browser metaphors as
equally compelling.
> I think that we might as well go with the "browser" metaphor here, where
> there are history buttons, but not necessarily up/down buttons. What do
> you think? (I rarely, if ever, use either...),
Well I am a mere user, but to me both paradigms ("paging" like in a book
or in less, as well as "hypertext-browsing" like in the web with
forward, back and history) make sense, but with different types of
documents.

…
Even though I know this distinction, I frequently use the
wrong button in xpdf or Acrobat.
I think it would be cool to have a epiphany-like toolbar
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where people could choose what buttons they want with
only one choice made default (I really don't know what
is more common) so it does not confuse people too much.

The user’s recommendation in this case is to allow users to select the “mode” being used
at any given time rather than only provide one. Interestingly, the user admits that he
often finds himself using the “wrong button” despite his equal preference for either the
book or browser metaphors. In other words, it seems that the simultaneous use of both
metaphors on the interface leads him to make mistakes.
Interestingly, this user recognizes that both modes are compelling, and even
recommends that the developers discover which mode is more common before settling on
a “default” for the user-defined mode. In essence, he is advocating for more user
research to find out how users as a whole typically interact with documents in a
document viewer so that the Evince development team can be sure to deliver the interface
that suits most users. However, this “greatest common denominator” approach does not
preclude his suggestion that the ultimate decision should belong to the user. A high
degree of customizability in the user interface is a common feature of open-source
programs, and, in some sense, customizability is a form of usability. When developers
create a program with many different user-defined interface features and metaphors, users
can simply select the interface that is most usable to them. However, customizability also
adds complexity. For novice users, customizability may actually act as a barrier to
usability because they may not know which interface components to choose. Especially
for novice users, customizability isn’t a substitute for genuine usability.
Another user sees the forward/back issue as one of links vs. no links. He
contends that the only place for the forward/back buttons is in a PDF file that contains
hyperlinks.
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Now, this will come down to priorities. There are, as you point out,
intra-document links in many pdf files. But is it worth it to
introduce navigation history if it will find only infrequent use? And
wouldn't it be better to tell the user to point his browser at it if
he *really* wants the navigation history?
I'm not claiming this is the obviously right approach, but it might be
a step in the right direction. My work patterns, at least, reflect
this distinction, and it's an opportunity to make evince simpler.

His claim is that links within a PDF document only occur infrequently, and therefore the
forward/back buttons add complexity where it isn’t needed. However, many traditional
PDF documents that operate on a book metaphor rather than a browser metaphor contain
links in the form of cross-references, tables of contents, and indices. When using a
physical book, readers who are browsing the index or table of contents may keep a finger
in one part of the book while investigating other parts, essentially recording a history of
their navigation through the book in order to go back to an earlier place. According to
this user, however, any user interested in using a PDF document’s hyperlinks should
“point his browser at it” because it more closely resembles the browser metaphor.
The user only offers his own “work patterns” as evidence to claim that dissecting
the book and browser metaphors and forcing users to use only one metaphor in each
program would fit within an existing paradigm. There is no suggestion that the best way
to discover users’ preferences is to observe users at work. Instead, this user simply
assumes that most PDF documents are like those he happens to come in contact with in
his work. Instead of usability, he advocates for simplicity. And, like customizability,
simplicity can be a kind of usability. Simple interfaces can be more intuitive because
they offer users a limited number of choices, which serves to direct users’ activities.
However, when users encounter a simple interface that does not agree with the users’
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conceptual model of the activities being performed by the software, a simple interface
may be just as unusable as a complex one.
Another user contends that PDF files have two basic types (links and no links)
and that these types should be treated differently.
Look, I'm not saying that the history feature is vital, but there's no
reason to simply dismiss it as flawed either. One has to face the fact
that there are two types of PDF documents: those with links, and those
without. Why design software that only works well with either one?
Simply add detection for the two cases and act accordingly.

His recommendation is to detect whether a PDF has links, and then change the interface
based on the PDF type. What this suggestion fails to consider is that users of PDF
documents may want to use both the browser and the book metaphors when interacting
with the same document. Essentially, this commentator is recommending a technological
solution that limits users’ flexibility. Rather than attempting to understand what the
essential difference might be in documents that lead users to adopt a particular metaphor
(letting the user’s behavior determine the human-computer interaction), this commentator
wants the features of the document to determine how users interact with it.
According to the discourse generated during the forward/back debate, it seems
that the open-source development community often makes development decisions based
on the preferences and work habits of individuals who present personal use cases to the
email list. Rather than performing a more widespread user observation, the development
community uses these reports from individuals who may or may not offer information
that is representative of the wider target audience. Moreover, the developers tend to
frame interface problems in terms of technological issues (file types, number of
hyperlinks per file) rather than human-computer interaction issues. Whether they’re
advocating for a customizable interface or a simplified one, they rarely (if ever) suggest
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that the essential knowledge that must be considered when creating an interface actually
resides with the body of users. Instead, they look for the features and attributes of PDF
documents to dictate user behavior.
Page View Request
In another thread in the development email listserv, a user goes to great lengths to
recommend a particular way of viewing documents that supports his work habits.
Essentially, he suggests that the page view functionality in Evince should break away
from the book metaphor. Instead of presenting pairs of pages as if the PDF document
was printed on double-sized facing pages, he suggests that the pairs could be presented in
a more flexible way.
> Folks,
>
> evince looks very promising. There's one feature that would, in my
> opinion, put it head and shoulders above other readers, which is to have
> a multi-page mode which doesn't "flip" the pages.
>
> For want of a better explanation, here are some crude illustrations.
>
> Here's the current dual page mode, which acts like you're flipping
> pages in a book:
>
>
12
>
34
>
56
>
>
> The problem with this, is that if something on page 4 references page 5,
> I have to flip to the [5 6] view, and lose my spot on page 4. I
> typically read technical papers which refer to figures and tables on
> neighboring pages, and this gets very annoying.
>
> An alternative way of displaying dual (or more) pages is to implement a
> horizontal window of a given number of pages, and scroll the pages
> through that window.
>
>
[1 2] 3 4 5
>
1 [2 3] 4 5
>
1 2 [3 4] 5
>
> This allows one to move forwards or backwards without losing context.
>
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> Being able to specify the number of pages in the window would be useful
> as well, for those of us with the deep pockets who have very wide
> displays.
>
> Thanks!
> Diab
>
Hi, your suggestion is a bit strange I think, at least I haven't seen
such layout in other document reader. Do you have any examples of such
application or any other objections that such layout will be more useful
than current. If you have something, it would be very nice to fill
request in bugzilla.gnome.org on evince.

The initial response to this user’s request is not negative, but the developer wants more
than one personal use case of an individual. In order to validate the request, the
developer asks for examples of this kind of page view in other document viewer
applications. In other words, it isn’t enough for one user to suggest a particular
modification, even if the modification makes logical sense. Only program behavior of
other, similar applications lend credibility to the suggestion.
I contend that the problem with looking to other applications for validation of
suggestions is that the open-source movement may be doomed to only achieving parity
with other applications, both proprietary and open source. The developers of Evince
often look to Apple’s Preview, Adobe’s Acrobat Reader (particularly versions 4 and 7),
and the open-source alternatives of gpdf and xpdf when considering users’ requests.
Instead of using the more nimble and flexible open-source development structure to be
sensitive to users’ needs and deliver a more innovative program, the developer in this
case is wary to adopt a layout not already standardized by another program.
The user, however, is not at all put off by the developer’s hesitation. The
developer’s claim that the request is “strange” only encourages the user to make a more
extended argument for his recommended layout:
I haven't seen such a layout either, and I think that _that's_ strange.
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Most document readers mimic turning pages in a book or magazine. But
that's not always the most comfortable means of reading, especially if
you have to consult material on neighboring pages. Let's say you are
reading a "left hand" page, and there is a passage which refers to a
complicated chart on the previous page, which is a "right hand" page.
You have to refer to the chart multiple times as you read the passage,
and that requires you to flip the page back and forth, back and forth.
That really breaks up ones concentration. If the document is a novel or
an essay, you usually don't have this problem, but technical documents
often require short jumps of a page in either direction.
There's an actual real-world device which simulates this: a microfilm
reader. Imagine reading the document using a reader which can view more
than one page at a time. If the text references something a page away,
you can always scroll the film so that the both the referring and
referred to pages are in view.
In the physical world I sometimes duplicate this by printing a document
single sided, which means I never have to flip pages. If I need to
refer to a previous page, it is always available directly to the left of
the page I am reading. When I look at a new page, I remove the leftmost
page, slide over the rightmost page, and introduce the new page. If I
clean my desk off, I can have three pages side by side, which allows
references to +/- one page.
I realize that this isn't the traditional way of doing things, but it
can be a much less intrusive means of navigating the document. After
all, two-sided pages are required only of real paper -- there's no need
to carry over the disadvantages of that medium into the virtual world;
the less a computer gets in the way of doing ones work, the better.

This time, the user accomplishes two things: he offers real world metaphors (the
microfilm viewer and one-sided loose-leaf printed documents) and argues that relying on
traditional functionality to dictate future functionality isn’t effective. Rather than
providing the “proof” the developer requested in the form of functionality of other
document viewers, the user asks the developer to break out of a habit of looking to what
past development has produced.
The final paragraph, in particular, offers an interesting and rare perspective on
software development. The user says that “there’s no need to carry over the
disadvantages of [the printed] medium into the virtual world.” While most interface
designers begin with a metaphor of real-world objects (such as the Windows “desktop”
metaphor), this user suggests that the use of such metaphors introduces disadvantages and
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limitations as much as it provides a familiar cognitive grounding for users. The user
concludes with the main tenet of user-centered design: “the less a computer gets in the
way of doing ones [sic] work, the better.” For this user, at least, software development is
about solving people’s work problems, not solving technological problems or re-solving
technological problems already addressed by other programs. Rather than simply aiming
for feature parity with other programs, this user is challenging Evince to look beyond
technological issues to users’ needs. Despite the tendency for open-source programs to
provide technologically superior, cutting-edge designs with enterprise-level software
such as Web servers, their more consumer-focused programs can be described as
conservative insofar as they may only be concerned with feature parity with other
programs rather than a radically different design.
Accessibility
Accessibility, or enabling users with special needs to interact with the software,
can be seen as a component of usability. For special populations like low-vision or blind
users, software must comply with compatibility considerations of adaptive technologies
like screen readers. However, open-source software often lags behind proprietary
software in the area of accessibility. In response to the claim of Evince developers that
the goal of Evince is to replace all other open-source document viewers, one advocate of
accessibility asks the development group to reveal its plan for supporting special user
populations:
> So, if the goal is to replace, please tell us where you're at in terms
> of supporting accessibility for persons who don't look at video screens?
> Do you support alternative rendrings via AT-SPI, for example? If not
> yet, when can we expect something like that?
Hi Janina,
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I'd love to make evince accessible, and it's definitely on our roadmap.
There are some technical changes in poppler and evince that need to
happen before we can do so, but we're much significantly closer to being
able to do this than when we started.
This is on my personal feature list, but I'm pretty busy nowadays, and I
have a few features I need to get done first. As always in Free
Software, if someone else wants to pick this up it will happen much
faster. If you know anyone capable and interested in writing this, send
them to me. We've got enough stuff done that they wouldn't have to be
sighted.
Some issues:
* Evince supports several backends, such as tiff, postscript, djvu as
well as pdf. I really don't see us getting full accessibility for
any format other than pdf anytime. Tiff and djvu are giant image
formats, and postscript might as well be. Maybe we can do something
fancy with OCR, but that's outside the scope of this project ATM.
* We currently don't have a caret in evince. We could add one for the
atk interface, but I'm not 100% sure how this would work. I suppose
we could add something like the F7 mode that epiphany has, but I've
never looked too closely at this problem.
* Between ATK's text interface being limited, and PDF's minimal
semantic information, I don't see us doing much more than raw text
and links. That's fine for now, but be aware that doing better is
going to take some effort.

The developer who chooses to answer the question of accessibility admits, in many
different ways, that enabling an accessible interface is not on the immediate horizon. His
commentary continues to point out that even when accessibility support is in place, it will
likely only support a small number of documents. Supporting additional file types for
low-vision users are “outside the scope of this project.” He suggests that accessibility
concerns are important, but maintains that “other features” are more important. As an
alternative, he says that anyone who cares about usability can contribute development
effort to the project to accelerate the timeline for completion. Much like the assumptions
in the bug-tracking comments, this developer assumes that users are source-aware
developers who have the time and expertise to supply the project with the kind of features
they desire.
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Conclusion: Development Email Lists
While development email lists do encourage a more deliberative, dialogic
discourse than that of the bug tracking systems, the emails don’t reveal much more of a
user-centered approach to the development process. The emails that deal the most with
inviting user participation simply provide use-cases for individual workflows, but don’t
attempt to bring together any picture of how users as a whole accomplish their work or
prefer to interact with their computers. Largely, the developers approach issues of userinterface design as a technological problem rather than an issue that demands user input.
Rather than immediately soliciting user feedback, developers tend to deliberate about
what sorts of interface metaphors are most logical. Unfortunately, what may be logical to
developers may not be intuitive or natural to other computer users.
Because email threads can’t have a “state” like bugs in the tracking system, it is
more difficult for developers to resolve issues. In a bug-tracking system, developers can
simply close a bug that describes an issue they don’t intend to fix. In an email list,
however, their work is much more difficult. Rather than simply closing a bug,
developers must write a message that defends their decision to deny a user’s request.
Even then, a user is free to reply and keep a particular issue alive in the discourse of the
community. In this way, the email list is a much more democratic place to deliberate
with a development community. However, as the above analysis shows, the development
community still may not be sympathetic to the needs of users, especially when users’
needs do not fit neatly within their idea of a logical interface or their long-term
development plan. This lack of sensitivity to users’ needs by developers may be a
contributing factor to the tendency of users to leave their concerns unaddressed rather
than trying to revive debate and convince developers that their issues are valid.
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Blogs
In order to examine the blog discourse around Evince, I examined the blogs of the
developers listed on the Evince wiki page. While not every developer had a blog listed
on the page, those that did included Bryan Clark, James Bowes, Jonathan Blandford, and
Kristian Høgsberg. I read all postings in the four developers’ blogs for the calendar year
of 2005, and selected those posts that revealed something about how these particular
developers conceptualized the role of users in their development work. In each case, I
did not attempt to correct the grammar or style of the entries in order to maintain the
particular syntax used by the developers in their writing.
The Blog Genre
Blogs (the common form of “weblogs”) are collections of public, journal-style
public posts often dealing with mundane, everyday occurrences in the authors’ lives.
Bloggers, of course, write about all kinds of subjects, including politics and current
events. In the case of open-source software developer blogs, the content does not differ
greatly from other blogs. However, in addition to offering a running diary about friends,
family, and hobbies, the posts sometimes contain information about various open-source
projects that they admire or may be involved with. Some of these blogs go so far as to
include detailed descriptions of ongoing development work and ask for input from blog
readers. However, these examples are rare, and I found no overt call for reader input
from the Evince developers.
Because blogs are generally like a personal diary in nature, they are much less
dialogic than either bug tracking commentaries or development emails. Rather than
taking on an audience of fellow developers and software users concerned with a
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particular program, the audience focus for blogs is much less specific. In fact, blogs may
be directed toward much less technologically sophisticated family and friends who
simply want to know more about the everyday activities of the developers.
Analysis of Blog Entries
One blog entry deals directly with a developers’ response to user input into
development projects. In it, the developer asks users to be more appreciative of the work
of open-source developers.
A lot of Free software developers end up taking a lot of flack from some users.
People demand to know why feature X wasn't implemented yet, or why feature
Y was removed. They may keep flaming about it long after any worth-while
discussion has ended. As a result, the developers' time is wasted trying to deal
with this person, and so even less work gets done. The process becomes
extremely frustrating after you deal with the same complaint for the 50th time.
Next time you use a piece of software that someone has put their free time into,
think about what you can do to show your appriciation. Maybe a simple thankyou, or a contribution to the project of your own. It may go a long way towards
making someone's day a lot better.

The developer in this case characterizes users as simply an annoyance rather than a
valuable resource. Email messages from users, to this developer, are a waste of time
because users “keep flaming about [a particular issue] long after any worth-while [sic]
discussion has ended.” The same developer thinks that the annoyance is even greater
when he is forced to “deal with the same complaint for the 50th time.”
Rather than seeing this outcry for a particular feature as a sign from users that the
feature in question is a high priority, this developer interprets this user involvement as
simply an unwelcome distraction. Instead, he would prefer users show appreciation with
“a simple thank-you, or a contribution to the project.” Just as the analysis of the bugtracking system and the email lists showed, this developer would prefer that users simply
provide development effort for themselves rather than bother the existing developers.
The best users, then, are those source-aware users who can simply submit a patch to the
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system. Naturally, this developer is more concerned with his own needs as a developer
than with the needs of the users of the program. It is important to him to see the results
of his work in the form of gratitude from users. Without such feedback, it may seem to
him that his volunteerism is underappreciated. Because the developer is not being paid
for his involvement, peer or user appreciation is the only form of remuneration the
developer may see for his effort. Clearly, in this blog post at least, he is dissatisfied with
the response from users, especially those who can’t contribute to the project with a
development effort of their own.
In another post, the same developer who is annoyed by his interactions with users
mentions the importance of usability in open-source software development:
Happy Days!
GNOME 2.10 was released today. Yay us!
I know I push Ubuntu a lot (sorry Phil, but that gentoo fiasco today was
insane), but if push came to shove I'd be just as happy with someone running
vanilla Debian, NLD, or Fedora. The GNOME desktop is the real beauty of
these systems, mainly due to its strong focus on usability. Accessability,
internationalization, and of course the community are also aspects of GNOME
that matter, to me at least.
If you haven't used GNOME, or haven't used it recently, you really should give
it a go. There's a LiveCD available via bittorrent, for anyone who doesn't have
a *nix install, or who doesn't want to put stuff on their hard drive.
I think it would be cool to have some of the usability people in CS get involved,
or even just provide some feedback (I'd be willing to listen).

The GNOME desktop, the windows-based user interface similar to Microsoft Windows,
is one of two main open-source user interfaces. And, to this developer, the most
important aspect of GNOME is its “strong focus on usability.” Unfortunately, the
developer does not explain what he might mean by the term “usability.” Based on his
previous message in which he complains about users who attempt to offer feedback for
the development community about issues important to them, he does not believe that
usability is the result of user-centered design. Or, at the very least, his idea of user-
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centered design is based only on those users who demonstrate development skills. In
other words, the only users worth designing for are developer-users.
At the end of his post, this developer wishes that “some of the usability people in
[computer science]” would get involved in evaluating the usability of open-source
software programs. According to other blog postings by this developer, it’s clear that he
works in a computer science department in a university setting, and he interacts with
academic computer scientists and computer science students on a daily basis. However,
there is not an active contribution from this valuable resource for the open-source
community. The developer seems to believe that usability evaluation comes from experts
(scholars in computer science) rather than simply a focus on the users themselves. Again,
rather than advocating a truly user-centered design and development process, the
developer only values the opinions of experts.
In another message, this same user reveals some important information about
what he believes to be the important parts of “the open source ideal.” In the previous
post, he mentions that usability is a key focus of good open-source software. However,
in this post, he focuses solely on compatibility:
How many people have legal copies of MS Office?
So, allow me to present a scenario: You are helping to organize a conference on
Open Source. You receive emails about it daily, and some of them have
attachments. Some of these attachments are internal to the organizers, and some
are from external sources. Many of them, from both sources, are in MS Word
doc format. Understandably, you are disheartened; not just because doc files are
a hassle to open, but also because the people who are sending doc files are most
likely running a non-free OS, using a non-free word processor, and are generally
just not exhibiting the qualities of people who should be organizing an Open
Source conference, or submitting presentation proposals to an Open Source
conference.
Really, you feel like these people either don't care about the open source ideal,
or are ignorant to it. If they are simply ignorant, then why are they involved, and
why haven't they taken the time to educate themselves?
Just so this post isn't all rant, here are some options for the operating system
impaired:
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Plain text — Heaven forbid you transfer two paragraphs of (otherwise)
unstructured text in a non-binary format.
PDF — PDFCreator is Free; you don't even have to pirate adobe applications to
make PDFs from within the cozy, womb-like confines of your MS Word install.

To this developer, using a non-free file format (which suggests a non-free operating
system and a non-free word processor) essentially disqualifies a person from contributing
to a conference about open-source software. In other words, if a person isn’t exclusively
an open-source user, then that person does not deserve the respect of the open-source
community.
My analysis reveals quite a few problems with this developer’s opinion about
users who use proprietary software systems in their everyday work. The developer fails
to recognize that these users most likely have to communicate and collaborate with
people outside of the open-source community. When peers or colleagues use Microsoft
Word to do their work, it only makes sense to use the programs that are accessible to the
greatest number of people. And, while it may be annoying or inconvenient for opensource users to open Microsoft Word files using open-source software, it is nowhere near
impossible. It is common for open-source word processing programs to include
conversion technologies to make such files readable. The developer doesn’t believe that
people educated about the open-source development community could actually choose to
use proprietary software in their own work. It’s quite possible, however, to be educated
about open source and still remain skeptical about its ability to effectively replace all
proprietary systems. In this developer’s worldview, open-source ideals dictate a
particular kind of behavior, and those who do not choose to abide by that code have no
right to contribute their voices to the open-source community.
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In another post the same developer describes some of the benefits of a particular
Linux release called Ubuntu. Among the qualities he highlights are free, non-restrictive,
and usable:
The rodent is out of the bag
It's official. Ubuntu Linux 5.04 aka. The Hoary Hedgehog was available on
April 8.
The list price is $0 USD, but the educational canadian price is (also) only $0.00.
And in case anyone is wondering why they should upgrade, a visit to the
Ubuntu Linux page should fill you in. However, I will list some of the
highlights:
Free — Not only free of charge, but also in the sense of freedom. You can give
Ubuntu to your friends and family without fear of criminal charges. You can
alter Ubuntu in any way you see fit, and release those changes to the public.
Non-restrictive — Ubuntu runs on x86 and PPC machines, so you can pick the
best choice of hardware for the job. With Ubuntu, there is no vender lock-in via
hardware, or software.
Usable — No matter what your native language is, any disabilities you may
have, or where you live, Ubuntu will work for you, under your terms.

Usable (the adjective form of the nominal “usability”), in the words of this developer,
does not at all indicate a user-centered approach to software development. Instead, he
describes various kinds of access, the quality of accessibility. He mentions that Ubuntu
supports various languages and locales and provides access for users with special needs.
Unfortunately, none of these aspects describe what usability experts mean when they use
the term “usability.” Typically, usability deals with ease of use issues, not barriers to
access. Enabling low-vision users or users from other countries access to software does
not guarantee that the software is usable.
A different developer didn’t directly mention users in his 2005 blog posts, but he
did post an amusing anecdote about Evince development. His post includes hyperlinks to
two screenshots of an article about Evince. Unfortunately, Evince failed to correctly
display the article (in PDF format). The developer, however, seemed to find it humorous:
These Are Awesome
Posted 25 Oct 2005
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Sometimes it's too funny to see Evince in action. Current FC4 Screenshot and
Debian Screenshot (original debian screenshot sent to me). These are known
bugs, but to have to view an article on Evince with Acrobat is just precious.

Figure 7: A screenshot of an article about Evince as displayed by the Evince document
viewer
The humor of such a severe error in the software, however, may be lost on users. Evince
is similar to most other open-source software projects in that it is released in what might
be called “beta” state. In other words, the software is available to users before it is
deemed to be bug-free. The developer, in this case, is amused because the error that
caused the Evince article to look like garbled gibberish is caused by “known bugs” in the
Evince system. To a user, however, whether a bug is known or not is little consolation
when the program fails to work as it should.
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Figure 8: A screenshot of the Evince article as displayed in Evince (upper right) and
Acrobat (lower left)
In the second screenshot linked in the blog post, the Evince article appears in both
Evince itself as well as the Adobe Acrobat Reader plug-in running in a web browser. As
the image shows, Acrobat has no problem displaying the text of the article properly. The
interesting aspect of this image is that the computer user (another developer) who took
this screenshot has two different PDF reader programs on his computer. As the
commentary of the development email lists also suggested, many of the developer-users
in the open-source movement readily compared Evince functionality to the functionality
of other document viewer programs, including Adobe Acrobat Reader. Therefore, it is
common for these developers to try documents in other programs when the Evince
viewer cannot open certain documents. The Evince development group aims to replace
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all other document reader programs, but their lack of reliability requires that users install
additional document viewers to use in case Evince fails to display documents properly.
Despite the fact that Adobe Acrobat Reader is a free program provided by a proprietary
software company, the open-source community would rather use and support a less
reliable open-source alternative.
Still another Evince developer offered a unique perspective on the issue of
usability in one of his blog postings. It seems that he, as a user, was a victim of poor
usability design in the Apple iTunes software.
Usability
http://bitplanet.net/nb/nb.cgi/view/krh/2005/8
August 31, 2005
I recently had an "accident" with my iPod. I left most of my CDs in Denmark
and I brought most of my music over here on the iPod. So, now that I have a
Mac Mini, I figured I'd try to actually use iTunes to update it. I have been using
gtkpod, which have worked out pretty well, but it was always a hassle to set up
(linux firewire drivers and whatnot). I already had a few new CDs imported into
iTunes, and I was expecting it to be pretty easy.
And well, it was easy... I plugged in the iPod and pressed "Synchronize" and
without asking for confirmation iTunes wiped all songs on my iPod and
downloaded the new CDs from the iTunes library. Sigh. But hey, I guess this is
really just an opportunity to start my music collection from scratch.

Clearly, this developer understands how poor usability can result in disastrous
consequences. However, he doesn’t seem to be terribly upset by his loss. Instead, he
opts to see the loss of data as an opportunity. While it’s difficult to guess a reason for his
optimistic outlook, it’s possible that his experience with the open-source software
community is part of the reason he’s willing to accept setbacks and inconveniences in his
work with software. As the screenshots of the Evince article showed, open-source
developers often expect their users to be comfortable with bugs and problems. Moreover,
they expect these same users to act as quality assurance testers of the software and report
any problems they find to the development group. When users encounter unstable
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software as a matter of course, it’s no wonder why a catastrophic loss of data caused by
iTunes is only a minor setback.
Conclusion: Blogs
While blogs certainly have the potential to offer a more personal account of
developers’ perspectives on users, user-centered design and usability, the format of the
blog does not especially lend itself to direct communication with users. While some
developers use their blogs to report on development work on open-source projects, the
Evince developers largely directed most of their discourse about their development work
to the development email lists or bug-tracking commentaries. The blogs of Evince
developers did reveal that while user involvement was at least sometimes viewed as an
annoyance, the developers are aware of usability efforts in software and at least pay lip
service to those efforts. It is disturbing to note, however, that at least one developer
confused usability with accessibility. While both are clearly important aspects of
software, they are distinct; confusing the two introduces a real danger of neglecting
usability issues because of the erroneous view that addressing accessibility is enough.
The blogs also reveal more information about developers’ attitudes toward
software use. Specifically, it seems that the developers come to expect a certain amount
of reliability issues in their software, largely because the software they develop and use
on a daily basis is experimental in nature. As users, then, they consider it to be normal if
a piece of software fails, and presumably they become involved in the development
process of other software by reporting issues to the appropriate development group. This
willingness to accept a certain amount of uncertainty on a daily basis does not reflect
more typical computer use, however. User-centered design suggests that the role of the
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computer is to become an invisible part of the users’ work so that it doesn’t become a
distraction. For the open-source developers, on the other hand, the development process
is always at the forefront of their activities, even when it otherwise interrupts and
impedes their work.
Conclusion
In open-source software development, the development group typically doesn’t
answer to an organization that systematically gathers information about its users, what
users need, or what features users might need to more easily complete their work. There
are no formal technical support organizations or marketing departments that may feed the
development organization more information about the users (or user groups) that the
software serves. As such, developers may not have as much sensitivity to the needs of
users they encounter. When users aren’t paying for the programs they receive and the
development effort is largely based on volunteer involvement, users have little recourse
when it comes to motivating developers to add new features to their programs. With all
of the advantages that open-source software development may have over proprietary
systems, it also has the freedom to be less sensitive to the needs of users.
The open-source community, though, regularly uses the kinds of communication
channels that allow users to communicate directly with the developers responsible for
making decisions for future software development. In both bug-tracking systems and
development email lists, users have very few barriers to direct access to the decisionmakers in the development group. What the analysis in this chapter shows, however, is
that the open-source development community has specific preferences about the types of
users that have the most influence on the ongoing development work and that non-
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source-aware users often have no real influence at all. Typical users who simply want
software development responsive to their needs may find that open-source software does
not offer any advantage over traditional proprietary systems.
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CHAPTER VI
QUESTIONING THE OPEN-SOURCE
DEVELOPMENT COMMUNITY:
SURVEYS

While rhetorical analysis and discourse analysis of texts created by open-source
advocates and members of the open-source community can reveal implicit details about
the representation of users in the open-source community, self-reported texts can offer a
more thoughtful and reflective account of developers’ activities. I solicited such selfreported texts by surveying a large group of developers and conducting a series of indepth interviews (which are detailed in the next chapter).
Existing studies about the open-source community focus on finding out how
complex systems that rely on volunteerism motivate developers to participate (Hars and
Ou, Bergquist and Ljungberg, Ghosh and Prakash). Of these studies, only the work of
Alexander Hars and Shaosong Ou directly surveys the developer community to assess
what they believe. The focus of their survey attempts to determine why open-source
software developers donate their time to projects. Essentially, they wonder what leads
developers to their altruistic behavior. According to the survey results, the programmers
identified most strongly with the motivating factors of self-determination (79.7%) and
human capital (88.3%). The researchers who administered the survey defined selfdetermination factors as “feelings of competence, satisfaction, and fulfillment that arise
from writing programs” (3). In other words, the programmers contribute to open-source
projects for self-gratification. The same researchers define human capital as “personal
skills, capabilities, and knowledge” which leads to “better job opportunities, higher
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salaries, and more fulfilling jobs” (4). Therefore, developers report that they don’t
volunteer for open-source projects because of a desire to contribute to a worthy social
cause. Instead, they use open-source projects to gratify themselves and improve their
employment situation.
While Hars and Ou don’t tell us much about developers’ attitudes toward
usability, it certainly dispels a myth about developers’ altruism. The most important
lesson from Hars and Ou, however, is their approach to answering questions about open
source. Because open-source development is decentralized, the movement is really
directed by the activity of many independent developers loosely coordinating their work
over the Internet. Therefore, one important way to investigate the practices of the opensource movement is to ask the developers themselves.
The following sections outline my methods for developing and conducting my
web-based survey followed by the results and analysis of those results.
Methodological Review: Web-Based Surveys
As part of my preparation to survey the open-source development community, I
conducted a review of the methodologies that inform Web-based surveys. My goal in
performing this review was to collect general information about the use of Web-based
surveys so that my survey would use a design grounded in the current research. To
gather a range of current information on the subject, I consulted books, essay collections,
and journal articles all dealing with the issue of delivering surveys on the Internet. After
reviewing these materials, I identified some specific concerns that researchers have
indicated in their writing.
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While each source contributed to the overall picture of current knowledge about
web-based surveys, Don Dillman’s Mail and Internet Surveys provided the most
comprehensive and detailed information about survey design. In fact, all of the other
sources cited much of Dillman’s research, so his status as an authority in the field of
survey research is well-documented. Therefore, the extensive use of Dillman’s chapter
on web-based surveys is justified in the following discussion.
Benefits of Web-Based Surveys
The primary benefits of web-based surveys are the savings in time and money that
can be achieved over traditional mail-based surveys. The sources identify several
specific examples of this savings. The primary benefit is a cost savings. Dillman
discusses the ways in which this reduction in cost increases with each additional survey,
unlike mail surveys in which the per-survey postage costs remain fairly constant per
respondent (353). Schleyer and Forrest quantified the savings by calculating a savings of
$1,176 with a sample size of 450 individuals. This cost savings includes a consideration
of the cost of programming and testing the web-based survey as well as incidental costs
related to maintaining a survey on the web (Schleyer and Forrest).
An additional savings includes the reduction of effort in manually entering data
(Dillman, 352). (Dillman, in this case, obviously does not consider the possibility of
computer-assisted data entry of mail-based surveys with special forms that can be read by
computers.) The time saved may also contribute to the overall cost savings if data-entry
clerks are paid for their effort in compiling the results of traditional mail-based surveys
(Schleyer and Forrest). The data may also be returned in a form that is compatible with
statistics software packages such as SPSS so that researchers can avoid manual
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manipulation of the data. When the data is not manipulated by hand, the risk of
transcription bias on the part of the researcher is reduced (Mann and Stewart, 23).
Most researchers also recognize the capabilities of web-based surveys as a benefit
to survey researchers. Dillman cites the ability to include dynamic interaction, including
popup help windows, color, and multimedia content, as a benefit specific to the nature of
web-based surveys that are either expensive or unavailable in paper-based surveys (354).
In addition, some researchers cite the ability of web-based surveys to include intricate
skip patterns as another advantage that web-based surveys have over more traditional
designs (Dillman, 354).
Drawbacks of Web-Based Surveys
A major concern for web-based surveys cited by the researchers is the lack of
coverage in individuals with Internet access. If surveys are intended to reach an audience
with a large disparity in economic or social class, the results will likely be biased to favor
those groups more likely to have access to computer technology. Dillman identifies this
lack of access as a barrier to representative samples and goes on to draw comparisons of
Internet access in 1999 to telephone access and usage in 1936 (355). Mann and Stewart
discuss this issue in terms of specific communities (like oral communities) that are
particularly inappropriate to study online (80). Other researchers suggest that web-based
surveys may overrepresent frequent users of the Internet and even contain an unbalanced
data set from Internet addicts (Hewson et. al., 81; Brenner).
However, it is clear that some groups may be more fairly represented in webbased surveys than others. Software developers in the open-source community, for
instance, clearly possess the technological requirements necessary for participation in
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web-based surveys. Therefore, researchers who are interested in a particular community
that can be sampled entirely using web-based methods are particularly appropriate for
this kind of research (Dillman 356).
One of the most pervasive problems with web-based surveys is the lack of an
effective way to measure the sampling frame (Hewson et. al., 82). According to my
research, many web-based surveys are not targeted to a set of specific individuals.
Instead, the surveys are posted on a website and invite participation by anyone who
chooses. This, however, introduces the possibility of volunteer effects due to selfselection (Hewson et. al., 81).
An additional threat concerning online surveys is the incidence of drop-outs
among respondents (Tuten et. al., 16). Dillman suggests that this rate may be due to
computer crashes and overloaded browsers (373), but that view may be related to an
outdated opinion of the state of computer technology. The level of sophistication of
computer technology at the time he was writing (in the late 1990s) has changed in
significant ways in just a few short years. Graf suggests that Internet users are less
patient than paper-based respondents and are more likely to skim information and easily
abandon the survey task (55). He notes that “a user ignores all text elements considered
to be unimportant, and in its [sic] place only takes notice of highlighted text passages”
(55). Dillman suggests that designers avoid requiring answers of respondents (394)
because that practice may frustrate users and encourage drop out rates.
Technological Considerations
Much of the information discussed by the researchers indicated that a web-based
survey brings along a large number of technological considerations that are absent in
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paper-based survey design. Schleyer and Forrest recommend that web-based survey
projects be considered to be software development projects. Often, web-based surveys
are custom development projects that require the integration of several technologies like
HTML and Perl. Schleyer and Forrest go on to recommend that extensive quality control
and usability testing (as would be conducted with a software development project) should
be used to evaluate the quality of the instrument and applicability to the sample
population.
The need for a certain level of technological expertise can be intimidating to
many researchers. Mann and Stewart suggest that the “avalanche of acronyms” including
HTML, ISP, FTP, URL, and CGI “may have overwhelmed the courageous researcher”
(71). They contend that researchers must be simultaneously “technologically savvy as
well as methodologically sound” (71).
Graf suggests that inexperienced programmers may be confused by the variety of
entry fields available on the web (51). For example, designers may not understand the
conventions of pre-selected entries for drop-down menus and radio buttons. Especially
since pre-selected entries are most likely to be selected by hasty users, designers must be
aware that the technological design decisions they make are likely to have effects on the
data they collect.
Dillman handles this issue by presenting the design of a web-based survey as a
paradigm altogether different from the design of a paper-based survey. Specifically, he
suggests that the design process (and the respondent’s experience) is mediated by a
system of hardware and software that can introduce a variety of problems at both the
design stage and the delivery stage. In paper surveys, both the designer and the
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respondent see the same visual image. With web surveys, the designer must remain
aware that the respondent may see different images based on the details of the technology
for both the designer and the user.
Some technological problems can surface when a web-based survey relies too
heavily on the configurations of the respondent’s computer. Hewson et. al. suggest that
technologies as simple as the HTML mailto: command requires specific mail client
configurations. In addition, surveys that use the Java programming language may fail if
the respondents don’t have the appropriate runtime environment installed on their
computers (84). As a result, Hewson et. al. suggest that low-tech solutions should be
employed whenever possible to avoid compatibility issues with more advanced
technologies (86).
An important subcategory of technological concerns is the idea of “netiquette,” or
Internet etiquette. This idea can mean anything from avoiding large file downloads (Graf
61) to avoiding the appearance of spreading SPAM (unsolicited email messages)
(Hewson et. al. 82). Eager researchers may be interested in driving up response rates by
repeated postings to a news group or email listserv, but posting too often may be
interpreted as a negative practice by Internet users and result in a decreased response rate
or negative feelings toward the researcher.
Design Recommendations
Of the research I surveyed, Dillman makes the most copious design
recommendations. However, many of the other texts echo his recommendations and
provide other suggestions or rationales to support those recommendations.
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Dillman suggests starting the survey with a motivating welcome message that
encourages participation in the survey (377). Hewson et. al. suggest that this introduction
should include a description of the institutional affiliation of the researchers to improve
the ethos of the research project (83, 85). Dillman also suggests that an initial question
should appear on the welcome screen of the questionnaire (378). Specifically, he
suggests that a well-crafted, simple question can help foster interest in the survey and
“confirm for the respondent that it is worthwhile to continue” (379). Dillman’s
suggestions, however, seem to be competing because he suggests both that the welcome
page should be brief and that it should contain several specific items. Other researchers
were not more helpful on this point.
Several of the researchers advocate for the use of a PIN or some other kind of
identifier for surveys (Dillman 378; Hewson et. al., 84, 85). The primary benefit to
requiring a PIN for access to the survey is the ability to measure the response rate and
control the sample frame for the survey. Without the PIN, there may be little way to
measure the number of possible responses. Instead, researchers would only be able to
estimate response rate based on outside information. However, Hewson et. al. identifies
the use of a PIN as a possible perceived threat to confidentiality and, in turn, a threat to
response rates. Individuals may see that PIN as a unique identifier that can be used to
connect individual responses back to a specific person. One suggestion to avoid the
confidentiality conflict inherent with the use of PINs is to encourage the use of
“anonymous” public access computers, but that raises questions of inconvenience for the
respondents (Hewson et. al. 83).
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The texts I examined suggested that conventional paper-based survey design
should be used as a model for designing web-based surveys (Dillman 376, 379; Hewson
et. al., 83). The reliance on paper-based design serves as a basis for the call for simplicity
and clarity in layout and design (Hewson et. al., 85) and the placement of questions and
responses in expected locations for the users (Dillman 380-381). In essence, the
researchers contend that designers are best served when they resist the temptation to take
advantage of all of the visual and design opportunities that are available in web-based
surveys, and instead use paper-based principles of including efficient organization of
questions, navigational guides that encourage careful reading, and an unboxed, open
format (Dillman 376). Many of Dillman’s other suggestions fall under the same category
of using design guidelines that create web surveys that match recommendations for
paper-based surveys. These include avoiding drop-down menus because they are not
available in paper-based surveys (392) and limiting “check all that apply” questions and
open-ended questions that are not effective in more traditional survey settings (398).
Dillman does, however, suggest that web-based surveys employ numbering that
attracts the eye to show the ordering of the questions and visually indicate the beginning
of a question, implying that users of websites may need more visual clues about where to
look on the page. In fact, Dillman’s only suggested use of color is to visually
differentiate the beginning of a question to draw attention to the appropriate area of the
screen. Otherwise, he suggests that designers avoid using color in survey designs (382).
Among other considerations, Dillman notes that using color in a meaningful way
(green=go and red=stop, for example) is a culturally-specific practice and may cause
confusion among respondents.
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Dillman recommends that designers try to avoid problems with different software
platforms and user-defined configurations that can cause the display of information to
change from user to user (385). These concerns include monitor size and resolution
(Dillman 357), operating system differences (Dillman 387), and browser differences.
The primary recommendation for handling these problems is extensive testing on
computers with different configurations to see how questions may appear to users
working in different computing environments (Dillman 389; Hewson et. al. 86; Schleyer
and Forrest).
Some researchers insist that users need instructions and help to complete the
survey (Dillman 389; Manfreda et. al.). Dillman’s main concern is for inexperienced
users that may have low computer skills or who may misunderstand the design of the
survey (358, 359). Researchers (Dillman, Manfreda et. al.) suggest that there are several
ways to provide instructional information, including brief instructions on the first page
and pop-up help windows that can provide additional assistance when and where the
users need it. However, the texts generally recognize that too much instructional
information may also be a deterrent for participation, especially when such information
appears before the respondents have the opportunity to answer any questions. Dillman
also suggests that designers may offer two versions of a web-based survey: one for
experienced web users and one for inexperienced users (390). In this case, the survey
could include an initial question that asks respondents to report their level of computer
literacy to determine which survey they are asked to complete.
Researchers are essentially split on whether or not web-based surveys should be
on one page (with scrolling) or on multiple pages. Dillman recommends that designers
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should use a long, scrolling form (394). He reasons that users like to be able to check
previous answers to compare them with later responses. When designers prefer to use a
multi-screen approach, he suggests that the interface should display reminders of
previous answers (396). Manfreda et. al., however, find that multi-page designs result in
fewer non-responses for individual questions, so there is evidence that multi-page designs
may have some advantages as well. Couper et. al. also found that single-page designs
take less time to complete and (contrary to findings by Manfreda et. al.) result in fewer
nonsubstantive answers. Ultimately, the use of multi-page designs seems to be a
prerequisite for using filter questions to deliver different parts of a survey based on
previous responses (Graf 59).
Researchers are also concerned about the necessity of informing users about
completion times. With paper surveys, respondents can easily judge how long a survey is
and how much more remains when they have only partially completed it. Dillman
advocates the use of either graphical or semantic indicators to suggest progress (398).
However, Manfreda et. al. suggest that the type of indicator may have an impact on
partial non-response to surveys. When computer resources are limited, the use of
graphical indicators can put undue burden on the system. Couper et. al. found that
graphical indicators caused a much longer completion time for participants (244).
Methods
Using the information I gathered in my review of Web-based survey design and
methodologies, I developed a survey designed to measure the attitudes and practices of
developers in the areas of usability, user-centered design, and technological
democratization. In addition, the survey was designed to discover what developers value
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in software to determine how they measure “software excellence.” In negotiating the
sometimes competing recommendations of Web-based survey researchers, my survey
instrument did not require the respondents to log in. Instead, their responses were
recorded anonymously to encourage more candid posts and to make it easier for them to
participate in the survey. In addition, the survey instrument presented questions on a
series of pages, which kept the scrolling in the browser window to a minimum. In
addition, the survey presented a small graphic, and the text indicated how much of the
survey had been completed with respect to the whole survey. This information gave
users a sense of how long to expect to spend in completing the survey.
The questions were arranged in such a way as to draw developers in by asking
them about their years of experience developing software and participating in the opensource community. By asking them about their experience, I wanted to make clear that I
was looking for developers’ particular insight in the survey responses, a detail that I
hoped would make the respondents feel like a representative of an important group. I
saved the demographic questions about age, sex, and race/national origin for the end of
the survey, because these questions did not have a direct bearing on their role as a
software developer, and I wanted to deemphasize the importance of those categorizations.
None of the questions were required, so respondents were free to leave questions
unanswered as they navigated through the survey. For the purposes of analysis, I deleted
any responses that were left blank and only analyzed responses with content.
Prior to delivering the survey to a wide audience of open-source developers, I
took steps to determine whether or not the survey instrument was valid. Specifically, I
pre-tested it with an expert member of the open-source community and made several
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recommended changes to terminology and question construction based on his feedback. I
then completed a pilot test of the instrument with 13 open-source developers. Each of the
developers completed the survey, which provided a small data set for analysis.
According to the results of the pilot study, there seemed to be a general resistance to the
race/national origin question. Therefore, I added an “I would prefer not to answer”
response to the available options (the survey already included an “other” category). (The
survey is attached as Appendix B.)
In order to distribute the survey widely to a variety of open-source developers, I
posted a message with a link to the online survey to several listservs with wide
distribution lists. (The text of this message appears in Appendix C.) Specifically, I
posted messages to the linux-kernel list (targeted toward Linux developers), the gnomehackers list (targeted toward GNOME developers), kde-devel list (targeted toward KDE
developers), and the evince list (targeted toward Evince developers). My email recruiting
methods led to a total of 126 respondents for the survey.
Results and Analysis
The following sections report on the results of the developer survey and
comments on those results.
Demographics and Experience
The respondents to the survey were almost all male (99%) (n=69) and largely
white (78%) (n=69). Other races included Asian (4%) and Hispanic or Latino (3%), and
a number of respondents preferred not to answer the question (12%). (See Figure 9:
Race/national origin.)
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Figure 9: Race/national origin
The respondents are generally in their 20s or 30s, with ages ranging from 18 to 49
and an average age of 28.9 (n=70). They reported a variety of educational experience,
ranging from high school/GED to doctoral and professional degrees; the most common
degree held was a four-year bachelor’s degree at 35% (n=69). (See Figure 10: Highest
level of education.)
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Figure 10: Highest level of education
When asked about their development experience, 96% of the respondents
indicated that they had been developing software for two years or more, and 39%
reported that they had been developing software for 11 years or more (n=111). (See
Figure 11: Years of software development experience.)
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Figure 11: Years of software development experience
When reporting their experience with open-source software, 90% had been
involved for two years or more, and 10% had been involved more than 11 years (n=111).
(See Figure 12: Years of involvement in the open-source community.)
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Figure 12: Years of involvement in the open-source community
The top three roles the developers identified with were hobbyist (88%), student
(24%) and salaried employee (23%) (n=111). While many individuals are paid to
develop open-source software, the overwhelming majority indicated that they volunteer
their time to open-source projects at least some of the time. (See Figure 13: Roles in the
open-source community.)
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Figure 13: Roles in the open-source community
According to the demographic information gathered from survey respondents, the
typical profile of an open-source developer is a young, white male with a college
education and a great deal of programming experience who participates in open-source
projects as a hobby.
Software Quality
In order to determine what developers value in software, the survey asked them to
rank several words and phrases used to describe software. The respondents ranked the
categories reliable and bug-free as the highest (average ranking 2.2 and 3.2, respectively)
(n=102). (See Table 1: Ranking of software qualities.)
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Table 1: Ranking of software qualities
Final Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Quality

Number of
#1 rankings
55
16
6
6
8
9
2

Average
Score
2.2
3.2
3.8
3.9
4.2
5.2
5.3

Reliable
Bug-free
User-friendly
Intuitive
Configurable
Desirable
Visually
appealing
Reliability is a software trait typically touted by the open-source community.

When arguing for the superiority of Linux over Microsoft Windows, for example, opensource advocates often cite the fact that Linux can run for much longer (perhaps months
longer) without rebooting. While typical end-users will certainly find an application that
often crashes just as unusable as a developer would, reliability in the sense of “up time”
is not a trait related to usability for typical end-users. Typical users who shut down their
computers at least once a day may not be as concerned about programs that will run
error-free without rebooting as would a developer or IT professional in charge of many
server-class computers.
Bug-free also suggests that an application is free from technical errors. Opensource advocates often suggest that one benefit of the open-source community is what is
often referred to as Linus’ Law: “given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow.” In other
words, the open-source community operates by releasing software to a large base of beta
testers (users) who then report any bugs they may find while using the software. These
bugs are often fixed very quickly because the users often provide patches for the
problems. Essentially, the bugs are fixed as soon as they are found, often by the person
who found them in the first place. Proprietary software, in comparison, may only test
their software with a small team of dedicated internal testers.
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The interesting problem with open-source users rating reliability and bug-free as
the most important traits of software is their own willingness to use beta software and
report on its reliability and bugs. While high quality software is reliable and bug-free,
open-source users choose to install unstable versions of software on their own personal
computers in order to have access to the latest technology despite its potential lack of
reliability and high instances of bugs. The developers, then, seem to be more interested
in the development process in which software is refined and honed into a reliable and
bug-free piece of software, but in their own day-to-day interaction with applications, they
are satisfied with error-prone works-in-progress.
Many respondents (n=52) chose to include additional measures of quality that
they attribute to software. They used words like powerful, efficient, interoperable,
maintainable, scalable, customizable, and open. Seven respondents indicated that quality
software does what it says it does or effectively meets the users’ needs, but the large
majority of the free responses focused on more technological issues. While it is clear that
some open-source software developers are aware of users’ needs and view software as a
means to meet those needs, it’s clear from the responses that the majority of open-source
developers look for more technological attributes to measure software quality.
Usability Evaluation Methods
In order to discover the common behaviors of open-source developers as they are
designing interfaces for usability, I asked a series of questions related to different
usability evaluation methods. For each method, the developers were asked to estimate
the frequency with which they use that particular method. For the purposes of the survey,
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the developers ranked each method as never (0% of the time), seldom (25% of the time),
sometimes (50% of the time), often (75% of the time), or always (100% of the time).
The responses to the questions about which usability evaluation methods are most
commonly used in the open-source community reflect a particular approach to
developing usable interfaces among open-source developers. Specifically, open-source
developers do not use the expertise of usability professionals in their development
processes. Instead, they are more likely to use written interface guidelines or heuristics
or simply show their interfaces to other developers or friends for feedback.

Figure 14: Using written usability reference material
Open-source developers were fairly likely to use written usability reference
material: 50% (n=92) of the respondents reported that they often or always use usability
heuristics, and 53% (n=92) of the respondents reported that they often or always use
interface guidelines. (See Figure 14: Using written usability reference material.) Using
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written usability guidelines is an important part of the software development process, but
it can be misleading for developers. As one interviewee noted, “GNOME’s (or any other
product’s) Human Interface Guidelines can be a bit of a double-edged sword as well…
it’s great that we have them, but there’s always a danger of developers thinking that a
guideline-compliant application will automatically be usable, when that’s not the case at
all.” While developers may prefer to view usability issues as technical problems that can
be solved by complying with a set of rigid rules, the truth is that human interface
problems are much more complex than a set of rules.

Figure 15: Seeking user input
Perhaps the most popular usability evaluation method among developers is to ask
others what they think of a particular interface: 57% (n=90) of the respondents reported
that they often or always seek feedback from other developers, and 50% (n=90) reported
that they often or always seek feedback from non-developers. Only 23% (n=89),
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however, reported that they often or always submit their work to a focus group. (See
Figure 15: Seeking user input.) It appears that open-source developers are more likely to
seek input from those around them, such as other developers or friends and family.
However, developers seem to be less likely to seek more formalized input from others,
such as input from a focus group of users. In this way, open-source developers may
make their decisions about usability based on the level of difficulty in soliciting feedback.
They choose only the most readily available individuals to provide feedback on their
designs.

Figure 16: Seeking input from usability experts
Open-source developers are least likely to enlist the help of a usability expert. In
fact, only 6% (n=90) reported that they often or always submit work to a group of
usability experts who perform a think-aloud usability test with representative users, and
only 8% (n=89) reported that they often or always submit work to a usability expert for
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review without users. (See Figure 16: Seeking input from usability experts.) Because
think-aloud usability testing is most typically taught in technical communication
programs as the “best” method of usability testing, it is important to note that the opensource developers who responded to this survey reported that they rarely use this method.
In a free response question at the end of the section about usability evaluation
methods, three respondents indicated that they would like to conduct more usability
evaluations of their software, but they are constrained in some way. One respondent put
it this way: “I’ve only seen [software testing by usability experts] occur in the workplace
(not in the Open Source world). It might get done more often if the right people chose to
participate.” Another wrote, “If there were usability experts or such more readily
available, I’d use their talents more.” It’s reasonable to guess, then, that these loosely
organized volunteers must make do with the kind of usability evaluation methods that are
available to them, even if those methods aren’t the ones they would like to choose.
Proprietary software companies often have more resources that enable them to implement
formal usability practices.
Many respondents, however, indicated that they would not use any of the
evaluation methods more often even if they were available without constraint. As one
respondent wrote, “Good design is far more important than any amount of usability.
Usability is like testing. One cannot build the Arch De Triumph [sic] with lots of testing,
but excellent design.” While this developer’s comparison of open-source software to the
Arc de Triomphe is thought-provoking, it may not be especially useful in the case of
usability. As a monument, the Arc de Triomphe is more aesthetic than utilitarian. While
the designers may have put considerable thought into the way pedestrians would interact
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with this work, it isn’t a tool. Software, on the other hand, is rarely primarily aesthetic.
Users typically interact with software to complete some kind of work, not get inspiration
from its design or appreciate its beauty. .
Respondents were also asked if there are any other usability evaluation methods
used in their development processes. In addition to the seven methods I identified, the
respondents indicated that they use a wide variety of additional techniques when they are
attempting to evaluate the usability of an interface. Several developers said they use
“common sense.” Unfortunately, what may appear to be “common sense” to a developer
may not translate into a usable interface for a typical end user. Other respondents
indicated that they use the software themselves. This approach is sometimes called
“eating your own dog food” in the software development world. As one respondent
noted, “If I hate it, it’s probably not very usable.” Again, the assumption by this
developer is that he is a suitable proxy for other users of the software, which may not be
true. A developer may actually prefer a more complex interface that allows for more
control over a program, while a typical end user may just want access to a few important
features without too much complexity. Two more developers mentioned that they
emulate what they find usable in other projects. Still, this approach is a developer-centric
view where the designer considers himself to be the most important user.
Many respondents indicated that they use no other usability evaluation methods
other than the seven I identified for them. One developer went so far as to say, “I assume
that if people want to use the features my software provides then they can take the time to
read the documentation and sample configuration files.” In other words, he has no
concern for making his software more usable for new users. Rather than designing an
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interface that would enable new users to quickly and easily begin using his software, he
assumes that a steep learning curve is necessary. However, even expert users often prefer
a trial-and-error approach to learning software (learning by doing) to an approach that
requires them to complete a large amount of studying or training (learning before doing).
Several respondents’ answers indicated that they are interested in usability and are
attempting to educate themselves on the topic. One respondent wrote, “I study the
comments and findings of usability experts and user testing in order to refine my own
designs. In my opinion developers need to keep usability and accessibility in the
forefront of their minds when designing applications, rather than just apply a post facto
review.” Another wrote, “I’m actively seeking courses on usability and human
perception and read books and articles about it. I’ve distilled the acquired knowledge
into a dedicated usability [web]page. … [I]n that way, I’m ‘always’ referring to usability
guidelines published by an online community.” Both of these developers are taking a
large amount of initiative in making themselves more aware of usability concerns, which
is an indication of a growing interest in usability in the open-source community. Perhaps
this avenue of study will eventually lead them to become usability experts who can
support the open-source community.
Open-Ended Questions
The survey contained a series of open-ended questions designed to give opensource developers the opportunity to voice their opinions about various aspects of
software and software development. These free-response questions enabled developers
to offer a wider variety of answers that would paint a more complete picture of the
developers’ attitude toward their work in software.
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The first question asked developers, “What is the most important aspect of
software quality to software developers? Why is it most important?” The question was
designed to find out what developers keep in mind as they are creating code. The most
common answers (n=53) indicated that developers valued software that was reliable,
stable, consistent, maintainable, and bug-free. Developers mentioned that “clean, elegant
code” was valuable. One wrote, “Open source software thrives on new developers being
attracted to work on the code. By having code that can be understood more quickly, the
bar is lowered significantly to potential new contributors and the likelihood of receiving
new patches is greatly improved.” This developer sees the code as an essential part in
inviting new members into the community. Another developer wrote, “Docs are always
incomplete and no software is bug-free; the real authority is the source code. This is
doubly true when it comes to developing using other developers’ APIs, thus readability is
the core of maintainability and usability of interfaces.” This developer equates readable
source code with usability because his interaction with the software goes well beyond the
user interface.
Not all developers understand usability to mean well-written source code,
however. One developer wrote, “[T]he most important thing is usability. Computer
programs are tools, means to produce something or communicate. They should not get in
the way of the needs of the user but help him/her get the job done.” However, this usercentered view of technology was a minority opinion. Granted the question asked the
developers about the most important quality of software to software developers, but at
least one developer thought to consider the needs of users rather than the
needs/preferences of developers.
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A second open-ended question asked developers, “What advantages does open
source software have over proprietary software in terms of quality?” The developers
(n=52) most often mentioned that open-source software allows for peer-review and more
testing. When users run open-source software, they can find and fix bugs even if they are
not part of the core development team. Because these users are also developers, the
development community calls this “peer review” rather than “user review.” Other
developers cite the ability to fix (or to pay someone with enough technical skill to fix)
any software. However, this clearly benefits developers more than traditional computer
users. Without technical skill, users are subjugated to reliance upon the technological
elite who have the appropriate knowledge.
Open-source developers, however, don’t see the community as a closed one. One
developer writes, “The advantage of [Free/Open Source Software] is that *anybody* can
help out with a program. That is, while a proprietary software maker is limited by the
number of employees, a FOSS program may have any interested user contribute usefully
to it, even if it’s not programming. For example, a user frustrated with the level of
documentation may improve the documentation, or change a dialog (since many user
interfaces are done in something like glade12).” What this developer fails to acknowledge
is that most users may not have the technological skill to decipher an interface without
documentation, and may not have the skill to know how to contribute documentation if
they can decipher the interface. Citing Glade as a reason that users can be expected to
“change a dialog” without being a developer is almost laughable. When this developer
means “anybody,” he is really talking about a particular kind of computer user with a
12

Glade is an open-source interface builder that saves user interface files as XML. Opensource applications dynamically load the interfaces from the XML files as needed.
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high degree of technological skill and facility for understanding complex systems.
“Anybody” does not include typical computer users who only want to use software as a
tool, not become involved in the ongoing development and maintenance of the software.
One developer repeated his example arguing for good design. After suggesting
that the main advantage of open source was “more testing,” he wrote, “The problem lies
in developers who want to appeal to all audiences. Again if you opened the Arch De
Triumph [sic] up to user testing many people would argue that it’s [sic] placement is bad,
there should be elevators on the outside so you can get to the top, etc. None of which
would lead to a better place.” Aside from clearly viewing software as an aesthetic work,
this developer argues for a strong, centralized control of design and development. In his
opinion, users don’t have enough expertise to make design recommendations, so the
primary developer should simply weed out the useful suggestions from those that are not
useful. Rather than advocating a view that software is a tool that can be refined by those
who use the tool, he advocates a view of software-as-art in which only the
designer/developer possesses the expertise to make changes.
Only one developer cited the opportunity for dialogue with users as a benefit of
the open-source development process. He writes, “My wife, as an example, did not like
some usability aspects of a particular program. I encouraged her to contact the
developers. She did and they made the necessary changes and had the problem fixed
within a week, needless to say she was impressed. [C]ontrast that to the experience we
had with some issues with proprietary software. We got to talk with tech support
(clueless) and they never really did resolve anything. Thanked us and ignored us (It felt
like).” While the potential for contact with a development group is part of the open-
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source development model, it’s clear that not all correspondence ends with a positive
experience. In my analysis of blogs and email listserv archives, the open-source
developers were often guilty of the same behavior as the proprietary software company in
this developer’s example. Users, it seems, are likely to be thanked or ignored regardless
of the development model the organization is using.
When asked, “Who are the target users of the open source software you develop?”
the respondents (n=52) primarily referred to two different audiences. When referring to
expert computer users, the developers used terms like, advanced users, administrators,
power users, geeks, myself, fellow programmers, and command-line lovers. This group
of users made up the large majority of the responses to this question. However, there
were many developers who, in their mind at least, wrote programs for more typical end
users. They used terms like, regular users, desktop end-users, general users, average
users, simple users, and, notably, simple, stupid, desktop endusers. In all fairness, that
last response included a winking smiley, but the significance of the difference between
terms like power or advanced users and regular and simple users is striking. The
developers understand the difference between user populations, but they clearly set up the
superiority of technologically sophisticated users over the more mundane technological
skill of “other” users. One developer, in particular, captures the difference nicely; he
indicated that he develops for “[u]sers who are not geeks and use a computer to get work
done. Not to tweak things.” Only that response indicates that non-developer users are
not inferior. Instead, this developer understands that their approach to software use is
much different from the typical developer’s desire to tinker.
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The final open-ended question asked developers to identify a software program or
programs they admire and their reasons for doing so. The developers (n=50) indicated
that they admire well-organized communities of developers and large, complex
development projects. While most developers cited other open-source projects such as
Linux, GNOME, Firefox, and OpenOffice, one developer cited Microsoft Word as an
admirable program. He wrote, “I admire Microsoft Word because it has helped and is
still helping so many people around the world to be highly productive, despite all the
irritating bugs; but we have nothing comparable in the Open Source World, because to
my avail [sic] there is no Open Source Software which even remotely has the amount of
lines of code and stability of Microsoft Word.” His response suggests that the opensource community’s claim that its software is more complex and stable than proprietary
offerings may be false. What may be nearer to the truth is his admission that Microsoft
programs are annoying to developers because they are not permitted to tinker with the
source code.
Motivations
In order to better understand the factors that motivate open-source developers to
participate in projects, I asked them to rank six motivating factors in order of importance.
The six factors were based on the work of Lawrence Kohlberg, a major figure in the field
of moral education, who theorized that there are six stages of moral development that are
contained within three levels. The first of these levels, the pre-conventional, is the level
of moral development typical to schoolchildren and contains stages one and two. The
second level, the conventional, contains stages three and four and is the level at which
most adults act. The highest level, the post-conventional, is populated by very few
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individuals who reach stages five and six. (See Table 2: Kohlberg's stages of moral
development.)
Table 2: Kohlberg's stages of moral development
Level One:
Pre-conventional Morality
Level Two:
Conventional Morality
Level Three:
Post-Conventional Morality

Stage 1: Punishment-Obedience Orientation
Stage 2: Instrumental Relativist Orientation
Stage 3: Good Boy-Nice Girl Orientation
Stage 4: Law and Order Orientation
Stage 5: Social Contract Orientation
Stage 6: Universal Ethical Principle Orientation

The first stage is Punishment/Obedience. In this stage, morality is driven by a
fear of punishment or simple obedience to authority figures like parents and teachers. In
the second stage, Instrumental Relativist, the individual sees the needs of others, but
expects something in return for meeting others’ needs. They may ask, “What’s in it for
me?” before they behave morally. The Good Boy/Nice Girl stage, or the third stage on
Kohlberg’s chart, is defined by a desire to look good in the eyes of others, especially
peers. Moral behavior is driven by this desire. In the Law and Order stage, the fourth
stage, individuals recognize the need for moral behavior in light of social duty, respect
for authority, and maintaining social order. In the fifth stage, Social Contract, the
individual avoids violating the will or rights of others and is concerned with welfare of
the majority. The highest stage identified by Kohlberg is the Universal Ethical Principle
stage. In it, individuals are motivated to act morally by their conscience and are driven
by mutual respect and trust of others.
For the purposes of the survey, I used Kohlberg’s stages of moral development to
develop statements about developers’ motivations for their involvement in the opensource community. (See Table 3: Questions based on Kohlberg's stages.)
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Table 3: Questions based on Kohlberg's stages
I like to work with open source because it
allows me to…

Kohlberg’s Stages of Moral Development

Stage 1: Punishment-Obedience Orientation avoid unpleasant work situations.
Stage 2: Instrumental Relativist Orientation

obtain self-satisfaction.

Stage 3: Good Boy-Nice Girl Orientation

gain approval from peers or supervisors.

Stage 4: Law and Order Orientation

meet professional obligations.

Stage 5: Social Contract Orientation

serve the public.

Stage 6: Universal Ethical Principle
Orientation

do the right thing.

It’s important to note briefly that Kohlberg’s theories have met with some
criticism. Specifically, Kohlberg’s theories have been criticized for being biased against
women (Gilligan) and culturally biased toward white Americans (Simpson). Kohlberg,
of course, denied these claims, but feminist scholars and scholars interested in a more
culturally inclusive theory of moral development maintain that Kohlberg’s theories are
deficient for a diverse population.
For the purposes of this study, however, Kohlberg’s theories offer a reasonable
framework for our discussion. I’m not attempting to hold Kohlberg’s stages up as a
universal theory applicable to all people. However, these levels do seem to be applicable
to the specific traits of open-source software developers. The responses to the survey
suggest that open-source developers are predominantly white males. In addition, the
movement itself has largely been an American and Western European phenomenon.
Linux, for example, was created by a student of the University of Helsinki in the
Netherlands. Despite the fact that open-source software is becoming increasingly popular
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in Asia and India, the open-source community is still largely made up of white males in
the US and Europe.
According to the respondents (n=69), the top two motivating factors for
participating in open-source software are to obtain self-satisfaction (average ranking of
2.1, ranked #1 by 30 respondents) and doing the right thing (average ranking of 2.5.
ranked #1 by 19 respondents). (See Table 4: Developers' ranking of motivating factors.)
Table 4: Developers' ranking of motivating factors
Final
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6

Motivating Factor
Self-satisfaction
Do the right thing
Serve the public
Gain approval
Meet obligations
Avoid unpleasant
situations

Number of
#1 rankings
30
19
1
0
1
4

Average
Score
2.1
2.5
3.1
4.1
4.3
4.7

Kohlberg
Level
2
6
5
3
4
1

It’s interesting to note that developers ranked motivating factors that are on
opposite ends of Kohlberg’s hierarchy. Acting out of a motivation to seek selfsatisfaction, however, echoes Raymond’s insistence that joining the open-source
community comes from a desire to “scratch a personal itch.” In other words, open-source
developers are more productive and motivated when they self-select the projects they
work on rather than when they are instructed to work on projects by a supervisor in a
traditional proprietary company. Moreover, Raymond suggests that acting out of a selfserving motivation results in a superior technological program, not a morally deficient
one. As I have observed elsewhere, Raymond’s approach to open-source development
promotes an egoistic community motivated by self-gratification.
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The second-highest ranked factor, “doing the right thing,” is related to the highest
level of Kohlberg’s moral development. This level echoes Stallman’s more socialistic
rhetoric in which he argues that cooperation is part of a universal ethic, and denying
developers the freedom to share their work is a morally inferior approach fueled by
capitalism and the growing restriction in intellectual property law. Developers, it seems,
still identify with Stallman’s contention that open-source offers a morally superior
alternative to closed, proprietary software. As my analysis of interviews with opensource developers will show, however, developers may view “doing the right thing” as
more of a technological issue rather than a social one.
Discussion and Suggestions for Further Research
The findings of this study suggest that open-source software developers don’t
have a more sophisticated understanding of usability practices than proprietary software
developers. In fact, because proprietary software developers are typically supported by
other organizations within a company that are interested in market research and the needs
of target users, proprietary developers may be receiving more information about their
users than their open-source counterparts. Technical communication scholars, then,
should understand that the “openness” of open-source software doesn’t necessarily
translate into a heightened awareness of usability or user-centered design.
It is quite possible, however, that an online survey may not be the best datacollection method to use for a population of open-source software developers. Many of
the communications I had with individual developers and messages I observed in listserv
archives indicated that this population may be over-surveyed. Researchers who want to
learn about the open-source community likely turn to online surveys because the
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community is so widely distributed and can be difficult to contact. However, the
participants may be less likely to respond to surveys if they view the researchers as
covering the same ground already covered by previous studies.
It is also quite possible that software developers are reluctant to fill out a survey
about a topic that they aren’t interested in, like usability. Open-source software
developers are typically busy maintaining projects and staying involved in the
community or communities of developers they are associated with, so a survey must
reach a threshold level of interest before developers will fill it out. My survey, because it
was so clearly asking developers to report about usability practices, may have only
attracted developers who are concerned with the usability in their own programs.
Developers who are less concerned may not have been motivated to complete the
instrument.
Conclusion
As open-source software development practices continue to influence the theory
and practice of technical communication, it is essential that technical communicators
strive to better understand the assumptions underlying the open-source movement. The
decentralized nature of the movement requires that scholars approach developers
themselves in order to get an accurate reading of the value systems and assumptions at
work in the movement itself. While surveys clearly represent one valid way to gather
information from developers, survey results typically lack depth in favor of generalized
comments. Therefore, the following chapter uses interviews to uncover data that
supplements the more general survey results with additional individualized accounts of
the open-source development community.
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CHAPTER VII
QUESTIONING OPEN-SOURCE DEVELOPERS: INTERVIEWS

In order to follow up on the findings of my various textual analysis activities,
including rhetorical analysis, discourse analysis, and survey results analysis, I
interviewed a small subset of developers in order to get their more extensive opinions
about some of the discoveries highlighted by my other research. In order to recruit the
participants for the interviews, I used a variety of methods. Initially, I developed a list of
developers who would be willing to participate in an interview from those who contacted
me about the survey. These developers saw the survey posted to a listserv to which they
were subscribed and contacted me for various reasons. In addition to these volunteers, I
also asked other developers if they could recommend any of their peers who might be
interested in answering some questions about open source and usability. I initially
contacted seven developers using these methods, and five agreed to be interviewed.
The interviews were all mediated by a computer. All of the interviews were
conducted online using various forms of chat or instant messaging software. These
technologies included AOL Instant Messenger (AIM), ICQ, and Internet Relay Chat
(IRC). The transcripts of these interviews were automatically generated in real-time by
the chat programs, which reduced the time spent processing the data from the interviews.
The quotes below include minor corrections, including corrected typographical errors, but
larger issues of punctuation, grammar, capitalization, and style were left unchanged to
maintain the particular syntax of the interviewees’ discourse.
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Demographics
The five interview participants were geographically distributed. The participants
were located in the United States, Ireland, and Germany, but the Internet communication
technologies allowed us to communicate in real-time. While this wide geographic
distribution required me to consider the time differences between countries, the
interviewees were quite accommodating with their schedules. Four of the interviewees
were male and one was female. All were Caucasian. The average age of the
interviewees was 35, with ages ranging from 32 to 42. Each indicated that they had been
developing software for over 10 years, and more than one mentioned that they started
programming computers when they were 8 years old.
Insiders and Outsiders
While each of the interviews was semi-structured to draw out more general
observations from the developers, there was one primary question I was concerned with:
the distinction between typical or “normal” users and “source-aware” users in the opensource community. I asked each of the interviewees to explain the essential differences
between these two groups and explain the reasons why this distinguishing factor seemed
so important to open-source developers. Each interviewee agreed that typical users and
source-aware users formed a kind of insider/outsider hierarchy in open-source
communities and had various thoughts about why this is the case.
The first interviewee described the different expectations that developer users and
non-developer users had for using software, but emphasized that this difference in
expectations was due to a difference in domain knowledge:
Interviewee 1 (I1): If you draw a distinction roughly along
the line of developer versus non-developer you often find
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very different expectations of what features software
should provide. Developer users tend to be very interested
in how the software does what it does and tend to express a
desire for control over the process whereas "normal" or
non-developer users tend to focus more on the ability to
accomplish more broadly defined goals with little or no
interest in what happens behind the scenes.
I think if you look at the distinction from a slightly
different way you'll see it occurs in many other
circumstances. There is often a difference between users
that possess domain knowledge in a particular area and
those that don't. The reason this often comes up as a
developer/nondeveloper distinction so often in open source
is that software developers all share some domain
knowledge in the creation of software
In open source software there is a definite advantage to
being a developer-user, just like in commercial software
there is a definite advantage to being a user with a large
support contract. In some ways for very similar reasons.
According to Interviewee 1, the advantage that developer-users have is the same kind of
advantage that a users have when they pay a proprietary software company large sums of
money for ongoing technical support. Usually these contracts ensure that software
companies are responsive to making bug fixes and adding functionality to meet the needs
of the users.
The main difference between source-aware users in an open-source system and
typical users who have a support contract with a commercial company is an economic
one: source-aware users in open source do not have to pay to have their voices heard.
While the rhetoric of the open-source movement often refers to the benefit of having a
voice in a community that invites participation from everyone, not all users can become
involved in the community; at the very least, typical end users do not enjoy the ability to
have their voices heard as well as source-aware users.
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The second interviewee considered the main difference between source-aware
users and typical end users to be the ways in which the two groups view software:
Interviewee 2 (I2): I guess the biggest difference would be
what I call "care factor", normal users normally don't "care"
about the software, it is a tool, a means to an end. For
"source aware" users, it is normally either a passion or a job
or both
According to this assessment, typical users don’t have as much invested in their use of
software. While source-aware users may be following their passions or working in their
chosen profession, typical users are simply trying to get their work done and only see the
software as a means to an end.
It’s obvious that a developer may be offended when users see the result of their
passion and labor as a mundane tool rather than a thing of beauty. In my estimation,
however, the problem arises when the users who only need the software to behave like a
tool can’t make their needs known to the developer-users. If developers don’t appreciate
the viewpoint of the less technologically advanced, those users are effectively barred
from participating in the community that supports the program.
The third interviewee explains that source-aware and non-source-aware users
understand the term “software” differently, and, therefore, will inevitably find it difficult
to see eye-to-eye when trying to communicate:
Interviewee 3 (I3): Well, one of the answers is in your
question I guess... non-source-aware users don't care about
the source, and most likely don't even know what it is. To
"typical" computer users, the user interface *is* the
software. To a developer, the code itself is the beautiful
part, and how it interacts with people is sometimes of
secondary importance at best.
DY: and it seems to me that non-source-aware users tend to
be treated differently (second-class citizens) in bugzilla and
on listservs. Do you observe the same thing?
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I3: Yes, there can be an element of that. Writing a good
bug report (or even understanding enough about software
and bugzilla to write one at all) is an art in itself, and busy
maintainers don't necessarily find it a good use of their time
to chase up users for more information, stack traces (which
a non-technical user may have no clue how to obtain) etc.,
which can deter users from trying again in future as they
feel their issue is being ignored.
see it less on mailing lists wrt13 the GNOME project at
least, as we have mailing lists specifically targeted at newer
users, but even for IT-literate but non-programming types
(such as UI designers, graphic artists or docs folk) it can be
hard to break into an open source meritocracy, where code
still counts.
Because open-source operates as a meritocracy (rather than a democracy), its citizens
must earn the respect of their peers in order to enjoy all of the benefits that membership
in the community has to offer. According to my findings, the most meaningful way to
earn respect is to develop good source code. Even those individuals who have a great
deal of technological skill may find it difficult to be accepted if they are not
programmers.
The third interviewee continues to explain that proprietary software companies
typically employ liaisons who can communicate with a development organization on
behalf of users:
I3: In an ideal world [the difference between typical users
and source-aware users] wouldn't necessarily create a
barrier... on commercial projects, for example, you'd expect
the usability team (and perhaps marketing, although they
also have ulterior motives sometimes) to act as the liaison
between users and developers; users shouldn't normally
have to interact with bug databases and suchlike directly. It
rarely works like that on oss projects though, so yes, we
mostly only hear from a particular class of user, the ones
who've fathomed out how to file a bug or subscribe to a
mailing list.
13

Shorthand for “with regard to.”
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Unfortunately, because open-source projects do not have the kind of larger overall
structure that puts developers in constant contact with user advocates, the kind of
information from users that makes its way into the open-source community’s discourse is
usually only one particular kind of user. In other words, the voices of typical end users
may rarely be heard because they may never learn how to submit their complaint in bug
tracking system or post a message to a listserv.
The fourth interviewee suggests that source-aware users have the opportunity to
become a contributing member of a development project while typical users can only
complain about issues:
Interviewee 4 (I4): The typical computer user just uses
software to get his/her work done. In case of problems, they
usually complain with somebody. The source-aware user in
the same scenario might want to dive into the code and try
to figure out what the problem is. At least he is
willing/capable to assist the developers in finding what the
problem is. This way, he actually becomes part of the
project even though he is not actively working on it.
Again, typical users are correctly characterized as having a greater concern with the
overall work task that they are trying to accomplish rather than with the inner workings
of the software that facilitates that work task. The difference in paradigms between the
source-aware users and the typical users is quite significant. Where source-aware users
maintain an active awareness of the role the software is playing as they complete day-today work tasks, typical users would prefer software that was more transparent than
opaque. Rather than being forced to consider the software, typical users want a tool that
seamlessly integrates with the other activities involved in completing the work task.
The fifth interviewee went on to comment on open-source developers’ inability to
understand the needs of typical end users:
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Interviewee 5 (I5): I also see that problem of a different
understanding of normal user and what they need - On the
one hand, Open Source developers want to develop for
"everybody", on the other hand, they lack knowledge of
what "normal" users know and understand
The real contradiction is that developers are very interested in creating software that
meets users’ needs, but they do not have enough knowledge about how normal users
approach software. This lack of knowledge can lead developers to make assumptions
about typical computer users that may not be grounded in actual fact. When they design
a piece of software to be usable by “everybody,” then, they end up creating a tool that is
only usable for the kind of user they imagine, not the real people working with the
software.
The fifth interviewee was careful to observe, however, that usability needs for
technologically advanced users are very different from the usability needs of more typical
end users:
I5: I think source-aware users and members of the
community are much more likely to search for ways how to
solve a problem
they do not need to have a high ease of learning, but a high
ease of use later on
they have community members who can explain how to use
a certain software, where to find options - and of course
they got a much different understanding of technology
Whereas typical end users may expect a software tool to be quite intuitive on first use
(because they are interested in completing a work task), more technologically advanced
users may be willing to concede that a program is difficult to learn if that program is
sufficiently useful and powerful enough to warrant the effort necessary to learn it. In
addition, highly technological users reside in a network of similar users who cooperate
with each other to assist new users in understanding the software.
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For more typical users, however, learning a complex piece of software may be
technologically prohibitive in completing their day-to-day work tasks. Typical users may
be unwilling to tackle a sizable learning effort, especially if they do not have the
experience or expertise to gauge whether the effort they invest will return a sufficient
benefit in time savings. Therefore, it may be especially important for developers to
create programs that let users see results quickly rather than expect users to tolerate
delayed gratification
The fifth interviewee also made some general observations about some
misconceptions regarding usability among open-source developers. In particular, she
noted that many developers don’t recognize the difference between personal experiences
and the methodical collection of user data by usability evaluation techniques. She wrote:
I5: everybody who uses software thinks he can say
something about the usability of that software
actually, it's just a personal opinion and experience, pooling
those feelings and experiences makes usability
but every user who feels he found a problem posts to the
devel list that he knows how to solve the problem. well,
then it will work for that one specific user, but not for the
90% of other users
so developers try to filter whose comments are valuable,
and whose comments are not. when it's about bugs and
coding, they can easily evaluate if the suggestions others
make regarding the code are good or bad
source-aware suggestions are valued higher, because it's
easier for the devels to judge them
for usability it's more difficult for developers to evaluate
the quality of a judgement - so they are often neglected
(even if it comes from a trustful usability expert)
Her main point is that developers have difficulty evaluating the validity of some user
input, especially the kind of less technical information that can influence a product’s
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usability. Where technological problems, bugs, and errors in the code can be easily
understood, the preferences and habits of users are less concrete and more difficult to
evaluate. Therefore, whether information about users’ interactions with the program
comes from individual users reporting on personal experience or from usability
professionals reporting on robust research, developers are likely to disregard the
information because they have no way to measure its validity. To them, usability reports
may seem just as arbitrary as an individual’s personal opinion.
While each interviewee focused on a different aspect of the tension between
source-aware users and more typical users in the open-source community, it’s clear that
such a distinction is apparent to many of the participants in the process. Without
exception, the interviewees reported that the status of source-aware users was much
higher than the status of users who were unable to comment on the source code. Clearly,
the comments of developers were seen as more valid and more acceptable than those of
non-developers.
Users bear the burden
In addition to the differences in status between the source-aware users and typical
end users in the open-source movement, there is a feeling within the movement that
individuals must offer something of value to the community in order to be seen as a valid
member of the community. According to one interviewee:
I1: it isn't really a community unless there is give and take.
So if you aren't offering something of value to the
community you are still welcome to use the software but
your input will have substantially less weight than it
otherwise might.
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In other words, if you can’t contribute code, then you can’t participate in a truly effective
way. The issue here is that non-developers are seen as freeloaders rather than as
valuable, contributing members of a society. Rather than try to equalize the status of
various members of the open-source community, it is more typical for developers to
simply ignore the comments and suggestions of those who are not furthering the efforts
of the developers. In that way, vocal users who don’t actively contribute to the
development effort are seen as a barrier to a development rather than as a contributor to
the usability of the product.
One particularly interesting point about the activities and the choices of
developers is that the participants in the open-source community may be particularly
hesitant to freely volunteer their time for tasks that don’t efficiently support the ongoing
development of the program. Because open-source developers don’t benefit from the
kind of organizational gatekeeping and strategic planning provided in a typical software
development environment, developers have to be careful not to try to solve every
problem that comes to their attention. The first interviewee wrote:
I1: If you consider their own time as one of the few
resources an open source developer has any control over it
becomes a little clearer why it helps so much. When a
developer asks you for a stack trace there could be several
reasons but almost all of them have to do with saving time.
Reproducing bugs locally can be time consuming or
impossible so in most cases they're hoping that the stack
trace will give enough information that they can narrow
down the problem to something that is easily recognizable
so that the amount of time spent on any given problem isn't
potentially open ended. In a paid support situation a very
similar request is often made but the request is handled
internally by the support staff.
Again, rather than employing intermediaries that act on behalf of users, open-source
projects are completely under the control of individual developers. As the first
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interviewee noted, personnel in support positions may communicate customer problems
to development personnel in a way that’s easily understood by developers. In the same
way, marketing staff may talk to users to review customer requirements; technical writers
may profile users as part of their audience analysis activities; usability experts may gather
data about users’ cognitive models, domain knowledge, and work habits.
Friends and strangers
The same interviewee gave another lengthy explanation of how social status
determines developers’ responses to the requests and recommendations of others:
I1: How do you recognize contributions of value especially
when they fall outside your own domain, and how to you
grow the community so that it includes new classes of
users.
The insider outsider thing is nothing so well defined or
unbending but I tend to listen to advice from people I know
more than strangers.
DY: and the people you know tend to be other oss
developers?
I1: In the software world probably, but I'm trying to make a
broader point. Let me try to illustrate I'll happily drop
everything and spend an hour on the phone helping my
brother get his wireless network working, but I highly
doubt I'd spend a minute doing the same if a complete
stranger called. So when someone called and said they
were a friend of my brother's and needed help setting up
their wireless network what do you think I did?
I helped him hoping the whole time it wouldn't take long.
There is a lot of power in knowing or respecting someone,
and even that power plays out in different ways depending
on what you know or respect about that person.
If that same brother (or his friend) called me and told me
how to write some piece of software, at best I'd listen
politely and go ahead with my plans.
So if you're not an already visible part of the software
community and you're not offering to help in some easily
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quantifiable way it is very hard to know how to much to
weigh the input.
now having said that I'd just listen politely to my brother I
have to point out that in reality I'd try to do a little more
than that.
Which is I'd listen very closely for the root of his problem
or what he was trying to accomplish and make sure I had
considered it in my existing plans. But I doubt he'd be able
to tell the difference.
To the first interviewee, then, the social network really depends on a sense of familiarity
and fraternity within the community. As open-source developers gain more experience in
the community and interact with each other, their sense of belonging increases, as does
their ability to assert greater influence on the direction of development projects.
Outsiders to this community obviously have a greater difficulty making their voices
heard.
Interestingly, however, this example suggests an opportunity for others to gain
access to the open-source community. Specifically, it seems that claiming some
connection to well-known members in the community may actually impart some
credibility (though not as much credibility as a full-blown member). Because the opensource community is based on favors, volunteering, and other non-economic factors, it’s
no wonder that influence and empowerment depends largely on building a reputation by
writing code. It seems that the only chance for non-source-aware users to gain access to
the community may be in first allying with users who have already built a reputation.
Even then, it’s unlikely that an outsider could have much influence.
The social world vs. engineering
In addition to the question of insiders and outsiders in the open-source
community, I asked a follow-up question based on responses to a question on the survey
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that asked developers about motivations for participating in open-source projects. The
second interviewee observed that, for open-source developers, “doing the right thing”
may not mean the same thing that it means in Kohlberg’s hierarchy:
DY: I asked developers why they participate in open
source, and most ranked "self-satisfaction" and "doing the
right thing" as the highest factors.
I2: yup, that’s true..
DY: I think you're talking about self-satisfaction when you
say "scratch an itch," but where does "doing the right thing"
come in?
I2: but to a developer "doing the right thing" is normally in
an engineering context first, and other contexts second..
most oss developers would prefer a fast running system to a
system that was "easy to use"
DY: I was assuming that doing the right thing was a social
statement, not one about how to code...
Like "caring for others" and such as that.
not so?
I2: developers will to adapt to engineering issues, normal
users are not (possibly because they don’t recognise or
understand the engineering issues).
DY: I think that gives me a different understanding of
developers' motivations.
I2: you would assume the doing the right thing is meant in
a social context, and some of the developers if you asked
them in a leading way would agree with you. but if you
look at the developers *actions* it leans far more heavily to
the engineering issues
to developers the "social" world is just another type of
engineering problem
to them sharing makes "engineering" sense..
so that i think is more in tune with the developers
perspective.. especially the more focused / productive
developers.
It was especially surprising to me to hear this interpretation of what, on the surface,
sounds like a high level of moral development and ethical behavior. According to the
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interviewee, developers may actually see the social world as an engineering problem,
where sharing code simply serves the purposes of the program rather than the purposes of
the people who use the program. In this worldview, ignoring users’ comments may be
part of “doing the right thing if such comments would slow the development process or
complicate the source code.
Usability and accessibility
In many parts of my research, I found that open-source developers used the term
usability to refer to enabling applications for blind or low-vision users and translating
interfaces into different languages. However, this kind of enablement is more correctly
referred to as accessibility. The interviewees, however, did not find it troubling that
developers would make this mistake:
DY: According to my research, some open-source
developers conflate the term usability with accessibility. Is
it common for these terms to be combined?
I3: They're very much related; it depends who you talk to
how much the overlap is though :) In GNOME we've tried
to build accessibility into the fabric of everything, so we
have quite a lot of overlap... things like the ability to use
large print or high contrast themes, or complete keyboard
navigation, for example, aren't just useful to people with
visual or motion impairments... they make your desktop
more usable if you're outside in the sunshine using a laptop,
or you're one of those expert hacker keyboard junkies who
never touches a mouse.
(One of GNOME's graphic artists uses the screen magnifier
for live closeups of the graphics he's working on too, I
believe...)
DY: I see the connection, certainly, but one of the
developer blogs I read equated usability with access for low
vision users and non-English-speaking users.
I'm mostly curious if combining the two (seeing the
commonalities between the two) obscures other usability
issues?
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I3: I can't think of any cases where that's been a problem,
to be honest. Here at Sun we have a particular interest in
the accessibility side of things (we wrote most of the code
that makes it work in GNOME, and Java is similar), so we
tend to look out for accessibility problems more than the
rest of the community. So I guess they kind of balance it
out by looking for the more "conventional" usability issues.
The problem with confusing usability with accessibility, however, is that developers may
be more attracted to the straightforward technical issues involved in solving accessibility
problems and, as a consequence, choose to ignore more subtle or complicated usability
issues. They make it a problem of engineering instead of a rhetorical problem and thus
look for an engineering solution instead of a rhetorical solution. This approach to
usability problems can promote the misconception that usability is a concern with user
access, not ease-of-use. Making an interface accessible, however, doesn’t mean that it is
also necessarily usable.
Conclusion
The interviewees offered many different opinions about the reasons why nonsource-aware users are treated as outsiders in the open-source community, but they
agreed that such users face significant barriers to productive interactions with the
developers who direct the development of open-source software programs. It is difficult
to continue to believe that open-source software development offers a more democratic
and cooperative alternative to traditional software development. Instead, open-source
software represents a process that privileges the highly technological user over the more
typical user.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This research study attempted to discover the ways in which users are portrayed
in the open-source movement. Based on the popular rhetoric surrounding the activity of
the movement, it would appear that “open source” means that the development process
on these types of projects is open to all who care to participate. The word “open”
conjures up powerful connotations of freedom, liberty, and self-determination. Because
the word “open” tends to evoke an almost instinctual response, its use can be misleading
and obfuscating.
A trend that further muddies the waters is the seemingly endless ways the term
“open source” has been adopted by many other fields. This document has previously
pointed to uses such as open-source cola, open-source clothing, open-source yoga, opensource economic development, and open-source music; the co-opting of the “open
source” terminology is seemingly without limit. Clearly, what organizations and
individuals mean when they use the term “open source” is that they are sharing their
ideas with others. The problem, however, occurs when the idea that open source means
sharing is applied back to the more traditional domain of open-source software
development. “Open source” has outgrown its original meaning to become something far
greater than its narrow application in software. Sharing of source code does not empower
everyone to participate in software development; it only empowers a few members of a
technologically elite group of developers who do not concern themselves with the needs
of others.
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The rhetoric of open source, then, represents a false reality of a free and open
society where individuals have control over the technology in their lives—a society
where everyone is equally empowered to participate in active communities and where the
ideas of others are valued and influential in development processes. Open source fails to
live up to this utopian promise. Instead, open-source software communities are closed to
outsiders, especially ones who lack a high level of technological skill. Non-developer
users are routinely ignored and wield considerably less influence than their developeruser counterparts. A technological development process that promises the
democratization of technology thus simply upholds the status quo.
Exception to the Rule
While the research in this dissertation project clearly demonstrates that opensource software puts limits on the participation of users in the development process, there
are real examples of successful open-source projects that do provide usable interfaces for
their users. One primary example is the web browser Firefox. According to many
estimates of browser market share, the Firefox browser is now preferred by more than
10% of Internet users. While this may seem like an insignificant number, it represents a
very large adoption when you consider that Microsoft bundles its Internet Explorer
product with its Windows operating system and makes that browser the default option for
all Windows users. In order for users to adopt Firefox, they must first choose to reject
Internet Explorer.
The primary reason for switching browsers, however, may not have anything to
do with the development process of open-source software. I would contend that users are
not as interested in the openness of the source code as they are interested in a browser
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that does not contain security vulnerabilities and does not cost money. Rather than
participatory development, users are interested in a tool that does not inhibit their work
tasks. The “open source” coding of the browser, while it is often credited for the success
of Firefox, probably has little or no influence on the decision-making process of users.
Open-source advocates may contend that it is the development process itself that makes a
secure and effective piece of software freely available to the public, but the interests of
users (completing work tasks) and the interests of developers (writing technologically
efficient code) are still at variance. User interests and developer interests may intersect
but they do not coincide.
Summary of the Dissertation
This dissertation project systematically analyzed a series of open-source texts to
examine the representation of users in the open-source community. This systematic
analysis involved a multiple-methodological approach in order to provide views from
various angles and approaches. Namely, I used rhetorical analysis, discourse analysis,
survey research, and interviews to examine texts from the open-source movement.
Using rhetorical analysis, I examined texts by Eric Raymond and Richard
Stallman to discover how their evangelical texts about open-source methodologies
depicted users. I found that both Raymond and Stallman demonstrated a bias toward
highly technological users that left more typical end users out of the community of
developers who benefit from the open-source development process. Their appeals for a
development process based on freedom, openness, and individual self-determination for
the betterment of society essentially drew the boundaries of the “community” only
around the highly technological users who have the skill and training to contribute their
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work to the projects. Less technologically sophisticated users are relegated to the status
of second-class citizens—people who must pay developers to code for them because they
can’t meaningfully contribute to the open-source projects.
Using discourse analysis, I examined several different online communication
technologies used by the developers of a single open-sources project: the Evince
document viewer. Specifically, I examined Evince bug tracking commentaries, email
listserv archives, and blog posts written in 2005 to discover how actual open-source
developers (not just widely known open-source advocates) understand the role of users in
the open-source development process. In all of the genres of online communication, I
found that the developers greatly valued the contributions of source-aware users, those
users who were also developers and who could be counted on to either contribute code or
provide a high level of technological information and detail. More typical end users were
often unappreciated and, in some cases, seen as a nuisance.
I distributed an online survey to open-source software developers to gather
information about developers’ usability activities, attitudes toward users, and motivations
for working on open-source projects. The results of the survey demonstrated that
developers generally do not pursue the kind of usability evaluation techniques that utilize
the expertise and knowledge of a usability professional. Instead, developers rely on the
opinions of the people around them (other developers, family members, friends) to
evaluate their interfaces. Through their responses to open-ended questions, the
respondents also demonstrated a bias against novice users by using pejorative terms like
simple users or stupid users in contrast to honorific terms like advanced users or power
users to describe highly technological users.
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Finally, I interviewed a group of five open-source software developers to better
understand the reasons behind the rift between source-aware users and non-source-aware
users. According to the interviews, open-source developers discriminate against typical
end users because their attempt at participation in the open-source community does not
measure up to the contribution of source-aware users. In addition, working with nonsource-aware users is a time-consuming process because they do not provide the same
type of technical information that a developer-user may provide. According to
developers, typical end users’ problems also tend to take more time away from
developers’ primary duties of writing code and fixing bugs because more effort is often
required to communicate effectively with typical end users because they have difficulty
deciphering users’ explanations of problems.
Answering the Research Questions
This study focused on discovering the representations of users in the open-source
software community to answer a series of questions focused on this question: What can
the communication of developers in the open-source software community tell us about the
role of users in open-source software development? Through the various texts that I
analyzed in this study, it was quite clear that developers make a real distinction between
types of software users in their communication. When they talk about the benefits of
open-source software development, the benefits are specific to developers and developerusers, not necessarily to more typical end users who don’t have the technological
expertise to participate fully in the open-source community. This differentiation between
types of users in the open-source movement leads to a series of additional questions that
help further investigate the issue of users:
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How are users portrayed in the writings of open-source software advocates?
Open-source software advocates such as Eric Raymond and Richard Stallman highly
promote the interests of developers while deemphasizing the interests of more typical
users. While both make ideal promises about freedom and cooperation, their audience is
a narrow one that does not include any person outside of the most technologically
advanced computer experts.
What does this portrayal imply about open-source software and user-centered
design practices? The design practices of open-source developers engender a systemcentered view of software where the system itself is more important than the users of the
software. Because the most important “users” are the developers themselves, opensource projects rarely view software interfaces as complex problems of human-computer
interaction. Instead, interfaces are simply characterized as technological problems with
easy technological solutions.
How do open-source software developers reveal their individual attitudes toward
users in their communication practices on the Internet? In my investigation of the
various texts produced by developers in bug tracking systems, email listservs, and blogs,
open-source software developers largely ignored the needs of users unless their needs
were clearly expressed in technological terms. In other words, if users provide stack
traces or software patches, the kind of information developers can easily accept, then the
users’ needs are met. However, if the user reports a more complex problem dealing with
usability or human-computer interaction, developers were less responsive overall. In
other words, technologically sophisticated users were valued more than novice users.
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How do open-source software developers understand their own motivation for
developing software? According to my survey, open-source software developers
reported that they identify most with the motivating factors of self-satisfaction and doing
the right thing. Eric Raymond’s concept of “scratching a personal itch” as a motivating
factor for developers corresponds to the concept of self-satisfaction while Richard
Stallman’s rhetoric about the fundamental necessity of sharing corresponds to the concept
of doing the right thing. While doing the right thing appears to reflect a concern for the
welfare of others, an analysis of Stallman’s writing reveals that his concern is for the
welfare of a narrow group of highly technological developers, not the welfare of the more
general user group.
What do open-source software developers report about their own user-centered
design and usability practices? According to my surveys and interviews, software
developers do not typically enlist the help of experts in the field of usability to evaluate
the usability of their software projects. Instead, they may follow written guidelines or ask
fellow developers. Instead of understanding usability as a specific problem that requires
intensive research about the task and audience, they behave in ways that suggest that
usability is a technological problem that can be address using written guidelines.
What do developers’ reports (in surveys and interviews) reveal about the role of
the user in open-source software development? The developers’ reports in the survey
and series of interviews solidifies the disconnect between developer users and less
technologically advanced users in the open-source software development process. By
using terms like “power users” or “advanced users” for experts and “stupid users” or
“simple users,” the developers not only made it clear that the two groups are distinct, but
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that there is a hierarchy at work. The interviews also revealed that developers are
hesitant to work with users to solve problems unless those users can provide a
sophisticated level of technological detail about a problem.
Software Ethics
This research study reveals that the common scholarly interpretation of the opensource software movement is incomplete in examining the actual implementation of this
development process. While scholars commonly believe that the “open” nature of open
source leads to a participatory, democratized development process in which all users are
welcome to contribute to the evolution of the technology, the truth is that there are
significant barriers to participation and a real bias against those who don’t belong to the
class of technologically elite. In short, the promise of ethically or morally superior
software is not realized by the open-source development process.
If open-source software does not live up to its promise of an ethically superior
development process, then what would ethical software be like? We must ask and
answer some questions: Can software be ethical? Yes, but it probably doesn’t have
anything to do with the openness of the source code. There are other forms of openness,
like the openness of the development process, that are much more valid for a wider
variety of users. Other computer-enabled technologies like Flickr’s tagging of digital
images and Wikipedia’s open knowledge base do, in fact, offer a more open, democratic
process that enables contributions from a wide variety of users almost regardless of their
technical abilities. Can we choose software based on ethics? Yes, but open-source ethics
as proclaimed by Stallman and Raymond don’t apply outside of the small community of
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open-source software developers. In choosing an ethical test for software, we must look
elsewhere.
The best ethical test depends on the needs of the users. A rhetorical-ethical
approach to software development understands that the fundamental importance of the
audience (users) determines whether or not a piece of software is acceptable. A concern
for the ease-of-use may be a better ethical test to drive the assessment of software if it is
designed for novice computer users. Open-source software may have significant barriers
to providing usable software, but in some cases, open source could be best for the user.
However, the ethical test should not be based on whether a program’s code is freely
available, because most typical users can’t read or modify source code. In some cases,
open source can be best because it’s less expensive. If a group of users (like nonprofit
agencies) have limited financial resources, software that can be used without paying
money could provide a real benefit. In other cases, open-source software could be more
ethical because it’s more reliable. In a situation like hospital operations where the
technology and transfer of time-critical information literally impacts life-and-death
situations, highly reliable software is essential. But if software programs are unusable,
they may be unable to efficiently deliver on their ethical promises of low-cost, reliable
software. That’s why we need to move outside of the typical rhetoric of the open-source
community to form an independent understanding of software ethics.
Ethics is situated in a particular context, so it isn’t possible to create a static set of
guidelines that software developers can use to ensure that their software is ethical.
Developers cannot approach the issue of ethical software as a technological problem.
Instead, they must see beyond the source code itself to the wider system of people
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interacting with the system. In order to facilitate developers’ inquiries about their work, I
recommend the following set of questions as a way to guide a reflective stance toward
software development that encourages developers to consider the ethical implications of
their programs: First, does the program enable and facilitate work tasks for all users?
Second, does the program empower users by providing tools that allow users to maintain
control and make informed choices about their software use? Finally, does the system
offer a democratic development process that enables and encourages participation by all
users, regardless of technological skill, age, race, or gender? These three questions
measure software ethics in three areas: usability, empowerment, and democracy.
Quality 1: Usability Does the program enable and facilitate work tasks for all
users? Perhaps the most important quality of ethical software is usability or ease-of-use.
More than simply providing a way for users to complete work tasks, software developers
should ensure that the software does not impose an additional burden on users by
introducing difficulty or confusion into the work process. The only way for developers to
ensure that their programs enable and facilitate work is to gather information from or
about their target user base. While incorporating user testing into an iterative design
process may provide the most comprehensive method for meeting users’ needs, almost
any usability evaluation method can assist developers in determining whether or not their
program meets users’ needs.
Including usability as a part of a computer professional’s ethical obligations is not
a foreign concept. According to the Association of Computing Machinery’s (ACM)
Code of Ethics and Professional Conduct, ACM members should “avoid harm,”
including “unnecessary expenditure of human resources,” which could include time users
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spend interacting with a particularly unusable interface. Members are told to “carefully
consider potential impacts on all those affected by decisions made during design and
implementation.” The Code also states, “To minimize the possibility of indirectly
harming others, computing professionals must minimize malfunctions by following
generally accepted standards for system design and testing.” If we use a broad definition
of “malfunction” that includes both errors in the code and issues of usability, we can
argue that computing professionals have an ethical obligation to be sensitive to the needs
of users, including a directive to follow design and testing standards (of which usability
evaluation is a part) to measure the impact of software on users.
Quality 2: Empowerment Does the program empower users by providing tools
that allow users to maintain control and make informed choices about their software
use? Often, software programs limit users’ agency by leading them down a specific path
of use that does not empower users to make their own decisions about how to complete
their work tasks. While such a limitation on use may make software use easier for novice
users, it ultimately prevents users from maintaining control of their computer use.
According to the ACM Code of Ethics, “Designing or implementing systems that
deliberately or inadvertently demean individuals or groups is ethically unacceptable.
Computer professionals who are in decision making positions should verify that systems
are designed and implemented to … enhance personal dignity.” According to the ACM,
then, computer systems should be designed in a way to enhance dignity, not disempower
users. The challenge for software designers, however, is not to create powerful software
programs. Many software programs put a great amount of power in the hands of users.
Instead, computer professionals must create usable systems that empower users. While it
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may be easy to empower users that have a high level of technological skill, the real
challenge is empowering novice users.
Quality 3: Democracy Does the system offer a democratic development process
that enables and encourages participation by all users, regardless of technological skill,
age, race, or gender? The findings of this research study revealed a bias against users
that do not have a high level of technological skill. Further, the survey results revealed
that the open-source software movement is dominated by young, white males and
therefore subordinates older users, users of other races, and female users. While the
unrestricted exchange of information in open-source software projects provides a
platform whereby a democratic and equal participation in the development process could
occur, the open-source community does not effectively break down barriers for groups
that represent minorities in the movement.
Again, the ACM Code of Ethics provides a useful touch point for the evaluation
of software. According to the Code:
Be fair and take action not to discriminate.
The values of equality, tolerance, respect for others, and the
principles of equal justice govern this imperative.
Discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, age,
disability, national origin, or other such factors is an
explicit violation of ACM policy and will not be tolerated.
Inequities between different groups of people may result
from the use or misuse of information and technology. In a
fair society, all individuals would have equal opportunity to
participate in, or benefit from, the use of computer
resources regardless of race, sex, religion, age, disability,
national origin or other such similar factors.
While the Code does not include technological skill in its list of groups subject to
discrimination, it’s clear from the findings of this study that the open-source movement,
at least, makes a clear distinction between source-aware users and typical users. This
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distinction allows members of the community to devalue the comments and contributions
of typical users and applaud the contributions of more technologically advanced users.
More than simply limiting the participation of typical users, though, the opensource movement’s emphasis on meritocracy perpetuates its lack of gender, age, and
racial diversity. Because status within the open-source movement is determined by the
community itself, it naturally follows that the kinds of activities that young, white males
find worthy of commendation encourage the development of a community exclusively
tailored for young, white males. It’s difficult, for example, to imagine the open-source
community adopting a feminist sensibility that deemphasizes individual contributions in
favor of a more accepting, nurturing environment for all participants regardless of
technological skill. The open-source community comprises highly competitive
individuals interested in gaining status in the community through their coding abilities,
and, largely, these individuals do not gain anything in the open-source hierarchy when
they deemphasize technological skill in favor of a “softer,” more humanistic view of
technology.
The ACM Code states, “Computing professionals have a responsibility to share
technical knowledge with the public by encouraging understanding of computing,
including the impacts of computer systems and their limitations. This imperative implies
an obligation to counter any false views related to computing.” In other words,
computing professionals have an ethical obligation to engage the public. What better
way to engage groups than inviting them to participate in the development process? It is
not enough for open-source advocates to espouse inclusivity in their rhetoric without
making genuine efforts to recruit the excluded. By recognizing that the open-source
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movement is based on the false view that participation is open to all, open-source
community members can begin taking steps toward a truly democratic development
process in which all are encouraged to participate (and offered the resources and training
to participate), especially among the traditionally excluded groups of female, non-white,
and older users.
Recommendations for Further Research
While this research study examined the open-source community’s stance toward
users and user-centered design, there is still a great deal we don’t know about opensource software’s efforts to focus more efforts on usability. Since this project began,
there have been various initiatives designed to increase awareness about usability issues
and offer open-source projects the opportunity to work with usability experts in order to
improve their interfaces. These efforts, which include openusability.org and
flossusability.org, are affiliations of interested members of the open-source community
who believe that usability is essential to the long-term success of open-source software.
Corporate sponsors of open-source projects, such as Novell, also have an interest in the
usability of open-source software. In the case of Novell, their Novell Desktop (a direct
competitor to Microsoft’s Windows operating system and Office business software)
depends on a seamless end-to-end ease of use.
While open-source software still lags significantly behind the efforts of successful
proprietary software companies in the area of usability, investigating the groups
responsible for leading the community into a greater awareness of the needs of less
technologically advanced users could reveal more information about how the open-source
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community typically understands the role of users and how that understanding is
evolving.
In addition, a longitudinal study that tracks the usability of open-source software
over time by conducting a series of usability evaluations could provide an additional
layer of data that could be triangulated with the types of textual analyses performed in
this study. My current research focused almost entirely on the words and practices of
open-source developers, but it did not seek to compare those words and practices to the
real experiences of typical end users who interact with open-source software. A usability
evaluation aimed at a target user population of typical end users would be a useful
method for giving those users a voice in a study about the usability of open-source
software.
Conducting research with typical end users who interact with open-source
software could involve several complementary usability evaluation methods to gather
data about users’ expectations and experiences. A typical task-based test with closer user
observation could allow researchers to observe ways in which users fail when interacting
with open-source programs. Such observation may even uncover usability problems that
are specific to open-source programs but normally absent from proprietary programs. In
addition to user observations, researchers could employ other evaluation methods such as
interviews or focus groups of end users to more directly investigate the user experience in
open-source software. The crucial part of such a study would be the researcher’s ability
to profile and recruit users of open-source software who do not match the typical profile
of open-source community members. In other words, the research would need to focus
on the experiences of community outsiders.
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The most important recommendation for researchers, however, is the necessity of
a critical stance toward open-source software development practices. The rhetoric of
open-source advocates and scholars who view open-source as a truly democratic and
participatory development process can lead to an under-examination of the assumptions
and biases that exist in the open-source community. Only researchers who are willing to
interrogate the claims of openness and freedom can hope to provide a complete
assessment of the effects that open-source software development practices have on users.
Technical communication scholars are especially well equipped to examine the
community because of their natural interdisciplinarity. By drawing from areas as varied
as social science research, philosophies of technology, rhetoric, usability and usercentered design, and computer science, technical communication researchers can apply a
variety of research methods and theoretical lenses to the analysis of open-source software
research. Perhaps most importantly, technical communicators are traditionally advocates
of users; they stand between the development organization and the user community.
Acting within that role of user advocacy, technical communicators are in a position to
question the rhetorical claims of open-source leaders and uncover the ways in which
those claims fail to be realized in practice. And because technical communicators have
access to the appropriate critical facilities and tools, they are obligated both
professionally and ethically to use those tools to investigate the claims of freedom in the
open-source community.
While the aim of this study was certainly to offer a critical investigation of the
open-source community, it is in no way designed to be interpreted as an endorsement of
proprietary software. In all likelihood, an investigation of proprietary software
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companies’ communication practices would reveal that users are regularly characterized
as financial resources or dehumanized in other ways (licenses for individual copies of
software are often referred to as “seats” rather than “users”). The aim in this study was to
spark discussion in the open-source community and among technical communication
scholars interested in open-source software development practices.
By accepting our role as critics of technology, technical communication scholars
can again act as user advocates by standing in the gap between technology developers
and users. Taking a critical stance toward the role of technology and developers’
assumptions about users allows technical communicators to offer a starting place for a
dialogue between the producers and consumers of technology. Technical communicators
can begin the dialogic exchange in many areas of technology by asking such questions as
How do virtual communities empower traditionally powerless groups?, How do college
students and young professionals interpret intellectual property law in an age of file
sharing, and what effect does their interpretation have on their technology use?, and
How do the emerging communication technologies of online networking services either
encourage or inhibit the democratization of the Internet? No matter what the question or
technology, however, technical communication scholars have the ability to set the stage
for change based on consideration for users and a challenge to technology producers.
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APPENDIX A
SELECTIONS FROM HALLOWEEN I

The following text was used in creating the reconstructions presented in the
analysis. The text from the original Microsoft memo appears without annotation.
Commentary from the open source advocates Eric Raymond and Tom Nadeau appears in
underlined typeface.
Argument 1: Marketing
Every good work of software starts by scratching a developer's personal itch
This summarizes one of the core motivations of developers in the OSS process -solving an immediate problem at hand faced by an individual developer -- this has
allowed OSS to evolve complex projects without constant feedback from a marketing /
support organization.
In other words, open-source software is driven by making great products, whereas
Microsoft is driven by focus groups, psychological studies, and marketing. As if we
didn't know that already.
Argument 2: Customer Relations
The difference here is, in every release cycle Microsoft always listens to its most
ignorant customers. This is the key to dumbing down each release cycle of software for
further assaulting the non-PC population. Linux and OS/2 developers, OTOH, tend to
listen to their smartest customers. This necessarily limits the initial appeal of the
operating system, while enhancing its long-term benefits. Perhaps only a monopolist like
Microsoft could get away with selling worse products each generation -- products
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focused so narrowly on the least-technical member of the consumer base that they
necessarily sacrifice technical excellence. Linux and OS/2 tend to appeal to the customer
who knows greatness when he or she sees it. The good that Microsoft does in bringing
computers to the non-users is outdone by the curse they bring upon the experienced users,
because their monopoly position tends to force everyone toward the lowest-commondenominator, not just the new users.
Note: This means that Microsoft does the ``heavy lifting'' of expanding the overall
PC marketplace. The great fear at Microsoft is that somebody will come behind them and
make products that not only are more reliable, faster, and more secure, but are also easy
to use, fun, and make people more productive. That would mean that Microsoft had
merely served as a pioneer and taken all the arrows in the back, while we who have better
products become a second wave to homestead on Microsoft's tamed territory. Well,
sounds like a good idea to me.
So, we ought to take a page from Microsoft's book and listen to the newbies once
in a while. But not so often that we lose our technological superiority over Microsoft.
Argument 3: User Interface Design
One thing that development groups at MSFT have learned time and time again is
that ease of use, UI intuitiveness, etc. must be built from the ground up into a product and
can not be pasted on at a later time.
This demands comment -- because it's so right in theory, but so hideously wrong
in Microsoft practice. The wrongness implies an exploitable weakness in the implied
strategy (for Microsoft) of emphasizing UI.
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There are two ways to build in ease of use "from the ground up". One (the
Microsoft way) is to design monolithic applications that are defined and dominated by
their UIs. This tends to produce ``Windowsitis'' -- rigid, clunky, bug-prone monstrosities
that are all glossy surface with a hollow interior.
Programs built this way look user-friendly at first sight, but turn out to be huge
time and energy sinks in the longer term. They can only be sustained by carpet-bomb
marketing, the main purpose of which is to delude users into believing that (a) bugs are
features, or that (b) all bugs are really the stupid user's fault, or that (c) all bugs will be
abolished if the user bends over for the next upgrade. This approach is fundamentally
broken.
The other way is the Unix/Internet/Web way, which is to separate the engine
(which does the work) from the UI (which does the viewing and control). This approach
requires that the engine and UI communicate using a well-defined protocol. It's
exemplified by browser/server pairs -- the engine specializes in being an engine, and the
UI specializes in being a UI.
With this second approach, overall complexity goes down and reliability goes up.
Further, the interface is easier to evolve/improve/customize, precisely because it's not
tightly coupled to the engine. It's even possible to have multiple interfaces tuned to
different audiences.
Argument 4: End-to-end Ease of Use
Poor end-user apps & focus. OSS development process are far better at solving
individual component issues than they are at solving integrative scenarios such as end-toend ease of use.
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The easy and obvious counter to this is to observe that Microsoft is pretty bad at
‘end-to-end ease of use’ itself; what it's good at is creating systems that look at first sight
as though they have that quality, but don't actually deliver on it (and, over time, have a
far higher total cost in productivity lost to bugs and missing features than does Linux).
Though this is true, it evades an important issue -- which is that Microsoft's own
meretriciousness on this score doesn't make its criticism any less valid. Open-source
development really is poor at addressing this class of issues, because it doesn't involve
systematic ease-of-use-testing with non-hackers.
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APPENDIX B
SURVEY QUESTIONS

I. Software development experience.
1. How long have you been developing software? (0-1 years/2-5 years/6-10 years/11
years or more)
2. How long have you been involved in the open source community? (0-1 years/2-5
years/6-10 years/11 years or more)
II. Rate the importance of the following qualities in software: (each question will be
rated on a 5-point Likert scale where 1=very unimportant, 2=somewhat unimportant,
3=undecided, 4=somewhat important, and 5=very important)
1. Powerful
2. Intuitive
3. Visually appealing
4. Bug-free
5. Configurable
6. Reliable
7. User-friendly
8. Other: What other terms would you use to describe quality software?
III. How often do you use the following methods do you use to evaluate the usability of
your software? (each question will be rated on a 5-point Likert scale where 1=never,
2=seldom, 3=sometimes, 4=often, and 5=always)
1. Follow interface guidelines published by an open source online community
(GNOME, KDE, etc.).
2. Follow a set of usability heuristics.
3. Ask other developers to look at my interface and make comments (posting to a
blog).
4. Ask non-developers to look at my interface and make comments (roommate,
family member, etc.).
5. Submit software to a group of usability experts who perform a thorough thinkaloud test with representative users and deliver a report with recommendations.
6. Submit software to a focus group of users who are asked to comment on it.
7. Submit software to a usability expert who evaluates the usability without
performing a test with users.
8. What other usability methods (if any) do you use?
IV. Open-ended questions:
1. What aspect of software determines its overall quality?
2. What advantages does open source software have over proprietary software in
terms of quality?
3. Who are the target users of your software?
4. What software program do you admire and why?
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V. Demographic Characteristics:
1. Sex: (Male/Female)
2. Age:
3. Highest educational degree:
a. High school/GED
b. Some college
c. 2-year degree (Associate’s)
d. 4-year degree (Bachelor’s)
e. Master’s degree
f. Doctoral degree
g. Professional degree (JD, MD)
h. Other (specify)
4. Race/National Origin:
a. American Indian and Alaska Native
b. Asian
c. Black or African American
d. Hispanic or Latino
e. Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander
f. White
g. Other (specify)
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APPENDIX C
WEB-BASED SURVEY RECRUITING E-MAIL

All:
Hi, I'm a PhD student at Texas Tech University studying usability practices in open
source software communities. I worked with a few open source developers to tailor this
survey for the open source development community, and about 13 developers
participated in a pilot test last year.
I am now looking for responses from a larger number of developers. It will take no
longer than 15 or 20 minutes, and your responses will help me (and others) understand
how open source developers approach the problem of usability in software.
If you would like to complete the survey, please go to:
http://english.ttu.edu/survey/TakeSurvey.asp?SurveyID=30Lm53M3757KG
You are invited to post this URL on any additional email list or blog.
Thanks in advance for your participation. Please feel free to contact me if you have any
questions or concerns.
thanks,
-Dave
Dave Yeats
Department of English
Texas Tech University
English and Philosophy Building
Office 401
dave.yeats@ttu.edu
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